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A B S T R A C T

Evaluation methods are necessary and useful for the research and de-
velopment of digital games. Despite this importance, there is no single
best practice approach to detect how players experience games. Many
existing approaches suffer from shortcomings such as low temporal
resolution, a reliance on sensors, or an unwanted influence on players,
e.g., with questionnaires interrupting an experience.

In this thesis, we propose and validate methods of player state as-
sessment that are explicitly designed for the application in natural
gaming settings such as at-home playing. For that purpose, we define
player state in this context and requirements that make assessment
methods usable in a natural gaming scenario. This thesis then con-
tributes to human-computer interaction (HCI) and games research
by proposing and validating objective (see Part ii) and subjective (see
Part iii) assessment methods that can be used to assess player state
while adhering to the defined requirements. Further, as these meth-
ods are devised as an online assessment, they allow directly reacting
to states that are not part of the player experience intended by the
developers, such as boredom. We leverage these possibilities by explor-
ing adaptivity based on player state. In Part iv, we present four case
studies that assess aspects of player state and adapt game features
accordingly. They show that adapting game features to player state can
provide a more enjoyable experience, but negative effects can occur
such as a decrease in perceived fairness.

These projects contribute to game development and academic re-
search. First, we provide subjective and objective methods that allow
the assessment of player state in an unobtrusive way enabling an
application in a natural gaming setting. Second, we propose and in-
vestigate how to leverage these methods in adaptivity approaches that
aim to provide an improved play experience. In empirical studies,
we evaluate their effects to provide insights into their effectiveness
and how adaptivity affects player experience (PX) in general. These
findings can help guide practitioners and scientists who are interested
in player state assessment methods and adaptivity approaches.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Bewertungsmethoden sind für die Erforschung und Entwicklung di-
gitaler Spiele notwendig und nützlich. Trotz dieser Bedeutung gibt
es keinen besten Ansatz, um festzustellen, wie Spieler Spiele erle-
ben. Viele bestehende Ansätze sind limitiert durch eine geringe zeitli-
che Auflösung, den Einsatz von Sensoren oder einen unerwünschten
Einfluss auf die Spieler, z.B. bei Fragebögen, welche die Erfahrung
unterbrechen.

In dieser Arbeit präsentieren und validieren wir Methoden zur
Erkennung des Spielerzustands, die explizit für den Einsatz in natür-
lichen Spielumgebungen wie z.B. zu Hause entwickelt wurden. Zu
diesem Zweck definieren wir den Spielerzustand und Anforderungen,
die für die Anwendung in einem natürlichen Spielszenario notwendig
sind. Diese Arbeit leistet dann Beiträge zur Mensch-Computer Inter-
aktion (HCI) und Spieleforschung, indem sie objektive (siehe Part ii)
und subjektive (siehe Part iii) Bewertungsmethoden vorschlägt und
validiert, die zur Beurteilung des Spielerzustands unter Einhaltung
der definierten Anforderungen verwendet werden können. Da diese
Methoden als Online-Erkennung konzipiert sind, können sie direkt
auf Zustände reagieren, die nicht Teil der von den Entwicklern beab-
sichtigten Spielerfahrung sind, wie z.B. Langeweile. Wir nutzen diese
Möglichkeiten, indem wir die Adaption basierend auf dem Zustand
der Spieler untersuchen. In Part iv werden vier Fallstudien vorgestellt,
die Aspekte des Spielerzustands bewerten und die Spieleigenschaften
entsprechend anpassen. Sie zeigen, dass die Anpassung von Spiela-
spekten an den Spielerzustand ein unterhaltsameres Erlebnis bieten
kann, aber auch negative Effekte wie eine Verringerung der wahrge-
nommenen Fairness auftreten können.

Diese Projekte leisten Beiträge zur Spieleentwicklung und akade-
mischen Forschung von Spielen. Erstens stellen wir subjektive und
objektive Methoden zur Verfügung, die es ermöglichen, den Zustand
der Spieler auf unaufdringliche Weise zu beurteilen, um eine Anwen-
dung in einem natürlichen Spielumfeld zu ermöglichen. Zweitens
schlagen wir vor und untersuchen, wie diese Methoden in Adaptions-
ansätzen eingesetzt werden können, die darauf abzielen, ein verbes-
sertes Spielerlebnis zu bieten. In empirischen Studien evaluieren wir
ihre Auswirkungen, um Einblicke in ihre Wirksamkeit zu geben und
allgemein, wie sich die Anpassungsfähigkeit auf Spielerfahrung (PX)
auswirkt. Diese Ergebnisse können Entwicklern und Wissenschaftlern,
die an Methoden zur Bewertung des Spielerzustands und Anpassungs-
ansätzen interessiert sind, als Orientierungshilfe dienen.
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1
M O T I VAT I O N

Digital games1 increasingly have gained popularity over the last
decades. Various statistics show the magnitude of and variety in the
population of players of digital games. For example, the Entertainment
Software Association’s 2018 report [74] shows that 60% of Americans
play video games daily and 70% of the gamer population is comprised
of adults aged 18 and older. This suggests that gaming has outgrown
the niche activity that was mainly enjoyed by children. Unsurprisingly,
the increasing popularity led to a growth of the games industry and
academic research on games.

One essential part of the design, development, and research of
games is the evaluation of the experience of players. Drachen, Mirza-
Babaei, and Nacke, for example, describe games user research (GUR)
as “focused completely on evaluating players” [65]. The games in-
dustry requires such methods to evaluate game prototypes and use
the gained insights to improve their experiences, e.g., in playtesting.
Similarly, academic research frequently revolves around questions
about the experience of players [42], which necessitates methods to
assess it.

Despite the demand and importance, there is no best practice to
evaluate game experiences. Many criteria that are usually used in
human-computer interaction (HCI) such as usability do not work
well because they do not consider characteristics that are important
in a gaming context, such as enjoyment [139]. Therefore, research
has started to study methods that are better applicable to games.
While a clear consensus on the components of the experience of play
has not been reached, there is a variety of methods that are applied
to measure enjoyment of games [151]. Frequently, the evaluation of
player experience (PX) is concerned with the presence or absence
as well as the strength of various affective states, such as emotions.
In fact, assessing the current player state during gameplay can help
practitioners and researchers evaluate game experiences. However,
while approaches aimed at this purpose exist, they often suffer from
a variety of shortcomings such as obtrusiveness that prevent an easy
application in natural gaming settings.

In this thesis, we propose and validate objective [Core6, Core7]
and subjective [Core1, Core5] player assessment methods that are
applicable in a natural gaming scenario. Further, we investigate how
to leverage assessed player state to adapt game features through
adaptivity approaches [Core2, Core3, Core4, Core5] in an effort to
provide an overall improved experience, e.g., by adapting difficulty
when players are frustrated or bored. This way, the contributions of this
thesis provide guidance for researchers and practitioners who want to

1 This thesis uses the terms digital games and video games synonymously to refer to
all types of games that are played on any type of digital device.
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4 motivation

assess and address changing player state in real-world settings; based
on prototypical implementations and empirical studies, we evaluate
how assessment methods and adaptivity approaches affect players.
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2
B A C K G R O U N D & R E S E A R C H O V E RV I E W

This chapter gives a short overview of the research conducted as
part of this thesis. For that purpose, we introduce the research area
of this thesis and related fields. Subsequently, we will explain the
contribution of this thesis by outlining the larger motivation as well as
the addressed research questions.

2.1 research area

This thesis contributes to research on play, specifically video game
play. As this area of research is comparably new and there is no clear
separation to other areas, this research touches multiple fields. First,
research on digital games can be considered a subdomain of HCI,
because it is frequently concerned with human players interacting
with a game that is played on some type of computer system such
as personal computers, mobile phones, or game consoles. Recent
years have seen a rise of more game focused research within HCI,
e.g., with specialized conference series. For example, the ACM CHI
PLAY conference uses the term player-computer interaction (PCI)
[41] and investigates research involving scholars from a variety of
fields such as psychology, computer science, and design [42]. Similarly,
people from a variety of backgrounds work in games user research

(GUR), “an interdisciplinary field of practice and research concerned
with ensuring the optimal quality of usability and user experience
(UX) in video games” [65]. It is a broad field that involves many
areas of game development like art, design, and programming [65].
While perspectives sometimes can vary due to the interdisciplinary
nature, similar methods are used in these fields, and researchers
and practitioners are interested in evaluating the interaction between
games and players, regardless of their background. Therefore, there
is a general interest in the evaluation of game experience and this
thesis can be considered contributing to the intersection of these fields
by studying applicable methods. Similarly, perspectives and goals
between academic research and commercial game development can
vary. In an ideal world, the findings of academia would be applicable
in games industry and academic research learns from and researchers
the use of commercial games. In this thesis, we will avoid focusing on
a specific perspective. We will motivate use cases for games industry
and academia, but in general, we propose that the contributions of this
thesis are relevant in an academic context and practically applicable
for commercial games.

5
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6 background & research overview

2.2 evaluating the experience of play : why assess player

state?

The evaluation of how players experience a game is necessary and use-
ful for various reasons. The commercial games industry uses playtests
to study how players experience parts of a game under development
to address potential problems and improve the overall game before
release. For example, large-scale playtests can be used to evaluate if
players like the designed experience [144]. After a game is released,
game analytics [64] can be used to evaluate experience. This is valuable
to improve already released games—e.g., by adding new game fea-
tures, which has become especially important, as games increasingly
aim to generate continuing revenue streams (cf. Games-as-a-service [13]).
Further, such an analysis provides insights for future projects, such as
game sequels. Similarly, academic research on games is interested in
understanding how players interact with games or how to implement
game interaction eliciting a particular type of experience [42]. This
highlights the need to evaluate the experience of players with games
and their interaction.

Traditional metrics of evaluating systems and interactions such as
task performance do not work well in a games context, as noted by
Mandryk, Inkpen, and Calvert: “Evaluating entertainment technology
is challenging because success isn’t defined in terms of productivity
and performance, but in terms of enjoyment and interaction.” [139]
While performance metrics certainly have applications for improv-
ing the usability of games by identifying aspects that do not work
well, they often cannot easily evaluate if a game achieves being fun.
Game enjoyment is considered the most important goal for digital
games [204], but is surprisingly complex to evaluate. While research
and development of games rely on a valid evaluation of enjoyment,
there is no clear consensus on a best practice.

Mekler et al. [151] reviewed 87 studies that measured game enjoy-
ment. In general, the review shows that a variety of constructs such
as flow [52], satisfaction of intrinsic needs [55], or presence—often
defined as the experience of “being there” [231]—are used, while a
clear distinction is difficult. However, in conclusion they found that
generally the “positive cognitive and affective appraisal of the game
experience” is relevant for game enjoyment and that the valence of the
player experience is important for assessing the enjoyment of games.
This is close to what is considered core affect [189], a concept of the
affective state (cf. Section 3.1). In general, the term player experi-
ence (PX) is frequently used with respect to the experience of playing
digital games despite a lack of a commonly accepted definition [160].
Research on what factors play an important role for PX is still ongoing
and a best practice on its measurement has not emerged. Generally, PX

is complex and affected by many factors [21], hinting at the complexity
of evaluating games. There is likely no simple one-fits-all method due
to the multifaceted nature of PX. One researcher might be interested
in the evaluation of the motivational aspects of PX, while another
is interested in emotions. Similarly, games can aim to elicit varying
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2.3 assessing player state in a natural gaming setting 7

experiences such as cooperative relaxing or competitive high intensity
gameplay that likely require different ways of evaluation (cf. player
experience goals [81]). This highlights that more research on methods
for evaluating game enjoyment is necessary.

Assessing the current state of player-game interaction can be valu-
able for the evaluation of games, as it comprises all entities involved
in this interaction: player, game, and context. To evaluate games, it can
be beneficial to get insights into the state of these entities. Assessing
all components of player state—e.g., emotions as the players’ affective
state—can be beneficial for evaluating games and PX.

In this thesis, we investigate how to assess player state, which in the
context of this thesis can comprise:

• Psychological, affective states such as emotions [Core5, Core6]
or affiliation [Core7].

• The context of the player-game interaction [Core2, Core3].

• The mapping between the players’ skill and game challenge [Core4,
Core5].

We intentionally keep a broad perspective on player state to capture
all aspects of the interaction of player and game that are important for
the evaluation of games. It is also important to note that we consider
state as changing over time. Many games provide experiences of up
to and over hundreds of hours and as such are usually played over
multiple play sessions. These can span multiple hours and players’
states certainly change over such a duration. They can be frustrated at
some point, experience a sad moment in the story, and feel happiness
and relieve after finally beating a hard boss. For example, a player
might be frustrated because they died five times in a row at the same
jump in Super Mario World [68], while they had fun in the two-hour
gaming session, and finally would consider their overall experience
with the game as enjoyable. Similarly, the experience can vary between
gaming sessions. However, developers are certainly interested how
players experienced that particular jump as it could require redesign.
For example, players could be very frustrated one day, because they
could not beat a level, while they are happy after beating the same level
on another day. This exemplifies how experience can vary over and
within game sessions and highlights why it is necessary to evaluate
experience in varying granularity. It is important that assessment
methods allow insights into the state of the player at specific times
in contrast to a purely retrospective evaluation that does not capture
these changes. Therefore, we argue that assessing dynamic player state
broadens the toolset of researchers who evaluate games if methods
are designed with some requirements in mind (cf. Section 2.3.4).

2.3 assessing player state in a natural gaming setting

In this thesis, we want to evaluate how games can assess player
state unobtrusively in a natural gaming context. For that purpose,
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8 background & research overview

we describe use cases, provide some background on our concept of
objective and subjective methods, and define “natural gaming context”
and requirements that are necessary to allow applicability of a method.

2.3.1 Use Cases

The assessment of player state has use cases in the context of game
development and games research.

research on games and player experience : Methods as-
sessing player state such as emotional state are valuable, as they can
be used in research on play. The majority of games using measures
for game enjoyment rely on the application of questionnaires after
an experience [151]. With this thesis, we contribute to the method-
ological considerations of how to assess player state. This opens up
new possibilities as it allows insights into changes of states while
requirements such as unobtrusiveness mean that methods are easy
applicable. Therefore, these methods have value for research due to a
reduced impact on participants.

evaluation of player experience in playtests : In practice,
GUR is frequently concerned with the question if a game delivers the
experiences that developers aim for. As such, it employs a myriad of
methods that are applied during different stages of game development.
For example, playtesting methods or A/B tests [150] let users play
design variants, e.g., different levels of a game, and measures how
they affect experience. For that purpose, it is necessary to determine
how players experience the games under investigation. Unobtrusive
methods can help games user researchers gather such insights without
affecting players in playtests.

evaluation of player experience via telemetry : The same
applies for telemetry methods [150], i.e., collecting user behaviour
data in published games. This approach allows insights into how
players play a game under realistic conditions, i.e., at home when
they decide what they want to do. This information is difficult to
analyze, but allows improvements of game aspects that do not elicit
the intended experiences or can be used to inform future design
decisions. Frequently, telemetry uses in-game data that allow insights
into what players do but not how players experience games. With
methods that allow the assessment of player state, game developers
have additional insights into the effects of their games in a natural
setting. For that purpose, it is necessary that methods fulfill certain
criteria such as automation, i.e., being able to be triggered externally.

online adaptation of game features : In this thesis, we
will leverage methods that can assess player state to address them
directly, e.g., when emotions occur that designers do not intend. Game
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2.3 assessing player state in a natural gaming setting 9

designers aim for particular experiences (cf. player experience goals [81]),
but games could elicit experiences that do not match those goals, e.g.,
because they are too easy, which could lead to boredom. By assessing
player states, games directly can change game features to lead to an
experience that is closer to the game’s goals. For that purpose, however,
it is necessary to have methods that are automated, unobtrusive, and
sensitive to the dynamic nature of states.

2.3.2 Subjective & Objective Methods

We distinguish between subjective and objective methods based on the
way information about player state is gathered. Generally, we consider
all methods subjective that are based on players’ conscious self-reports.
While various types of subjective methods are feasible such as free
form responses or information from think-aloud processes, we mostly
use this term to refer to questionnaires and in particular Likert-type
scales. Part iii describes approaches that allow an integration of these
methods in games enabling an unobtrusive application.

On the other hand, objective methods are based on measurable
criteria such as player behaviour. In general, this can comprise various
aspects such as in-game behaviour [93, 235], game input features [83,
153], or physiological reactions [33, 121]. These are either directly
part of the player-game interaction or they are general indicators
for psychological state such as emotion. Our approach to objective
methods (see Part ii) connects objective indicators with the players’
subjective experiences through a modeling approach. The objective
criteria are then used to predict the players’ state.

Therefore, we propose methods that estimate the players’ subjective
experience either by integrating subjective methods in games [Core1,
Core5] or building models that connect objective measures based on
player behaviour with their subjective experience [Core6, Core7]. Both
approaches are grounded in the subjective experiences, which we
consider important due to the individual characteristics of players.
Further, this approach allows that researchers and developers can
easily interpret player experience, as player state is based subjective
measures as well.

2.3.3 What is a Natural Gaming Setting?

In general, gaming is mostly a leisure activity. Therefore, it makes
sense to investigate player state assessment methods that could be
applied in the real world, i.e., outside of a research setting at a place
where players actively play. This goal is very much driven by the
desire to study methods that could be applied in the real world. If a
method is not easily applicable to games that people play, it can be
challenging to deploy it in such scenarios. Many methods are hindered
by inherent characteristics such as relying on additional hardware that
make an application in a natural gaming setting difficult. In this
thesis, we consider gaming at home as the natural setting and we
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will focus on traditional game setups such as PC or console gaming.
While gaming on mobile devices certainly has become more popular,
a traditional setup is still prevalent [73]. It is further most appropriate
for an evaluation of the methods in this thesis as it is less influenced
by extraneous context variables such as surrounding people in public
transport. Gaming in this natural at-home scenario can encompass
various settings from one single player at a computer desk with a
PC over two siblings playing together in a living room to a group
of friends playing Mario Kart [168] at a party. In all these examples,
players usually play for fun and a player assessment method has to
fulfill certain criteria to be applicable in this context

2.3.4 Requirements for Methods Applicable in a Natural Gaming Setting

The review on game enjoyment by Mekler et al. [151] provides insights
into the use of methods for the experience assessment in digital games
in general. The study showed that only a small number of studies
(8 out of 74 where information was available) measured enjoyment
during gameplay. Similarly, researchers overwhelmingly used subjec-
tive questionnaires; 75 of 87 studies used solely self-reports. While
these are certainly valuable in a research context, their application in
real-world gaming is challenging.

Here, we are interested in methods that are online, sensor-free, un-
obtrusive, and automated. In the following, we will describe what we
understand under these terms and why we consider them important.

online : As exemplified earlier, state can change over time. A
method should be online to allow the assessment of a state during an
experience. Subjective measures such as questionnaires are frequently
used in playtesting or research to allow an evaluation of a gaming
session. After an instruction, players play parts of a game on their own,
and finally report their subjective experience in a questionnaire. This
means that researchers have no explicit control over evaluating specific
aspects that happen while playing. This could be desirable, however.
For example, if a player fails at a specific game level multiple times, a
researcher might want to know how they feel at this point. This is only
possible, however, if the assessment method can be applied online,
i.e., it can assess the state just in time. As such, a method that can be
applied online, i.e., during an experience, can be very powerful.

An online method allows insights into changes over time by us-
ing repeated continuous measurements and time windows. Gaming
sessions can span over extended periods of time. The application of
questionnaires after a session gives an overview of the overall ex-
perience. While this is very valuable, players can have a variety of
experiences over the course of a session. For example, in playtest-
ing players could feel constantly bored or frustrated because certain
aspects are too easy or too hard. As a designer and researcher, it
is important to know if and when players experience such states to
address them if they are not intentional. A retrospective questionnaire
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2.3 assessing player state in a natural gaming setting 11

after the experience potentially fails to capture the dynamic nature
of player state, e.g., because it reflects the experience at the point of
measuring (cf. [142]). This experience can be quite different to that
during play, e.g., when players succeed at the final challenge. Further,
it is likely that the experience changes over time in general. From
an evaluation standpoint, there is a difference between moderately
happy players who were more or less happy earlier. Depending on
the direction of the development of states, conclusions could differ.
Therefore, including information about time is valuable for evaluating
game experiences, which indicates that methods should be applicable
online.

sensor-free : An assessment method should rely on a minimal
amount of sensors. In this context, the term sensor comprises any
type of hardware that is not part of the player-game interaction. Such
sensors frequently rely on supplementary hardware, which makes
them not easily usable in a natural game setting for a variety of
reasons. First, this often leads to additional costs that players might
not be willing to pay. Second, it has to be integrated in the actual
gaming setup, i.e., a hardware device has to be setup on the players’
desks in a PC or living room setup. When games rely on varying
sensors this leads to a situation where players have to own and keep
around multiple devices, which some players could simply not like.
Third, a game using methods based on sensors has to rely on the fact
that players do own such a sensor and that it is currently connected
to the device running the game. This is not necessarily always the
case. Players might not own the sensor that the game requires or
do not have it connected. If a method relies on such a sensor, it is
not usable in this case. Therefore, if a game wants to assess player
states, methods that can be employed independently are preferable.
Finally, frequently sensors are used for physiological indicators such
as heart rate, electrodermal activity, and activity of face muscles (facial
electromyography) [66, 130, 161], which can be problematic for leisure
gaming, as they can be obtrusive.

unobtrusive : We propose that methods should be unobtrusive,
i.e., they should not interfere with the natural player-game interaction,
preferably going unnoticed. Webb et al. [226] provide an extensive
overview of unobtrusive measures that suggests that behaviour can
change when humans know that they are tested. This similarly can
happen in a gaming context where players for example try to hide their
real emotions. This is problematic in playtests, for example, where
researchers have to evaluate the actual experience of the examined
design variants.

Further, unobtrusiveness is important because players will poten-
tially oppose methods that impede natural gameplay. For example,
skin conductance is an indicator for emotions [26] and therefore inter-
esting for the evaluation of games. However, measures usually rely on
sensors applied on fingertips or palms [50]. This impedes interaction
in a natural gaming context heavily. Frequently, the standard control
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scheme of games relies on the interaction with both hands, e.g., via
mouse and keyboard or gamepads. Therefore, such a method could
impair the players’ interaction leading to a situation where they could
choose not to wear the sensors when playing for leisure.

Similarly, the application of questionnaires during gameplay inter-
feres with a natural interaction. If a questionnaire suddenly appears
on the screen, it interrupts gameplay. This should not happen when
applied for games that players play for leisure. Therefore, we argue
that usable methods have to be unobtrusive, i.e., applicable without
interfering with natural game interaction.

automated : The applicability in real-world settings implies that
methods should be automated in a way that they do not require exter-
nal triggers. They need to be integrated in a gameplay session to allow
that players can play a game and information about their experience
is automatically assessed and stored without further input from devel-
opers or researchers. For subjective methods, this is usually not the
case in many experimental study and playtesting settings. Frequently,
participants play a game and subsequently have to fill out question-
naire on paper or digitally. Often, this necessitates changing context
away from the game to the paper questionnaire or a digital version
thereof. In some cases, this is even triggered through experimenters
who give questionnaires to the participants after an experience. This,
however, is neither realistic nor usable in a natural gaming setting.
When a game wants to assess player state for players at home, this has
to happen automatically without any external trigger.

Similarly, the application of objective methods for player state as-
sessment has to be studied with respect to automation. These methods
frequently are not hindered through the necessity of external triggers
as they automatically measure objective criteria. However, they often
are difficult to interpret for researchers and developers. For example,
arousal has been shown to be correlated with galvanic skin response
(e.g., [138]), but this alone does not allow easy insights into player
experience. Information about objective measures can be more infor-
mative with an understandable interpretation of player state. While
they can provide information that helps evaluate game experience,
e.g., by studying how measures develop over time or by comparing
measures for design variants, a model connecting objective features
with player state is necessary to allow automated assessment of the
experience of players that researchers can understand. The same is
true for approaches that use information about the player state and
rule sets to adapt game features.

We argue for models using objectively measurable features to predict
subjective experiences. Thus, we are interested in methods using such
models to allow automation as they can be trained in advance and
then use objective measures to predict subjective experiences.

requirements summary : These criteria are meant to lay out
the background for our research. In particular, they define what we
deem usable, and how practical application affects methodological
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2.4 adapting game features to player state 13

considerations. They are certainly not exhaustive, but they are relevant
in a real-world gaming setting. They address the fact that player state
can change over time, which has to be incorporated when designing
assessment methods. We use these requirements as a way to define the
framework for methods, in which we are interested: online, sensor-free,
unobtrusive, and automated methods that allow an application in a
natural gaming scenario.

2.4 adapting game features to player state

Methods that allow an automatic assessment of player state can di-
rectly address them if they are not part of the intended play experience,
e.g., when players are frustrated although designers want to avoid frus-
tration. Part iv presents four case studies that use unobtrusive, online
methods to determine player state and adapt game features accord-
ingly. Here, we introduce adaptivity in games and how approaches
can leverage methods that can assess player state.

Adaptivity based on player state is in line with the general interest
about using knowledge on user state in HCI related fields. Affective
computing [178] uses information about users’ emotional states and
proposes that interaction could be improved when systems adapt to
their users [177]. Similarly, the ubiquitous computing [227] field uses
information about the user’s context for an improved interaction.
Overall, the goal of adaptivity is to provide a personalized experience
of systems that react to the users.

Adaptivity for digital games has seen increasing interest as well.
In this context, the goal of adaptivity frequently comprises providing
an improved or personalized experience [133]. Similarly, by adapting
games, they can aim to influence the players’ emotions [235] (cf. affec-
tive loop [45, 96, 202]). Many commercial games already use adaptivity
as well. The Mario Kart game series [168] has used game balancing
approaches for a long time. Players receive different items depending
on their position in a way that weaker players are awarded stronger
items, which aims to balance the skill levels between games. Similarly,
Left 4 Dead 2 [215] has used dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA)
successfully. Further, besides difficulty, many aspects can be adjusted
such as the non-player characters (NPCs) or game narrative [193].

Despite the potential benefits and the use in commercial games, the
application of adaptivity is not always received well. The critically
acclaimed game The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion [20] featured a quite
controversial DDA system that scaled the levels of enemies. While many
players did not like this feature much, the game was received very
well overall. This suggests that adaptivity does not always positively
affect players, but on the other hand, a game can be well liked even
when its adaptivity features do not have the intended effect. This
highlights the complexity of adapting game features, because the
adaptation in itself can affect players and in return change player
state. For example, Denisova and Cairns [58] showed that there is
a placebo effect in games; players can experience a higher degree
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Figure 2.1: This thesis presents objective and subjective methods to assess
changing player states and proposes adaptation techniques based
on three player state concepts: affect, context, and skill challenge
mapping to provide an overall improved experience.

of immersion when they are told that a game features an adaptive
artificial intelligence, even if that is not true. This highlights that there
is an overall agreement that adaptivity can be beneficial for games,
but a best practice to enable adaptivity in games has not emerged,
while the effects of approaches on PX remain unclear.

By assessing player state and directly reacting in a suitable way, we
can address changing player state that are not intended when they hap-
pen. This comprises affective state that designers want to avoid such as
frustration and boredom [Core5], interaction context [Core2, Core3],
or an unsuitable mapping between player-skill and challenge [Core4,
Core5]. With this approach, we close the affective loop [202] in an effort
to provide an overall improved experience (see Figure 2.1). This way,
we develop a feedback loop that directly evaluates the effects of its
intervention. In this thesis, we propose methods of this type and eval-
uate their effects to provide guidance for researchers and practitioners
who want to implement similar solutions but are unsure how they
influence players.

2.5 research overview

In the following, we will present the three overarching research ques-
tions and describe how each chapter answers the respective sub ques-
tions they address.

Research Question 1: How can researchers and developers of digital games
employ objective assessment methods for player state that allow application
in a natural game setting?

The first research question revolves around objective assessment meth-
ods for player state. In particular, Chapter 3 presents and validates
an objective method for the recognition of affective state. We propose
the unobtrusive and sensor-free collection of input parameters and
in-game performance features to predict valence, arousal, and domi-
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nance. In a user study, we show that it is possible to use these features
to predict self-reports. Chapter 4 presents an objective assessment
method in a natural multiplayer gaming setting. In particular, we
investigate the feasibility of predicting the quality of social interaction
in cooperative player dyads based on behavioural features by recog-
nizing self-reported affiliation. We show that predicting binary and
continuous affiliation is possible and provide insights into the general
value of varying features for the prediction, e.g., that features based
on verbal behaviour appear most promising.

Research Question 2: How can researchers and developers of digital games
integrate subjective assessment methods for player state that are applicable in
a natural game setting?

Subjective assessment methods such as questionnaires allow the mea-
surement of a variety of important states. It is difficult to apply them
during gameplay without interruptions, though. To mitigate these
shortcomings, we present two approaches that integrate question-
naires in games. Chapter 5 proposes mapping questionnaire elements
to in-game elements with consistent presentation and control. In a
user study, we show that this approach leads to higher presence than
traditional overlay questionnaires. Research presented in Chapter 6

builds on these findings by applying the mapping of questionnaire
elements to dialogues with NPCs—a concept that is widely applicable.
A user study shows predictive validity of this approach suggesting
that it can be used to measure player state without distortion, while
positive effects on player experience (PX) could not be replicated.

Research Question 3: How can digital games use online assessed player
state for adapting game features and how does this affect player experience?

Games can directly react to player states with access to automated,
unobtrusive, online, sensor-free assessment methods. We propose
potential approaches based on affective state [Core5], interaction con-
text [Core2, Core3], and skill-challenge mapping [Core4] and inves-
tigate their impact on experience. Chapter 7 describes how games
can enhance PX via dynamically adjusted difficulty using a subjective
assessment of the players’ emotion with NPC dialogues. We show that
this approach can improve PX over static and increasing difficulty.
Chapter 8 presents research investigating how a game can use infor-
mation about the in-game context to improve player experience. A
user study suggests that tutorials adapting to player context can pro-
vide an improved experience in a virtual reality (VR) horde shooter
game. In Chapter 9, we present how a system can assess a more
complex aspect of multiplayer game interaction. We implemented a
foosball system with augmented reality (AR) technology that detects
skill imbalance between multiple players and adjusts individual game
difficulty through dynamic game balancing. With a user study, we
evaluate the complex effects on players. In Chapter 10, we highlight
potential benefits of adaptivity for the PX of player-game interaction.
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A user study shows that an interaction concept that is adapted to a
specific multiplayer VR setting provides a better PX than a not adapted
baseline. These case studies show that adaptivity based on player state
can improve PX but the complexity of the interaction necessitates a
more nuanced consideration, e.g., that dynamic difficulty can consider
frustration simultaneously as necessary and detrimental.

Finally, Chapter 11 summarizes the findings of all studies. Then,
we describe eight lessons learned on player state assessment and
adaptivity that can help researchers and practitioners who want to
apply similar approaches. This thesis concludes in Chapter 12 with an
outlook on future directions for research and concluding remarks.
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3
U N O B T R U S I V E E M O T I O N R E C O G N I T I O N V I A
I N P U T A N D P E R F O R M A N C E F E AT U R E S

In this chapter, we propose and validate a method to assess emo-
tional state objectively. We present a project that studies a prototypical
method to recognize emotions in a way that is usable in a natural
gaming context. This chapter is based on and extends the research
previously published as:
[Core6] Julian Frommel, Claudia Schrader, and Michael Weber. To-
wards Emotion-based Adaptive Games: Emotion Recognition Via In-
put and Performance Features. In Proceedings of the 2018 Annual Sympo-
sium on Computer-Human Interaction in Play, CHI PLAY ’18, pages 173–
185, New York, NY, USA, 2018. ACM. http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/
3242671.3242672

3.1 affect in games : a primer

While humans constantly experience emotions in their daily lives,
a clear, agreed-upon definition of emotion does not exist [14]. This
can be attributed to the fact that the concept of emotion covers a too
broad spectrum of events spanning very different experiences such as
love for a child and interest in a news article [189]. Various textbooks
on emotion (e.g., [125]) provide extensive overviews on the different
perspectives and theories on emotions. In general, affective phenomena
such as emotions, mood, and affect are considered different. They
describe related but different aspects such as simple, but conscious
states (core affect), complex prototypical emotional episodes (emotions),
and diffuse, global, longer lasting experiences (mood) [70].

In a gaming context, affective state is frequently used to evaluate
experiences. This seems natural as emotions and affect are major
factors of the experience of play [19, 161] and games are designed to
evoke emotions [234]. Despite the lack of consensus what emotions are,
the evaluation of games frequently revolves around game enjoyment,
what Mekler et al. [151] summarize as the positive appraisal of game
experience. With respect to theories of emotions, this is close to what
is generally considered core affect [189], i.e., conscious pleasure and
activation. These dimensions are particularly interesting for evaluating
games as they are connected with game preference and playtime [179].

Despite the challenges in differentiating the various concepts of
affective aspects of experience such as emotion, mood, and affect,
throughout this thesis, we will use the term emotion for the affective
state that we want to assess as emotion recognition is a term commonly
used in HCI (e.g., [49]). This means that, for sake of simplicity, we use
a single term for potentially different things. In general, the emotion
recognition approach presented in this chapter will try to assess affec-
tive states that are closest to core affect. Due to the way we implement

19
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20 unobtrusive emotion recognition via input and performance features

these approaches, they rely on a subjective ground truth of an affec-
tive experience, which means that we try to use objective features to
predict a subjective response aimed at assessing such an experience.

3.2 emotion recognition via input and performance fea-
tures

Assessing affective state can be valuable for the evaluation of games
and play experiences. Core affect is a concept that is widely used in
the evaluation of game enjoyment [151] as it is related to objective
and subjective criteria such as game preference and playtime [179].
Therefore, assessing emotions can be valuable for research on and
development of games.

Despite the value in assessing emotions, few approaches are easily
applicable in a natural gaming setting. Frequently, emotion is rec-
ognized through the measurement of physiological parameters (e.g.,
[66, 130, 161]). This is often problematic, however, because such ap-
proaches frequently rely on additional hardware and sensors, which
lies in contrast to requirements that are important for an application in
a natural gaming context, such as unobtrusiveness (cf. Section 2.3.4).

In this chapter, we evaluate an emotion recognition approach based
on input features and in-game performance. More specifically, the
method tries to use unobtrusively collected information to predict
subjective self-report responses. We use the Self-Assessment Manikin
(SAM) [27], a pictorial scale measuring the three dimensions valence,
arousal, and dominance of affective responses. As such, our approach
measures the dimensions of the PAD model [188]. It allows insights to
what degree an objective evaluation of affective state can be used to
evaluate gameplay similar to SAM, e.g., by assessing the valence and
arousal triggered by an experience. Using SAM allows an assessment
of the intensity of affective states as well. For example, ratings of
1 and 3 on a 7-point valence scale both represent negative valence,
but certainly indicate different experiences as they describe different
strengths. By predicting this subjective experience, we can use the
same interpretation as SAM.

We use features based input parameters of the interaction device
and in-game performance as indicators of emotion. We selected input
features based on previous work indicating their potential value for
the prediction of emotions. Gao, Bianchi-Berthouze, and Meng [83]
successfully predicted binary valence and arousal using input features
on a mobile device. Further, Miller and Mandryk [153] showed a
connection between touch input and emotional state namely that
players exerted varying pressure when they experienced different
types of frustration. Work of Likforman-Sulem et al. [127] used pen-
based input parameters for the prediction of binary anxiety in a
non-game context. In summary, these studies highlight the potential of
input parameters in a gaming context as well as specifically pen-based
input and pressure for assessing emotional state. Further, because of
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the importance of challenges in games, we use in-game performance
as a second indicator that is easy to assess unobtrusively.

In our approach, we use a model-based approach that uses input
and performance features as information that will be used to predict
the emotions. We consider our method unobtrusive as all information
can be gathered as part of the natural game interaction. In fact, players
would not notice that this information is collected at all, if they were
not informed previously. Further, it does not require any additional
sensors.

Figure 3.1: We investigate emotion recognition based on input and per-
formance for Hiramon, a serious game teaching how to write
Japanese hiragana characters (a). Players write characters by re-
tracing strokes on graphics tablets (b). Image and caption adapted
from [Core6].

3.3 game context : hiramon

We apply our emotion recognition approach to Hiramon, a singleplayer
serious game that teaches hiragana, one of the Japanese syllabaries.

[Core6]During gameplay, players learn 9 different Japanese characters in
learning and fight periods. In the learning period, players are shown
how characters are written. The necessary strokes in the correct order
and direction are displayed on the screen (see Figure 3.1a). Players
have to retrace these strokes with a stylus on graphics tablet. When
the players have completed a character, they confirm that they are
finished by a confirmation gesture, i.e., sliding a button to a target
location. The validity of the written character will then be tested using
an algorithm based on a $N-protractor [10]. The players progress if
they have written a character successfully three times.

In the fight period, players engage in fights with enemies who
challenge them to write specific characters selected randomly from
those that they have learned earlier. The hiragana representation of
the characters is shown on screen and players have to show if they can
write the character (see Figure 3.2). Again, the recognition algorithm
checks if the required strokes are executed correctly. The players
receive feedback whether the written character is correct or wrong. A
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Figure 3.2: In Hiramon, players fight against NPCs and have to write a hi-
ragana within a time limit. They are presented the character
and then have to remember how to write it. Image and caption
adapted from [Core6].

fight consists of five rounds and the player wins if they have written
three or more characters correctly.

There are three learning periods and six fighting periods in the
game. Three times players learn three new hiragana characters in a
learning phase and then have to show their acquired knowledge in
two consecutive fighting periods. Each of the six fights completes one
of overall six gameplay phases.

3.4 user study

We conducted a user study to gather data to evaluate our emotion
recognition approach based on input and performance features. This
is necessary to validate the method under realistic conditions. For that
purpose, the user study aimed to let players play Hiramon and evoke
realistic emotional reactions. We then employ a machine learning
approach to train models that predict the participants’ emotions based
on the unobtrusively collected features.

3.4.1 Participants

[Core6] Overall, we recruited 50 participants at a German university for the
user study. After excluding 2 participants due to missing data, a
sample of 48 participants (25 female, 23 male) with an average age
of 24.85 (SD = 3.759) years remained. Participants had no previous
knowledge of hiragana.
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3.4.2 Apparatus & Measures

We used a Wacom Intuos Draw S (CTL-490DW) as graphics tablet (see
Figure 3.1b), featuring an active area of 152x95mm, a resolution of
2540 lines per inch, and a 10 bit pressure resolution (1024 possible
values).

Three types of measures were important in our work. First, we
recorded self-reported emotion measures. The participants reported
their valence, arousal, and dominance levels using a 7-point version of
self-assessment manikin (SAM) [27]. Second, every time participants
were drawing a gesture, i.e., writing a hiragana character or perform-
ing a confirmation stroke, we recorded the X- and Y-coordinate on the
tablet and the current pressure level. These values were sampled at
a frequency of 30 Hz. Recording started for each gesture when the
stylus was near enough to the graphics tablet as notified by its API.
That means that data was already collected before the stylus actually
touched the tablet. These phases however can be recognized as the
pressure is equal to zero then. In addition for each data point a time
stamp was recorded. Finally, in-game performance of each fight was
saved by recording the amount of correct characters and if players
won the fight.

3.4.3 Procedure

At the beginning of the study, participants were introduced to the
procedure of the study and Hiramon in general and then completed
a demographic questionnaire. Because games mostly aim to elicit
positive emotions, it might be possible that negative emotions actually
would not occur much in our study, which could limit our analysis
of detecting intensity of emotional states. To induce a wider range a
more varied set of emotional responses, participants were randomly
assigned to one of two versions of Hiramon: (1) a version with regular
feedback to players’ actual performance (RegularFeedbackGroup) or (2)
a version with continuously false feedback independent of players’
actual writing performance (FalseFeedbackGroup). Even though players
wrote a character correct, the game reacted as if the character was
written incorrect, so that players lost even if they would have won.
Whereas the pen-based input parameters were tracked the whole time,
self-report of emotions was measured via a short overlay questionnaire
after each of the 6 fights in the game. The duration of the study was
roughly 30 minutes and participants were remunerated with 5 EUR.

3.4.4 Inspection of Manipulation

We evaluated the effects on subjective valence to validate the in-
tended manipulation. We used a group with manipulated feedback
to induce negatively valenced emotions that potentially do not arise
much because usually games aim to elicit more positive experiences.
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Figure 3.3: Histograms show the distribution of subjective reported valence
levels for the study’s groups FalseFeedbackGroup and RegularFeed-
backGroup as well as the data set containing both groups. The
results indicate that using a combination of manipulated and un-
manipulated feedback generated a balanced data set that contains
valence responses of all levels. Image and caption adapted from
[Core6].

[Core6] Our group with manipulated feedback aimed on inducing negative
emotions and used an approach that has been established in previous
research (e.g., [35]). Figure 3.3 shows histograms of the valence re-
sponses for data sets for each group separately as well as combined for
two groups. The histogram for the RegularFeedbackGroup indeed shows
that negative valence values were underrepresented as expected. The
data for the FalseFeedbackGroup shows a different trend where the data
is skewed towards more negative valence as expected because of our
manipulation. Further steps used a combined data set comprised of
samples of both groups, where positive as well as negative valence
responses occur more evenly.

3.5 dataset

We use a machine learning approach to train models that predict
SAM responses based on input and performance. A set of samples
with mapped behavioural data and self-report responses is neces-
sary for that. We generated this dataset in multiple steps (see Fig-
ure 3.4).

[Core6] Each sample can be defined as a feature vector, i.e., a combination
of features describing input parameters of a gesture and in-game
performance, and a corresponding set of observed levels of valence,
arousal, and dominance. We train a separate machine learning model
for each dimension and thus make predictions of emotion level for
each dimension a multiclass problem with seven classes (1–7).

3.5.1 Dataset Extraction

Data was transformed in multiple steps from study data to the dataset
that was used to train our models.
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Figure 3.4: Samples used to train classifiers are generated in multiple steps.
Input data is recorded for each gesture informed by gameplay
data. Emotions from questionnaires are used to label gameplay
phases, which in return are used to apply labels to gestures.
Features are extracted from these gestures, combined with in-
game performance, and then used to create samples. Image and
caption adapted from [Core6].
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Figure 3.5: Mappings of PAD model dimensions to classes in a multiclass
prediction problem. Image and caption adapted from [Core6].

[Core6]Three types of basic data were generated in the study: self-reported
emotion, gameplay data, and input data. All data points contain time
stamps that are used for synchronization.

emotions : Valence, arousal, and dominance values were collected
via self-report in an overlay questionnaire at six points during the
study. Participants reported their emotional state using a 7-point scale
version of SAM [27] after each fight yielding sets (vk,ak,dk), k ∈ {1..6}
for each participant. Figure 3.5 shows how PAD model dimensions are
mapped to the single classes.

gameplay data : Three aspects of gameplay data were important
for dataset extraction: (1) Start and end times of each game phase
were recorded to allow assigning emotion labels to samples. (2) Start
and end times for each gesture were directly transferred to the input
recorder to allow assignment of input data to a specific gesture. (3)
Performance in fights was recorded because this information was later
used as a feature for classification. For that purpose, ratio of correctly
written hiragana characters for each fight as well as the outcome of
the fight, i.e., win or lose, was recorded.
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Figure 3.6: Each gesture g is a vector of data points idp with a time stamp t,
x- and y-coordinate (x, y), and pressure p. Vectors represent how
gestures are drawn. In this example, two strokes were performed
in succession ((a) then (b)) with phases where the stylus had
no contact to the graphics tablet represented by p = 0 (plotted
only for illustration purposes). Image and caption adapted from
[Core6].

input data : The raw input on the graphics tablet was collected
at an approximate frequency of 30Hz. Each input data point (idp)
contains the current x- and y-coordinate of input on the tablet (x, y),
the current pressure level (p) and a time stamp (t).

idp =


t

x

y

p


Samples were generated from basic data in multiple steps (see Fig-
ure 3.4). As the raw input was recorded with information about the
start and end times of gestures, raw input data was saved separately
for each gesture. Every gesture g is defined as a time series of idp:

g =
(
idp1, . . . , idpn

)
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Figure 3.7: Labels are added to gestures based on gameplay phases. After
each of six gameplay phases participants reported their valence,
arousal, and dominance levels. These were then assigned to the
corresponding gameplay phase and used as labels for each gesture
in that phase. Image and caption adapted from [Core6].

[Core6]xj, yj, and pj indicate x-coordinate, y-coordinate and pressure level
at time point tj of gesture g, while n denotes the number of sampled
points in g (see Figure 3.6). To attach emotion labels to each gesture,
every gameplay phase was assigned the valence, arousal, and dom-
inance labels based on the relevant questionnaire for this gameplay
phase (see Figure 3.7). As a consequence each gesture in a gameplay
phase was labeled with these emotion values as well. After this step,
the dataset contained labeled gestures elg as mappings:

elg = g→

va
d


with v, a, d denoting the emotion labels valence, arousal, and domi-
nance for gesture g.

3.5.2 Preprocessing

We used a set of high-level features as input to our models and
therefore employed a preprocessing step before generating the final
feature vectors. Each gesture g can be considered a multidimensional
time series vector consisting of time, x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and
pressure.

[Core6]To reduce jitter in x-/y-coordinate and pressure data we applied an
1AC filter [36] using the time stamps to inform the sampling frequency.
Pressure values below a threshold of 0.01 are then normalized back
to zero to generate a data set with reduced noise but similar phases
of contact and no contact. These phases were used to extract a set of
strokes for each gesture by searching for phases of non-zero pressure.
Subsequently, the data set was filtered by removing gestures where no
strokes were recorded as well as gestures with a duration of over 30

seconds or under 300 milliseconds, which we considered data artifacts
based on manual inspection.
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Base Variables Features Feature IDs

x mean, median, standard deviation, min, max,
range, skew, kurtosis

f1–f8

y mean, median, standard deviation, min, max,
range, skew, kurtosis

f9–f16

pressure mean, median, standard deviation, min, max,
range, skew, kurtosis, sum, energy, peak
count

f17–f27

time duration of gesture, duration of contact, du-
ration of no contact

f28–f30

x, time sample entropy (data as time series) f31

y, time sample entropy (data as time series) f32

pressure, time sample entropy (data as time series) f33

pressure number of strokes f34

time mean duration of strokes, min duration of
strokes, max duration of strokes

f35–f37

x, y mean drawing distance of strokes, area of
bounding box around drawn coordinates

f38,f39

x, y, time mean drawing speed of strokes f40

pressure mean of mean pressure of strokes, mean of
max pressure of strokes, mean of min pres-
sure of strokes, mean of median pressure of
strokes

f41–f44

performance fight performance, fight result f45,f46

Table 3.1: 46 features were extracted to generate samples from the raw data
using single base variables or a combination of variables. Table
and caption adapted from [Core6].

3.5.3 Feature Generation

We calculated 46 high-level features for each gesture (see Table 3.1)
resulting in a single feature vector with 46 elements for each gesture.
They were calculated using all information of a gesture or by using the
notion of strokes. We cannot claim that our feature selection is exhaus-
tive or optimal, but we required a suitable set of features for the evalua-
tion of basic validity.

[Core6] Therefore, we selected a set of features covering aspects that we
deemed possibly related to emotion informed by previous work
[83, 127] and reasonable features for this type of data. We used general
statistical features (e.g., means and range for x, y, and p), features
related to exerted pressure (e.g., count of pressure peaks), drawing dy-
namics (e.g., mean drawing speed), time-based features (e.g., duration
of contact), and in-game performance (e.g., fight result).
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Random Forests Valence Arousal Dominance

max features ∈ {nf, sqrt(nf), log2(nf)} sqrt(nf) nf nf

min samples leafs ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} 1 1 1

min samples split ∈ {2, 4, 8} 2 2 2

Support Vector Machines Valence Arousal Dominance

C ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000} 100 10 10

gamma ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000} 0.1 0.1 0.1

Table 3.2: Parameter grid used in the grid search to determine the best hyper
parameters for RF and SVM classifiers for each emotion variable
valence (v), arousal (d), and dominance (d). nf denotes total num-
ber of features in the data set, i.e., 46. Table and caption adapted
from [Core6].

After feature generation, each sample was a vector with 46 entries,
one per feature, with a corresponding set of emotion labels valence,
arousal, and dominance, defined as follows:

si =


f1_i

...

f46_i

→
viai
di


Samples are used to train classifiers by using the feature vector as

input and one emotion variable as output, i.e., the level of emotion to
predict. The final data set consisted of 4409 samples with durations
ranging from 300 to 29779 milliseconds (M = 4121.09, SD = 4374.01).
On average 2.02 (SD = 1.28) strokes were performed for each gesture.

3.6 classifiers & training

[Core6]To evaluate our approach we needed to choose a suitable model that
can be used for further analysis. In our approach, we consider each
Likert scale response a separate class making this task a multiclass
prediction problem with seven distinct classes for each dimension. In
line with previous work [201], we use classification to avoid assump-
tions about the scaling of data. We selected two classifiers that can be
applied easily to our data: random forests (RF) [28] and support vector
machines (SVM) [48]. The RF classifiers used 128 trees as more trees
usually lead to more memory consumption and longer training dura-
tion, but better quality is not to be expected with more than 128 trees
[170]. Trees were fully expanded. The SVM classifiers used a radial
basis function kernel and a one-vs-one scheme, which we consid-
ered the most suitable trade-off of performance and accuracy [4, 195].
One classifier was trained separately for each PAD model dimension
valence, arousal, and dominance with each Likert scale response as
a single class leading to seven classes. Balanced class weights were
used in all cases to account for imbalance of emotional responses. We
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used cross-validated grid search to determine hyper parameters for
the classifiers (see Table 3.2). Subsequently, classifiers were trained
and tested using 10-fold cross validation with the best performing
parameters. The dataset was shuffled and 90% of the data were used
for training, while predictions were tested on the remaining 10% of
data. Cross validation was repeated ten times with different splits to
reduce variance [17]. In all cases, Scikit-learn [173] implementations
were used.

In addition, we used leave-3-subjects out cross-validation to test for
generalizability of models over participants.

3.7 results

We evaluated our approach in three steps. As a first step, we compared
the performance of SVM and RF classifiers to select the best model for
the subsequent analyses. Second, the main evaluation of the feasibility
of our approach relies on an analysis of the overall performance
of predicting emotions. For that purpose, we evaluated prediction
accuracy on a descriptive level and compared the performance to
baseline classifiers. Finally, to get insights into the contributions of
individual features, we analyzed feature importances and compared
the performance of models using only single modalities.

[Core6] Accuracy measures are averaged over all runs of the repeated cross
validation. We report area under the receiver operating characteris-
tics curve (AUC) using one-vs-rest multiclass extension with weight-
ing based on class frequency (cf. [180]) and macro-averaged F1 score
weighted by the number of instances for each class to determine the
classifiers’ accuracy to accurately predict the correct emotion level.
We use F1 score as it provides a measure accounting for precision and
recall and is therefore more informative than accuracy. In addition, we
calculate root mean squared error (RMSE) to evaluate the distance of
predicted to true class. This error measure is larger when there are
large deviations between prediction and actual class. We use this error
measure in addition to account for the fact that emotion responses are
recorded on ordinal scales, but the prediction of multiclass outcome
does not account for the inherent ordering.

3.7.1 Classifier Selection

[Core6] Table 3.3 shows accuracy metrics that are macro averaged over all
repeated cross validation folds. Overall, the RF and SVM classifiers per-
form pretty well and unsurprisingly achieve accuracy scores far better
than a baseline classifier using random predictions. When comparing
the RF and SVM classifiers the results show that the RF classifier
performs better for all examined accuracy measures. Thus, for further
analyses, we employed RF classifiers.
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Random Forests F1 score AUC RMSE

Valence .577 (.025) .738 (.014) 1.31 (.073)

Arousal .569 (.025) .740 (.015) 1.77 (.089)

Dominance .567 (.023) .740 (.014) 1.60 (.076)

SVM F1 score AUC RMSE

Valence .536 (.024) .715 (.014) 1.42 (.067)

Arousal .516 (.025) .707 (.015) 1.89 (.077)

Dominance .510 (.020) .704 (.012) 1.69 (.070)

Dummy Classifier F1 score AUC RMSE

Valence .171 .499 2.40

Arousal .160 .495 2.63

Dominance .164 .502 2.55

RF (L3SO) F1 score AUC RMSE

Valence .566 (.017) .733 (.009) 1.34 (.046)

Arousal .557 (.017) .733 (.010) 1.79 (.056)

Dominance .523 (.015) .710 (.009) 1.63 (.042)

Table 3.3: Classification accuracy metrics F1 score, area under the receiver
operating characteristics curve (one-vs-rest multiclass AUC), and
root mean squared error (RMSE) for the RF and SVM classifiers
predicting the levels of valence, arousal, and dominance modeled
as a multiclass prediction with 7 possible levels for each PAD model
dimension. Values denote measures (SD) that are macro averaged
over all repeated cross validation folds. As baseline, we trained a
dummy classifier on the whole data set using random predictions
based on class frequency. RF (L3SO) shows results of RF using
leave-3-subjects out CV. Table and caption adapted from [Core6].

3.7.2 Prediction Accuracy

In general, the accuracy measures of the RF classifier show that the pre-
diction works overall well for all PAD model dimensions. To put those
into perspective, it has to be considered that the classifiers predict the
exact class for each dimension. This means that for a 7-class problem
random predictions should yield significantly lower accuracy with
expected F1 score of around .143 and AUC of .500 using random pre-
dictions. As comparison we trained a dummy classifier using random
predictions weighted by class frequency (see Table 3.3), which was
unsurprisingly vastly outperformed by the RF classifier, suggesting
that in fact the prediction of emotion level using our extracted features
works and is not random or biased by class distribution. Overall, the
measures are on a comparably similar level for all classifiers when
comparing accuracy of predicting exact class for valence, arousal, and
dominance (F1 score and AUC). Previous work stated that AUC scores
between .7 and .8 reflect good diagnostic accuracy [119].

Similarly, we consider this performance to show basic validity of our
approach. It suggests that input features on a graphics tablet and
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in-game performance are valuable in combination for the prediction
of emotions. However, assessing if performance is “good enough”
depends on the context. To get further insights into the prediction
performance, we were interested into measures that do not consider re-
sponses as distinct classes.

[Core6] Thus, to estimate how far away predictions are from true class we
evaluated RMSE, which is a measure that penalizes large deviations
stronger. As such, it evaluates more precisely the distance of predic-
tion to observed class. This allows to distinguish the performance of
classifiers that predict the correct class similarly often, but are different
in error distance if they are wrong.

The results suggest that our models outperform the baselines on this
measure as well. In addition, we trained RF classifiers with leave-3-
subjects out CV to evaluate the models for players that are unknown
to the predictors. The results indicate validity, as baselines are still
strongly outperformed. The accuracies are slightly lower than with
k-fold CV. This suggests that the models were somewhat overfit on
the training data and learned individual characteristics of participants.
While the leave-3-subjects out CV suggests validity of our approach,
this highlights that models should be considered more personalized
than general.

[Core6] Figure 3.8 shows confusion matrices of RF classifiers for valence,
arousal, and dominance depicting predicted and true classes for all
runs normalized by true class frequency. The confusion matrices show
that the prediction of valence levels works well for a true level of 5.
Predictions are pretty accurate for negative and neutral valence ratings
(1–4), while the classifier generally seems to predict higher levels,
i.e., more positive ratings than actually present. For positive valence
ratings, an opposite effect is visible, where the classifier predicts class
5 too often when classes 6 or 7 are present. Prediction of arousal
level works mostly reliably for all classes, while the classifier seems
to predict class 5 too often. Classes 6 and 7 again show the worst
performances suggesting that the classifier generally has problems
predicting high arousal. The matrix for dominance shows that the
classifier overall works quite reliably for all classes, while it seems to
predict class 3 too little and class 4 too often.

This suggests that there was an overfitting effect caused by an overrep-
resentation of the majority classes, which is not unusual for models
such as Random Forests. This highlights that it is necessary to consider
the structure of the data when training models for application contexts.
It could be beneficial to aim for an even more balanced sample or
employ models that are more resistant to overfitting in an effort to
create models with lower bias.
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Figure 3.8: Confusion matrices for the RF classifiers normalized by class
frequency. Image and caption adapted from [Core6].

Rank Valence Arousal Dominance

1 fight result (.054) fight performance (.072) fight performance (.080)

2 fight performance (.048) max pressure (.053) mean of max pressure of
strokes (.059)

3 max pressure (.028) mean of max pressure of
strokes (.049)

max pressure (.055)

4 mean x (.028) min x (.038) min x (.035)

5 median x (.027) max y (.033) median x (.030)

Table 3.4: Top five most important features for predicting valence, arousal,
and dominance as determined by mean decrease impurity for RF
classifiers (values normalized to 1 for relative importance of all
features). Table and caption adapted from [Core6].

3.7.3 Feature Importances

To get additional insights into the value of the different indicators, we
evaluated feature importances. RF classifiers lend themselves for that
as they have a built-in notion of feature importances.

[Core6]We evaluated the normalized mean decrease impurity [29]. Table 3.4
shows the top 5 features for each emotion variable and the respective
relative importance (normalized to 1). The importances suggest that
in-game performance features (fight result and fight performance) and
the intensity of touch pressure (max pressure and mean of max pressure of
strokes) are important for predictions. Surprisingly, features indicating
where players are drawing on the graphics tablet, i.e., features related
to x- and y-coordinates were also very relevant with two features in
the top 5 ranked features for each emotion.

As the feature importances indicated that in-game performance is
most important, we trained classifiers using in-game performance or
input features only to evaluate if in-game performance would suffice to
predict emotions. Table 3.5 shows accuracy measures for RF classifiers
using only the respective subset of features. The results show that
using only one type of features leads to highly decreased accuracy
measures in comparison to the RF classifier using both modalities.
Interestingly, although feature importances were high for in-game
performance, the accuracies of the classifier using only performance
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Input Features F1 score AUC RMSE

Valence .396 (.026) .623 (.015) 1.81 (.073)

Arousal .405 (.025) .643 (.014) 2.00 (.083)

Dominance .410 (.022) .643 (.013) 1.90 (.064)

Performance Features F1 score AUC RMSE

Valence .259 (.070) .596 (.010) 2.10 (.070)

Arousal .156 (.018) .548 (.008) 2.54 (.085)

Dominance .225 (.018) .576 (.010) 2.54 (.067)

Both Modalities F1 score AUC RMSE

Valence .577 (.025) .738 (.014) 1.31 (.073)

Arousal .569 (.025) .740 (.015) 1.77 (.089)

Dominance .567 (.023) .740 (.014) 1.60 (.076)

Table 3.5: Average (SD) classification accuracy metrics F1 score, area under
the receiver operating characteristics curve (one-vs-rest multiclass
AUC), and root mean squared error (RMSE) for RF classifiers using
only input (IFO) or performance features (PFO) in comparison
to a classifier using both modalities (scores based on the best
performing classifier). Table and caption adapted from [Core6].

features were worse than for the classifier using only input parameters.
This implies that the performance plays an important role for the
prediction of emotions, but a variety of features is necessary to achieve
good predictions. In general, these results suggest that it is important
to consider in-game performance and players’ behaviour in form of
input parameters in combination to accurately estimate intensity of
emotions.

3.8 discussion

With this evaluation, we show that emotion recognition is possible based
on pen-based input parameters on a graphics tablet in combination
with in-game performance. This means that researchers and develop-
ers of similar games—featuring graphics tablet input—can use the
same approach to assess seven class valence, arousal, and dominance.
We show that our method performs better than the admittedly naive
baseline. With accuracies from .567 to .577, it seems likely that this
method can be used to evaluate emotional experience in this game con-
text. This is interesting because it is an objective assessment method
that adheres the specified requirements (see Section 2.3.4), which
means that it can be applied in a natural gaming context, as it is
unobtrusive, online, automated, and sensor-free.

While prediction rates are much better than baselines, they are not
good enough that we could confidently say that this method is good
enough for applicability in a productive setting. Future research cer-
tainly is necessary to improve accuracies, e.g., by using other models
or features or by integrating information about players such as their
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attitude towards in-game challenge. On the other hand, while the cur-
rent approach shows basic validity, the importance of specific states
can vary for a researchers and developers. For example, they might be
interested in specific classes such as strong negative valence responses
to address sections of a game that do not elicit emotions as desired. By
adjusting models to account more strongly for the desired information,
these models potentially provide a better performance as indicated.

This chapter proposes using input parameters and in-game perfor-
mance in combination for the objective assessment of player state. In
this study, we showed that this is possible in a gaming context with
graphics tablets—a quite specific input device for games. While our
analysis showed feasibility in this context, a generalization to other
contexts needs further study. We assume that this method should work
in a gaming context that uses graphics tablets and drawing mechan-
ics. As input pressure is an important feature, we hypothesize that
using input on devices that can deduct pressure such as using Force
Touch [101] should be usable for assessment methods as well. The
comparison of models with feature subsets further shows that com-
bining input and performance is a good direction as the combination
provides much better accuracies than single modality models.

Applying our approach to a game in a natural setting is simple. A
model can be pre-trained using a dataset that is used in its validation,
e.g., the dataset used in our study. Such a model is stored on the
players’ devices when the game is installed. The feature generation
pipeline can be automated in a similar way as described in this chap-
ter. Feature vectors are calculated online for each gesture and used
as input to the model that predicts the most likely level of valence,
arousal, and dominance. By having such a model stored on players’
devices, it can be improved continuously in the background to pro-
vide a better performance for a particular player because it can learn
individual characteristics of them. As such, re-training the models
with information about a single user has the potential of personalized
prediction that could work better for a single player, but lacks general-
izability to other players. In a real-world context, however, this could
be preferable to a general model that we use here for an assessment of
feasibility. A personalized model can improve predictions for a single
player, potentially even for multiple games that share a model.

In addition to assessing emotional states for the evaluation of games,
our approach lends itself to adaptivity. A game can automatically react
to states that are not part of the intended game experience. Designers
could define rule sets and resulting interventions that adjust game
parameters when emotions occur that are not intended. This can be
applied in any direction. For example, designers could incorporate
this in a level system that balances high arousal phases with recovery
periods. The game could then adjust pacing if arousal is too low in a
high intensity phase or too high in a phase designed for low arousal.
An unobtrusive, online assessment as presented in this chapter can
enable such a technique.
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3.9 summary, contribution & conclusion

In summary, this chapter proposed using pen-based input parameters
on a graphics tablet and in-game performance for player state assess-
ment. Our analysis showed that predicting seven-class valence, arousal,
and dominance is possible in this context as our models outperform
baseline approaches such as random prediction. While performance
has to be improved for practical applications, an assessment of quality
depends on the application context. With this chapter, we show that
objective assessment of emotional state using unobtrusively collected
features is viable. This basic validity assessment and the evaluation of
feature importances helps inform researchers and practitioners who
want to apply emotion recognition methods that are applicable in a
natural gaming context.
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4
P L AY E R S TAT E A S S E S S M E N T I N M U LT I P L AY E R
G A M E S : R E C O G N I Z I N G A F F I L I AT I O N

In this chapter, we present an objective approach to assess player
state that is important in multiplayer settings due to the interpersonal
interaction between players. In particular, we investigate affiliation
recognition based on behavioural features in a cooperative online
multiplayer game. This chapter is based on and extends the following
article:
[Core7] Julian Frommel, Valentin Sagl, Ansgar E Depping, Colby
Johanson, Matthew K Miller, and Regan L Mandryk. Recognizing
Affiliation: Using Behavioural Traces to Predict the Quality of Social
Interactions in Online Games. In Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference
on Human Factors in Computing Systems (in press), CHI ’20, New York,
NY, USA, 2020. ACM. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3313831.3376446

4.1 assessing the quality of social interaction

Recent years have shown an increasing popularity of multiplayer
games: statistics show that frequent gamers play online with other
people 6 hours a week on average [73]. Players are frequently moti-
vated by social aspects [53, 80, 103, 104]. Online gameplay can lead to a
variety of positive effects such as emergent social capital [98, 200], the
generation and extension of real-world relationships [191, 211, 229],
and positive effects on psychological well-being [59]. On the other
hand, online in-game interactions can be perceived as negative or toxic,
which has a detrimental effect on player experience (PX) [77, 120].

Despite the popularity of multiplayer games and the varying quality
of the social interactions therein, there are surprisingly few methods
to evaluate their experience. Existing methods such as questionnaires
are non-automated and obtrusive (cf. Section 2.3.4). In this chapter, we
propose a behaviour-based assessment method for social interaction
quality.

[Core7]A variety of criteria are relevant for evaluating how players experi-
ence social interactions, such as the perception of cooperation and
interdependence [60, 92], trust [60, 61], and supportiveness [118]. We
assess these qualities using the umbrella term affiliation and measure
it with an 11-item scale used in previous work on social closeness [60].
By predicting questionnaire responses with multiple criteria, we use
player behaviour to differentiate between good and bad interactions.

In this chapter, we propose and evaluate an approach to assess affil-
iation objectively using behavioural features that can be collected and
analyzed online, automated, unobtrusively, and without additional
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Figure 4.1: Labyrinth is a collaborative online game in which two players
have to work together to collect gems using complementary roles.
Image and caption adapted from [Core7].

sensors1. Similar to our emotion recognition method (see Chapter 3),
we use an approach that trains models connecting subjective player
state—here affiliation—to objective features. For that purpose, we
conducted a user study where two players play a cooperative game
and subsequently self-report affiliation toward their partners while
we collected objective behavioural features. Then, we trained models
and evaluated their performance to predict affiliation based on the
objective features.

4.2 game context : labyrinth

We evaluated our approach in a cooperative multiplayer context by
using and adjusting an existing game for the purpose of our study.
We employed Labyrinth (see Figure 4.1), a digital cooperative multi-
player game played by two players. It is based on a similarly named
board game [143], and has been used in previous research on trust in
games [60, 61]. We used a cooperative and interdependent version of
the game to enable trust formation between players [60], which we
consider necessary to evaluate our approach.

[Core7] In the game, players have to cooperate to gather collectibles (gems) by
rearranging a maze, operating under a fixed time limit. The players
have different roles: only the collector can pick up the gems to increase
the shared score and only the pusher can push walls to rearrange the

1 We use a few video-based features and trait-based self-reports in addition that do not
necessarily qualify for these requirements. See the results and discussion for insights
into their value for the predictions.
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maze and create paths for the collector. These game mechanics lead to
cooperative and interdependent gameplay through shared goals and
tightly-coupled complementary roles. Players communicate via audio
chat during the game.

4.3 user study

We conducted a user study to evaluate if the assessment of affiliation
is possible based on behavioural features. In an online study, pairs
of strangers played a networked version of Labyrinth. We collected
behavioural features to train models aiming to predict the subjective
affiliation towards their partner.

4.3.1 Technical Setup

A complex setup was necessary to enable our study to connect strangers
enabling them to play Labyrinth together.

[Core7]Labyrinth was developed in Unity [213] and presented online using
WebGL. Players were connected to a game server that managed syn-
chronized game logic using the Unity Multiplayer HLAPI [206] and
WebSockets. The audio chat used WebRTC, a peer-to-peer commu-
nication standard for web browsers. In our setup, a server running
Kurento Media Server [134] was used instead of a peer-to-peer con-
nection. This increased reliability when connecting users and allowed
recording the participants’ audio streams.

4.3.2 Study Setting

The study was conducted in an online setting that balanced the need
for a natural gaming environment with the need for experimental
control. By conducting the study online, we were able to evaluate
the social interactions between two strangers, both playing at home,
who were matched by a matchmaking system—a natural scenario that
happens in many commercial online games. Although we considered
gathering data in the laboratory, the idea that local participants might
know of each other, move in the same social circles, or interact under
the assumption that they may meet again led to our decision to
conduct the study online, avoiding uncontrollable effects of these
factors on their interactions.

4.3.3 Procedure

The study was conducted using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk),
a human-intelligence task market, that has been shown to provide
reliable data for HCI studies when special care is taken to verify
data quality [31, 114, 141, 172]. Participants connected to a web server
hosting the study. They were instructed on the procedure of the study
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and were required to provide informed consent. They completed an
initial questionnaire measuring demographics, propensity to trust, and
personality. Next, they watched a tutorial video explaining the study
and how to play Labyrinth. They were then prompted to allow webcam
and microphone access. A set of guidelines was shown reminding
participants to ensure a good video (e.g., look at the screen), along
with a live preview of their video to provide feedback. Note that
participants did not see each others’ videos—we gathered them for
our own data analyses, but video previews were not displayed during
gameplay to their partner or to themselves, due to potential effects on
social interaction [154, 212] and as neither is common in multiplayer
games. They were then matched randomly with another participant,
connected to each other via audio chat, and redirected to the Labyrinth
game page. The game roles were assigned and players were instructed
via text on their role and how to start the game, i.e., indicating that
they were ready to start, after both players had loaded the game.
They then played Labyrinth for five minutes, received feedback on
their performance, changed roles, and played a second round for an
additional five minutes. Subsequently, they were disconnected and
completed a concluding questionnaire about their experience.

4.3.4 Measures

Before the game, we measured the participants’ propensity to trust
as a trait using the General Trust Scale [233], their Big 5 personality
traits using the Ten-Item Personality Inventory [69], and their age and
gender. In addition, they reported their self-identification as a gamer
on a 100-point scale [137], enjoyment of game genres using a checklist,
and BrainHex player type [159] by choosing their preferred play style.
Behavioural traces were based on recorded data during gameplay.
We recorded the communication of participants through the audio
channel as synchronized raw audio files from start to end of the
audio connection for both participants. Additionally, the participants’
webcam video, in-game events, and in-game performance (i.e., scored
points) were recorded. After the game, we measured players’ affiliation
using an 11-item scale based on items from other scales [109, 122, 182].
This scale was used to measure trust in games [60, 61], but covers other
aspects such as honesty, fairness, and reliability, which we summarize
as affiliation. We tested the scale on our data and found it to have
excellent internal consistency (α = .952) [85].

4.3.5 Participants

Participants were recruited using MTurk. Due to the nature of the task
(matching and recording participants), it was easy to detect bots or
participants who did not diligently complete the task, allowing for a
simple assessment of data validity. All data (audio, video, game, ques-
tionnaire responses) were manually inspected and pairs of participants
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were removed if the inspection suggested that participants did not
actually complete the full study or play with each other as intended. In
particular, both of them had to have completed all questionnaires and
scored at least one point, indicating attempted gameplay (as scoring a
point was only possible if both participants played). They had to be
connected via audio chat, which was verified by the presence of both
audio files, which were created after the audio connection was closed
and as such are only present when participants were successfully con-
nected. In the end, we had valid data for 46 participants (female = 16,
male = 30) aged 21 to 58 (M = 34.35, SD = 9.45). There were 23 pairs
in the study (female–female = 2, male–male = 9, female–male = 12).

4.4 prediction models

We used a model-based approach for the assessment of affiliation and
trained models with a machine learning approach based on the study
data.

4.4.1 Approach

We used an exploratory approach to evaluate affiliation recognition, in
which we collect potentially informative features to predict subjectively
reported affiliation in a supervised learning approach.

Generally, models predict outcome variables in supervised learning
and approaches differ based on the form of this variable: classification
(prediction of classes) and regression (prediction of continuous values).
Here, we investigated affiliation recognition through the prediction of
self-reported affiliation. To examine this question, we employed both
approaches.

[Core7]We operationalize the quality of social interactions through a self-
reported measure of affiliation; we calculate a single score from the
11-item scale following previous work yielding a continuous affiliation
score (range: 1–7, Mdn = 5.46, M = 5.31, SD = 1.28), which makes
prediction on this scale a regression task. Predicting binary classes (i.e.,
if a player experiences low or high affiliation) is potentially easier than
predicting exact scores, but can still suffice in practical applications.
Thus, we also evaluate binary classification, with the goal of predicting
low affiliation or high affiliation. However, there is no general objective
criterion dividing the affiliation scale into population norms for low
and high states of affiliation. As such, to evaluate binary classification,
we used a median split on our distribution to generate low and high
categories of affiliation and evaluated binary predictions employing a
binary classification approach (Nlow = 24, Nhigh = 22).

As we collected self-reported affiliation once, we only have a single
label for each gameplay phase. Thus, we considered the data of a
single player as a single sample, and calculated a variety of higher-
order features describing the whole gameplay phase. A sample then
consists of a feature vector for the whole gameplay phase and a
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corresponding affiliation label. Generally, we have a unique sample
for each participant, but use a small set of features from data of both
participants (e.g., communication). We take this approach because we
assume that players’ experience of an interaction can diverge and we
want to predict affiliation for each individual player. We tackle the
potential correlation of affiliation scores within dyads in our cross-
validation approach (described later).

This approach allows the combination of features from varying modal-
ities, which is suitable for evaluating the feasibility of affiliation recog-
nition, because it can incorporate different features that would have
required varying formalization otherwise.

4.4.2 Data Preprocessing

[Core7] Because our study was conducted online in participants’ homes, some
aspects of the collected data were missing or unusable for some par-
ticipants. As previously reported, we removed all pairs who did not
actually play the game, whose questionnaire responses were invalid,
or who did not successfully establish an audio connection. However,
this does not imply a minimum amount of communication between
the players (in the extreme case a participant could mute their audio
despite the instruction to enable sound). We inspected the participants’
audio and video files to identify issues that would make them unus-
able, for example, poor framing or lighting, or the players not talking.
Audio files were filtered to remove background noise, such as other
people talking in the background, and synchronization was verified
and adjusted if necessary. The framerates of videos were tested and
standardized.

4.4.3 Feature Generation

Although all participants for which we generated features were con-
sidered valid, single features could be invalid due to a single unusable
data stream (e.g., video was unusable or the players did not talk). We
retained the sample, marked single features as missing, and imputed
them based on existing data at a later step to avoid losing too much
valid data. In general, we generated 75 features that can be associ-
ated with seven categories (see Table 4.1). All features were generated
in multiple steps: the source data was preprocessed and then basic
features were extracted.

Features were selected due to previous work that suggested value
for the prediction of affiliation. This means that we used features for
which we assumed that they indicate affiliation in either direction.
If previous research showed a connection between a behavioural
feature and affiliation (e.g., conversational turns [60]), it has potential
value for the assessment of affiliation. This means that neither the
strength nor direction of an effect is largely important. As we used an
exploratory model-based approach, we could calculate features and
the models learned if a feature is important and in which direction the
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relationship exists. We do not aim to provide generalizable insights
into the relationship between features and affiliation, but rather test
if a model-based approach that uses unobtrusively, online collectible
features is able to assess affiliation (see Section 11.2 for a discussion
on generalizability).

[Core7]chronemics : Previous work has found that the number of con-
versational turns predicts trust formation in games [60]; however,
conversational turns alone are a coarse reflection of the balance and
timing in a conversation. To capture more detail about the timing of
the conversation, we included a total of 12 chronemic features that
were processed using custom software written in Python [186]. Using
the cleaned audio files, we started by splitting each participant’s audio
into segments of speaking and pausing using amplitude-based thresh-
olding. This yielded measures of total time speaking, count of speech
segments, average length of a speech segment, average length of pause
segment, and SD of length of speech segment. Next, we analyzed
each pair’s audio files together and calculated conversational turns
by merging pausing and speaking segments that were uninterrupted
by a speaking segment from the other participant. We also analyzed
silence in the conversation by comparing the pausing segments of
the two participants. We calculated the total amount of silence in the
conversation, the average length of each period of silence, the fraction
of the conversation spent in silence, and the length of first silence of
the call (before either person spoke). Finally, we included two boolean
features for each participant indicating whether they were the domi-
nant speaker in the conversation, one generated from conversational
turns and the second from speech time.

communication content : We generated 17 features relating to
the content of players’ communication on a semantic level, based on
word counts. Audio files were transcribed and then semantically ana-
lyzed using the Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC) tool [175]. We
used summary dimensions (Total Word Count, Analytic, Clout, Authentic,
Tone), personal pronouns that could indicate players seeing themselves
as single players or as a team (I, You, We), general dimensions related
to social closeness (Social, Affiliation), dimensions that could be related
to gameplay and scoring (Motion, Space, Time, Number), and affect
dimensions (Affect, Positive Emotions, Negative Emotions).

eye blink : We employed a custom video-based blink detection
tool using Python [186], OpenCV [102], and Keras [43] to count blinks.
Frames of the videos were analyzed by extracting images of the eyes
and using a convolutional neural network predicting if the eyes are
opened or closed. This network was trained on the “The Closed Eyes
in the Wild” database [199], consisting of data from 2423 subjects with
labelled images of faces and opened and closed eyes. We validated the
recognition using 3 short test videos and manually labelled frames.
The algorithm achieved an F1 score of .989 on those videos, suggesting
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good performance even if our participants’ videos were noisier than
test data. Participant videos were manually inspected and videos that
were problematic for the blink detection, e.g., participants with glasses,
were marked invalid. As a result, the EBR features of 12 people were
discarded. For the remaining participants, blinks per second were
calculated; to reduce noise, a moving average window (five seconds)
was used. Blinks per minute were also calculated and the average
EBR (as well as its SD) was calculated over the duration of the video.
Data were marked invalid if the face could not be detected in more
than 10% of frames or there was no phase of continuous detection
over 5 minutes, which is considered a suitable time span for EBR in
experimental designs [111].

facial expressions : We added 16 features related to the players’
emotions, based on their facial expressions. We used the AFFDEX
SDK [146] to predict emotional state based on facial expressions. The
SDK generates confidence scores between 0 and 100 in each frame
for engagement, contempt, surprise, anger, sadness, disgust, fear, and
joy, representing the strength of each emotion reflected in the players’
face for that frame. For each emotion, we calculated two features over
the whole gameplay duration: a general measure of overall strength
using the average predicted strength over all frames, and a count of
strength peaks, defined as local maxima over a threshold of 50, to
better reflect facial expressions of a short duration (cf. [71]). As the
SDK only generates predictions when the face is visible, we calculated
the ratio of frames for which the SDK recognized a face compared
to the overall number of frames and considered all facial expression
features for a sample only valid if this ratio was over 80%.

in-game performance : We calculated 12 features relating to
in-game performance based on score, as we expected that a player’s
impression of their co-player might vary if they perform better or
worse. We added measures of performance using overall, average,
minimum, and maximum score. In addition, we added scores for
each round, absolute and relative score difference between rounds
as measures of the development of performance over time, score for
each role, and absolute and relative score difference between roles as
a measure of role-based performance.

in-game behaviour : We used two features as a measure of the
amount of in-game actions that players performed: number of hori-
zontal and vertical pushes of game board tiles.

self-report traits : We added 14 features that are based on
trait-based self-report measures. We used five features representing
Big 5 personality traits, and a single feature for propensity to trust,
as they are important for the perception of social interactions [61].
Gaming preference features used were self-identification as a gamer
and boolean features for enjoyment of casual games and puzzle games
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Category Name

chronemics TimeSpeaking, CountSpeechSegments, CountConversa-
tionalTurns, AvgSpeechSegmentLength, AvgPauseSeg-
mentLength, SDSpeechSegmentLength, IsDominantSpeak-
Time, IsDominantConvTurns, TimeSilence, FractionTimeSi-
lence, AverageSilenceLength, FirstSilenceLength

comm. content CountTotalWords, CountWordsAnalytic, CountWordsClout,
CountWordsAuthentic, CountWordsTone, CountWordsPro-
nounI, CountWordsPronounWe, CountWordsPronoun-
You, CountWordsNumber, CountWordsAffect, CountWord-
sPosEmo, CountWordsNegEmo, CountWordsSocial, Count-
WordsAffilitation, CountWordsMotion, CountWordsSpace,
CountWordsTime

eye blink MeanBlinkRate, StdBlinkRate

in-game behaviour CountVerticalPushes, CountHorizontalPushes

fac. expr. EngagementMean, EngagementPeaks, ContemptMean,
ContemptPeaks, SurpriseMean, SurprisePeaks, AngerMean,
AngerPeaks, SadnessMean, SadnessPeaks, DisgustMean,
DisgustPeaks, FearMean, FearPeaks, JoyMean, JoyPeaks

performance ScoreRound1, ScoreRound2, ScoreCollector, ScorePusher,
ScoreDiffRounds, ScoreAbsDiffRounds, ScoreDiffRole,
ScoreAbsDiffRole, ScoreOverall, ScoreMean, ScoreMin,
ScoreMax

self-report Age, GamerIdentification, GenrePuzzles, GenreCasual,
SameGenderCoPlayer, Gender, GenderCoPlayer, Extraver-
sion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, EmotionalStability,
Openness, PropensityToTrust, BrainhexSocializer

Table 4.1: Names and associated categories of all 75 features. Table and
caption adapted from [Core7].

(i.e., Labyrinth’s genres), and if players considered their playstyle as
BrainHex Socializer. Finally, we added features for the players’ age and
gender, co-player gender, and gender pairing (boolean same/mixed).

These feature categories were selected because of previous work sug-
gesting value for the prediction of affiliation, e.g., because communi-
cation content successfully was used to predict social ties for social
network users [87]. In the same way, we used features that are in-
dicative for emotions, because there is a relationship between social
closeness and emotion [67, 230]. Therefore, we used indicators for emo-
tions such as facial expressions [15, 146, 196]. Similarly, eye blink is an
indicator for dopamine function [111], which is connected to emotion
(cf. [12, 167]). As such, we used these features because they are po-
tentially informative, while an assumption of the specific relationship
was less important.

4.4.4 Model Selection & Training

To investigate affiliation recognition, we trained models using a dataset
consisting of the generated features and corresponding self-reported
affiliation. Overall, there were 46 samples (one per participant) with
a feature vector of length 75 for each participant and a correspond-
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ing continuous affiliation score (∈ [1..7]) for regression or a binary
affiliation class (= high or low) for classification. These were used in
the evaluation of our prediction approach. We selected models by
training and testing multiple candidate models: Naive Bayes, Logis-
tic Regression, Random Forests (RF), and Support Vector Machines
(SVM) as classifiers and linear regression, LASSO regression, RF, and
SVM models as regressors. We selected RF [28, 117] and SVM [48]
models for testing feasibility of affiliation recognition, because they
outperformed the other candidates in classification and regression.

[Core7] Before training, invalid data were treated as missing and estimated
using multivariate feature imputation based on MICE [32], with ridge
regression models predicting missing data using the other features.
Hyper parameters for all models were determined using repeated
10-fold cross-validated grid search (see Table 4.2 for parameter grid).
Best-performing parameters were subsequently used to train the mod-
els. 128 trees were used in the RF models as suggested in previous
work [170] and were fully expanded. The SVM models used a radial
basis function as kernel. We employed Scikit-learn 0.20 [173] in our
implementation.

In training, we used leave-2-groups out cross-validation (CV), where
we repeatedly kept 4 samples (both samples of 2 dyads) separated as
a test set and used the remaining 42 samples to train models. This CV
split was repeated until all combinations of hold outs were covered
leading to an acceptable trade-off between bias and variance.

[Core7] We used this approach over traditional k-fold CV as it keeps samples
of dyads separate on training/test splits, and instead of leave-one-out,
which has increased variance [116]. The high computational cost was
not an issue due to our comparably small number of samples. We
repeated the CV 10 times to reduce variance estimates for models,
which can be a problem with small sample sizes (cf. [17]). With this
CV approach, we trained a completely new model for each training
set and tested it on data that is unknown to the model—in contrast to
approaches that refine a single model with train and test data and thus
require a separate holdout set. As such, our CV approach allows an
assessment of out-of-sample prediction, i.e., how well a model using
the same features could predict affiliation on similar data. Therefore,
if predictions are better than random chance with our cross-validation
approach, it is likely predictions are equally accurate with similar data
not present in our data set.

This evaluation provides an assessment of performance that can be ex-
pected for other players in the same context, i.e., playing a networked
version of Labyrinth against a stranger online. As such, by investigating
the performance in this context and comparing it against a baseline,
we show that it is possible to assess affiliation based on unobtrusively
collected features.
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Random Forests

max features ∈ {#features, sqrt(#features), log2(#features)}

min samples leafs ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}

min samples split ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}

Support Vector Machines

C ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000}

γ ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000}

Table 4.2: Grid used in cross-validated grid search to determine best param-
eters of RF and SVM models. Table and caption adapted from
[Core7].

[Core7]To gain insights into the relevance of features, we trained RF regressors
on the whole data set with recursive feature elimination using the
same cross-validation approach (cf. [91, 194]). This method recursively
trains models with smaller feature subsets until an optimal solution
is reached. This optimal solution was reached with 9 features (see
Table 4.4). We used a model containing these features (bestfeatures
model) in addition to the other models as a possible best model. In
addition, we trained models with subsets of features for each feature
category to test if a single category suffices, e.g., when there is no
access to video data.

4.5 results

We tested if it is possible to assess affiliation using a set of objective
features. For that purpose, we analyzed performance of our models
compared to baseline approaches. If we show that they outperform
the baselines, we demonstrate the basic validity of our approaches. We
conducted this analysis for models with all features, the best features,
and single category feature sets.

[Core7]For binary classification, the baseline was random guess (F1 = .50).
For the regression models, we used prediction of data set mean [30]
(R2 = 0.00) as baseline as it outperformed median prediction and
random guess is inappropriate for continuous data. Figure 4.2 shows
performance measures for RF and SVM models for the prediction of
binary (F1 score) and continuous (R2) affiliation respectively.

To account for variance in model performance, we used statistical
tests comparing performance to the baseline. However, frequentist
t-tests and ANOVAs are not appropriate for this comparison, because
the measures for a model are not independent from one another when
gathered with repeated CV (cf. [25, 56, 63, 220]).
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Figure 4.2: Average (± SD) F1 and R2 scores for RF and SVM classification
and regression models. The baseline line depicts performance of
random guess (classification) and predicting data mean (regres-
sion). Image and caption adapted from [Core7].

4.5.1 Bayesian Analysis: A Primer and Description

To avoid the potential issues of using frequentist hypothesis tests for
comparing classifier performance, we followed the recent recommen-
dation of Benavoli et al. [18], who proposed using Bayesian analysis.
We compared models using Bayes factors, which are a popular method
of Bayesian hypothesis testing [181]. Bayes factors are a ratio of the
likelihood of observing some specific data under two statistical mod-
els [224], in other words, they measure the ratio of the likelihood of
data occurring given a null hypothesis H0 and an alternative hypothe-
sis H1, given a prior distribution. The evaluation of whether a model
is better than a baseline can be formulated as a hypothesis H1, how
likely its accuracy measures are higher than the baseline score, and can
then be tested with a Bayesian t-test. For example, data is 6.33 times
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Classification Regression

BF10 median d BF10 median d

all (RF) 51.37 1.14 5.02 0.67

all (SVM) 1377.92 2.16 0.14 0.10

best features (RF) 193.90 1.51 815.38 1.94

best features (SVM) 63.23 1.22 49.17 1.18

chronemics (RF) 11530.00 3.02 604314.44 5.26

chronemics (SVM) 1936.18 2.25 0.56 0.27

comm. content (RF) 2546.07 2.37 36.61 1.09

comm. content (SVM) 130617.05 4.29 5.22 0.68

eye blink (RF) 2.47 0.54 0.01 0.08

eye blink (SVM) 49321.29 3.70 0.10 0.12

facial expr. (RF) 0.13 0.09 0.03 0.09

facial expr. (SVM) 55007.78 3.80 0.14 0.11

in-game behaviour (RF) 438.08 1.80 1958.32 2.19

in-game behaviour (SVM) 0.19 0.13 0.02 0.11

performance (RF) 135.19 1.44 0.22 0.15

performance (SVM) 5.78 0.70 0.26 0.17

self-report (RF) 304.15 1.66 0.12 0.07

self-report (SVM) 18.51 0.96 0.01 0.14

H1 F1 > 0.5 R2 > 0.0

Table 4.3: Bayes factors and posterior effects for one sample t-tests comparing
models to their respective baselines. BF10 indicates support for
H1 over H0. This means that a value over 1 indicates support in
favor of H1 while values lower than 1 favor H0. Table and caption
adapted from [Core7].

more likely under H1 than under H0 for a hypothetical Bayes factor
BF10 equaling 6.33 [224]. For Bayesian analyses, we use JASP [105], a
graphical tool providing the Bayesian equivalents to one sample t-tests
using an implementation of the JZS t-test as by described by Rouder et
al. [187]. In our analyses, we used objective, default Cauchy priors cen-
tered around 0 with a width of 1/

√
2 and evaluated their robustness

using different sensible priors widths [34, 181]. For all Bayes factors,
we report raw BF10. We use the interpretation of JASP [223], which
is based on earlier interpretations [107, 124], to provide context. For
example, a BF10 between 10 and 30 provides strong evidence for H1
over H0. In addition, we report posterior estimates for the effect sizes
with median Cohen’s d.

4.5.2 Recognizing Affiliation

We evaluated prediction performance of models with all and best
features to test the feasibility of affiliation recognition in general.
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[Core7] For these models, the SVM models performed better than RF models
for classification, while performance was better for RF regressors than
for SVM regressors. Unsurprisingly, the bestfeatures models were better
same models using all features as they disregard potentially uninfor-
mative features. Disregarding single category models temporarily, the
best general models were SVM bestfeatures for classification and RF
bestfeatures for regression.

We compared their performance to their respective baselines using
Bayesian one-sample t-tests (see Table 4.3 for results).

[Core7] A Bayesian one-sample t-test tested H1, that F1 scores of the SVM
bestfeatures classifier were higher than the random guess baseline
(F1 = 0.5). The results suggest very strong (BF10 > 30) evidence of the
data for H1 over H0 (BF10 = 63.23, median d = 1.22). In fact, the other
models with bestfeatures and even all features might be more suitable
due to lower variance. This shows that models using behavioural traces
are better than the random guess baseline with 67.7% accuracy (F1)
for the bestfeatures model, suggesting that predicting binary affiliation
is possible with these features.

Similarly, a Bayesian one-sample t-test tested H1, that R2 scores of
the RF bestfeatures regressors were higher than baseline regression
performance (R2 = 0.0). The results provided extreme (BF10 > 100)
evidence of the data for H1, i.e., that R2 scores were higher than
baseline (R2 = 0.0). For the regression models, this performance was
highest with 19.6% explained variance (not considering single category
models). This shows that predicting continuous affiliation is better
with our features than just predicting mean affiliation score, which
suggests that predicting continuous affiliation is possible as well.

In summary, the results show that there are classification and regres-
sion models that do outperform their baselines. This indicates that
in our use case it is possible to predict continuous and binary af-
filiation based on objective features. These can be generated online,
unobtrusively, and automatedly. As such, this shows that objective
methods can be used in this context potentially highlighting that
similar features could have value in similar game contexts.

4.5.3 Using Single Category Models

We investigated the performance of models that use only single cate-
gories of features such as only communication content or performance.
This analysis provides additional insights over evaluating the general
feasibility of our approach by validating if single feature categories
suffice for affiliation recognition. This is valuable for researchers and
practitioners who want to assess affiliation, but only have access to
limited data sources for reasons such as a lack of available sensors (e.g.,
no microphone) or considerations of privacy; players could decide
not to share their video streams. As such, we evaluated them with
the same approach as with the all and bestfeatures models. We trained
classifiers and regressors solely with those features and use Bayesian
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Feature Category rτ

AvgPauseTime chronemics −.259

CountConversationalTurns chronemics .328

CountWordsAnalytic communication content −.288

CountWordsNumber communication content −.287

CountWordsPronounI communication content .276

CountWordsTime communication content .333

CountHorizontalPushes events .066

PropensityToTrust self-report .169

Conscientiousness self-report .071

Table 4.4: The most important features as determined by cross-validated
recursive feature elimination and Random Forest regressors pre-
dicting continuous affiliation. Kendall tau-B correlations indicate
potential direction of relation between variables. Table and caption
adapted from [Core7].

one-sample t-tests to test if they outperform their respective baselines
(F1 score = 0.5, R2 = 0.0).

[Core7]Regarding classification, RF models showed promise for models us-
ing in-game data (in-game behaviour & performance), whereas SVM
classifiers outperformed RF classifiers for the features gathered from
video data (eye blink & facial expression). Overall, the results suggest
that for each category, there is a model that has acceptable accuracy,
suggesting that single-category models might be useful to varying
degrees. The best results were achieved by the models based on verbal
communication (communication content & chronemics), where the t-tests
strongly suggested better than baseline performance. Performance
measures for the SVM communication content model suggested the
highest likelihood of being better than the baseline, indicating best
performance for classification (F1 = 0.791) and outperforming the
bestfeatures model.

For regression, there were fewer models with promising performance,
because based on the results of the Bayesian one sample t-tests only 7

of them outperformed the baseline.

[Core7]The tests suggested evidence for H0, i.e., that performance was not
better than baseline for 11 models, including for all video-based feature
sets (eye blink & facial expression), self-report features, most in-game data
feature sets, and even the SVM all feature set. The worse performance
in comparison to the classification task can be explained by the higher
difficulty of predicting continuous affiliation and the better baseline
method (predicting mean vs. random guess). R2 scores below zero
are caused by a model that does not predict well on the test set. This
suggests that in these cases, the models did overfit on the training
data and a general relationship is unlikely, leading to unsuitable
predictions on new data. On the other hand, models with bestfeatures
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and communication content as well as the RF regressors using events
and chronemics performed better than the baseline. Results suggest
the best performance for RF regressor using communication content
(R2 = 0.201) and chronemics (R2 = 0.161 and lower variance).

There were four single category models that showed promise for
assessing continuous affiliation—not considering the multi category
models with all and best features. This suggests that in some cases
single categories can suffice. In particular, it appears that models
using features based on the verbal behaviour could be used to assess
affiliation. This means that for affiliation recognition, it could be good
enough to have access to the communication between players.

4.5.4 Feature Importances

We were mainly interested in testing the feasibility of our approach and
therefore did not aim to provide insights into the relationship between
behavioural features and affiliation that can be generalized to other
contexts. The study that we conducted does not allow such insights
because we cannot assume that a relationship is generalizable due to
a lack of control over the influence of the other features. However, we
analyzed feature importances, because they can serve as a starting
point for researchers who want to assess social experiences such as
affiliation objectively and have to select suitable features.

[Core7] Table 4.4 shows the 9 features of the optimal feature set as determined
by the cross-validated recursive feature elimination with RF regressors.

Higher affiliation coincided with more communication in the form
of lower overall conversational pause time and a higher number of
conversational turns. Four communication content features were also in
the set of important features. Higher affiliation was reflected in fewer
words related to analytic thinking and numbers as well as greater
usage of the pronoun “I”—including variations like “me”—and words
related to time. Further analysis is needed to characterize the rela-
tionship between communication content and affiliation; however, we
speculate that use of analytic language and numbers, such as to dis-
cuss scores, reflects players manifesting their motivation to perform
well as explicit discussion, rather than relying on their partner, engen-
dering less affiliation. This lies in contrast, however, to the positive
relationship between words related to time and affiliation, considering
that time limits were an important part of gameplay. The positive
correlation of affiliation and “I”-related words might be related to
players communicating their actions, leading to greater feelings of
being a team. It could even suggest that players may have revealed
personal information about themselves to the other player, which is in
line with research on privacy suggesting a link between trust and self-
disclosure [110]. Interestingly, the number of horizontal pushes was
included in the optimal feature set, whereas scores were only slightly
correlated. This suggests that considering features of the process of
playing can be valuable for prediction when used in combination with
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other features. Finally, in line with previous work on personality traits
and trust [61] and trustworthiness [75], higher affiliation coincided
with higher propensity to trust and conscientiousness. Keep in mind
that the reported correlation scores are not corrected for dyads and
are therefore overestimated. Due to the exploratory nature of this RQ,
we did not want to conduct analyses controlling for the relationship
amongst features, as this would lead to unreliable estimates of effects
and significance that could be misinterpreted.

Therefore, these feature importances should not be regarded as
generalizable insights into relationships, but they are reported to
provide a starting point for researchers aiming to generate hypotheses
for their research.

4.6 discussion

In summary, this chapter shows that it is possible to recognize affil-
iation with models that use behavioural features. This suggests the
validity of objective player state assessment in natural multiplayer
online settings, which allows insights into the dynamic nature of af-
filiation with methods that are unobtrusive, and automated. They
are mostly sensor-free with only the video-based features relying on
cameras, which can be considered somewhat prevalent. However, the
analysis of single category models shows that affiliation recognition is
also possible with features that do not rely on additional sensors at
all, because feature importances suggest that video-based features are
less important anyways. This suggests that affiliation recognition is
feasible with methods that are sensor-free. While our feature genera-
tion did analyze features offline, the pipeline could be automated and
performed online. As such, our findings show that it is possible to
assess affiliation in cooperative, online, multiplayer games based on be-
havioural features with methods that are unobtrusive, online, sensor-free,
and automated.

The application of this approach can be beneficial in two ways:
First, assessing affiliation can be valuable for evaluating multiplayer
experiences. Similar to the other assessment techniques presented in
this thesis, this approach can be applied in playtesting and research of
cooperative and competitive games. Knowing if gameplay facilitates
affiliation between players allows additional insights into the player
experience in such games. Second, games can leverage this information
to provide an improved, adaptive matchmaking. It is possible to
evaluate if players are a good fit by assessing the level of affiliation
between them. This way, a game can match players who trusted each
other and can avoid matching players for whom affiliation did not
develop to an acceptable degree. Over time, this could lead to a better
experience of all players and overall healthier game communities by
considering that players can be different and matching those who suit
each other.
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[Core7] People may experience the same social interaction differently depend-
ing on their context, personality, or previous experience. Whereas
approaches such as the detection of toxic behaviour [140, 207] try to
assess if a message is toxic or offensive, they mostly assume that there
is a generally agreed-upon definition of what they aim to predict,
i.e., a negative interaction. We argue there is no general truth of the
social interaction—what one person (or algorithm) considers harmless
might deeply offend another player, while a third may think it is a
hilarious and integral part of the in-game interaction between friends.
Further, one player may think that a comment is funny one day and
hurtful the next, depending on their mood and the circumstances. An
assessment of social interactions must be grounded in the appraisal of
the experience of this interaction. More generally, the way in which
people interact with each other is highly complex, and to capture the
full degree of how each player experiences an interaction, a system
needs to examine a variety of very subtle cues. For example, a player
blushing after another player helped them out might be a good indica-
tor for a positive social interaction that can be interpreted easily by a
human but is difficult to assess for an algorithm. We propose that our
work provides a first step toward the goal of evaluating the experience
of social interaction in games by showing that it is possible to predict
self-reported affiliation.

Therefore, we argue that our approach can be beneficial for researchers
and practitioners by using models that connect subjective experiences
with objective features, which can be collected unobtrusively. This
way, our findings provide a first step towards an objective assessment
for player state in multiplayer games that considers the individual
differences of players.

4.7 summary, contribution & conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed and validated an objective assessment
method for affiliation in a cooperative multiplayer game. We con-
ducted a user study to generate data, and trained models that con-
nect objective features with self-reported affiliation. We show that
some models outperform baseline approaches for predicting binary
(high/low) and continuous affiliation, which suggests that an objective
assessment of social interaction quality is feasible. This approach can
benefit researchers and practitioners who want to assess player state
in games that are important in multiplayer experiences. Further, it
enables adaptive matchmaking systems that consider the individual
experiences and characteristics of players by assessing the affiliation
of individual players in teams.
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5
I N T E G R AT I N G Q U E S T I O N N A I R E S A S G A M E
E L E M E N T S

In this chapter, we propose a technique that makes questionnaires
usable in a natural gaming context by mapping questionnaire elements
to in-game elements. It is based on and extends research previously
published as:
[Core1] Julian Frommel, Katja Rogers, Julia Brich, Daniel Besserer,
Leonard Bradatsch, Isabel Ortinau, Ramona Schabenberger, Valentin
Riemer, Claudia Schrader, and Michael Weber. Integrated Question-
naires: Maintaining Presence in Game Environments for Self-Reported
Data Acquisition. In Proceedings of the 2015 Annual Symposium on
Computer-Human Interaction in Play, CHI PLAY ’15, pages 359–368,
New York, NY, USA, 2015. ACM.
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2793107.2793130

5.1 integrating questionnaires in game environments

The majority of academic research uses subjective measures, such as
questionnaires, to evaluate game enjoyment [151]. As a tool, they are
very flexible, because they can be used to assess various experiences
and states, which is a major benefit over objective methods that are
mostly designed to assess a specific state. Methods proposed in Chap-
ter 3 and Chapter 4, for example, are designed and validated for a
single state, i.e., emotion and affiliation. If a researcher is interested
in another state such as motivation, an adjustment of the method
is not easily possible and has to be developed and validated again.
However, questionnaires assessing different states already exist in a
wide variety and generally are quite similarly structured. A question-
naire measuring motivation (e.g., Intrinsic Motivation Inventory [145])
is largely administered in the same way as a questionnaire measuring
immersion (e.g., Immersive Experience Questionnaire [108]). Therefore,
in this regard subjective player state assessment methods have an
advantage over objective methods, because they are applied in the
same way.

However, the application of questionnaires to assess player state
is challenging in a game context because they are mostly applied
after an experience, which can lead to issues such as retrospective
bias [142, 184]. Displaying questionnaires repeatedly during the ex-
perience leads to interruptions of gameplay, which inherently can
influence performance [147], or even the experience in itself. In par-
ticular, complex tasks can be problematic [89], which games arguably
are. Not interrupting the experience is considered an advantage of
objective methods [151]. Interruptions are especially problematic in
a natural game setting, e.g., for telemetry or adaptation, where we
do aim for unobtrusive methods. It is therefore necessary to mitigate

57
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interruptions of subjective measures to address their shortcomings
and to allow the application of questionnaires beyond the common
post-experience administration.

We propose the integration of questionnaires in a game environment
by mapping questionnaire elements to game elements that players
know from regular gameplay. We argue that interruptions lead to
breaks in player experience (PX). In particular, we assume that a
suddenly appearing questionnaire breaks desirable affective states
such as immersion, presence, and flow. With our approach, we aim to
maintain presence—“the subjective experience of being in one place or
environment, even when one is physically situated in another” [231].
This way, players do not leave the virtual environment and therefore
should have an improved experience.

5.2 concept & implementation

We propose a concept for the integration of subjective assessment
methods in games enabling unobtrusive application. In the following,
we present the theoretical basis for this concept and describe how we
implemented and validated it in a prototypical implementation.

5.2.1 Mapping Questionnaire Elements to Game Elements

Our approach aims to maintain a higher degree of presence. As realism
factors and control factors are considered important for presence [231],
we incorporate consistency for those.

Realism factors suggest that scene stimuli should be consistent within
the virtual world. Therefore, we aim for a presentation for the inte-
grated questionnaire elements that is consistent to the virtual world of
the game. Similarly, we design the interaction with the questionnaire
as consistent with the virtual world to accommodate the control factors
that are important for presence, because “[p]resence in a situation may
be enhanced if the manner in which one interacts with the environment
is a natural or well-practiced method for that environment” [231].

The game representation of a questionnaire can be considered a sep-
arate virtual environment. With our approach, we aim to have it con-
sistent with the game’s virtual environment in contrast to a traditional
questionnaire that is displayed and has no reference to the regular
game environment.

[Core6] In summary, the main idea of integrating questionnaires is to keep the
player in the context of the game, by maintaining the game’s metaphor
while displaying the questionnaire. This forms the foundation of
providing consistent information and interaction with the virtual
world. Therefore, it is essential to map questionnaire elements to game
elements. This implies that it is necessary to find equivalencies in the
game’s context for the presentation of a question and the method of
answering it.
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For example, the integration of a Likert scale necessitates a suitable
element. For a Likert scale, it is necessary to find mapped game elements
as follows:

questionnaire component→ mapped game element

scale statement/question → prompt representation element

scale responses → multiple choice option element

Similarly, it is important that the interaction with these game elements
is known to players from the normal game interaction.

5.2.2 Incorporating Questionnaire Game Elements

After defining a suitable mapping from questionnaire elements to
game elements, suddenly displaying the integrated questionnaire still
could lead to strong interruptions of regular gameplay. By applying
transition phases, we aim to decrease negative effects further.

[Core6]Ideally, a questionnaire should be hidden in a way that the player
does not perceive an incisive break of the game play, or does not
even realize a break occurred at all. As this is a lofty goal, we instead
propose an approach that softens the experienced break. The actual
gameplay is effectively halted and the game guides the player through
a transitional phase designed to gradually prepare the player for the
break. Then the questionnaire is presented in the chosen design, while
still upholding the characteristics of the game’s virtual environment
as naturally as possible. Afterwards, the gameplay is continued by
transitioning to the gameplay effectively softening a break, because
the player still remains in a natural environment.

With this approach, we want to provide a less sudden appearance of
the subjective assessment variants, effectively mitigating interruption
effects. This way, we expect this integration to have less negative effects
on PX due to a design that is consistent with the game’s context.

5.2.3 Game Context: LenguaDrive

We tested our approach with a prototypical serious game called Len-
guaDrive aiming to help players practice Spanish vocabulary. Len-
guaDrive is an endless runner type game (cf. Audiosurf [76]) with a
racing game scenario. Players control a car that is traveling forward
on a straight endless road with three lanes. The game displays a
German word and three possible Spanish translations on the three
corresponding lanes; only one option represents the correct transla-
tion of the prompted word. Players have to change lanes using the
arrow keys to collect the correct translation, which generates points
and increases the forward movement speed. The speed of the car
directly corresponds to the available time to find the correct transla-
tion, respectively increasing the game’s challenge. See Figure 5.1 for a
screenshot.
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Figure 5.1: A LenguaDrive screenshot with a vocabulary prompt on the car,
and three potential translations ahead. Image and caption adapted
from [Core1]

[Core6] A winning streak of 20 correct translations yields bonus points, and
instead of a further increase, the speed is decreased by half. Incorrect
translations also decrease the speed, however this also leads to the
loss of one of the three initial life points. The game ends after the third
life point has been lost. Conceptually, there is no victory condition;
the game could technically continue indefinitely. However, even with
continuously correct translations, the speed eventually increases be-
yond reasonable capacities for reaction, and thus leads to a loss of all
three life points. The player’s goal is to achieve a maximum high score
before this occurs.

5.2.4 Application of Questionnaire Integration

We integrated the subjective assessments into the game by mapping
questionnaire elements to in-game elements. At specific points, reg-
ular LenguaDrive gameplay is interrupted and Likert-type scales are
presented in line within the game’s metaphor as an Emotion Road.

[Core6] At the time of the measuring point, the game takes control over the
player’s car, and drives it to a motorway exit leading to a second, par-
allel road representing the questionnaire. On this road, the vocabulary
prompt of the main gameplay is replaced by a questionnaire prompt,
and the response options to the questionnaire replace the potential
translations.

This transition phase is designed to let the questionnaire appear less
sudden effectively leading to a mitigated interruption of gameplay.
Then, we present the questionnaire through mapped game elements.

[Core6] The three-lane layout is changed to one corresponding to the Likert
scale employed in the questionnaire, e.g., a seven-lane road where each
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lane displays an answer on the Likert scale. To support orientation,
the values are also indicated as markings on the road’s tarmac surface.
The player is then given control over the car again, in order to select
the appropriate lane. After driving through each of the questionnaire
items, the player’s car is guided back to the main road via another
motorway access, and the game continues. With this variant, the game
concept and mechanics stay in place. The car’s speed was drastically
reduced for the emotion road in comparison with the regular gameplay
in order to ensure that players had enough time to appropriately
answer the questions. The speed of the car, and thus the time that
players had to answer, was determined in a pre-study during the
iterative game design process. Further, the players could manually
accelerate the car to confirm the selection when they had chosen an
answer.
The Emotion Road aims to provide consistent presentation and control
to regular gameplay (see Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2b).

[Core6]The player’s avatar is still a car that drives along a road with multiple
lanes. On these lanes, the player encounters virtual objects that can
be collected by driving through them, i.e., a translation for a given
word in the regular gameplay, versus an answer to a questionnaire
item on the Emotion Road. The player uses the same control method
for the regular gameplay and the Emotion Road. The player changes
between the lanes with the arrow keys. This corresponds to changing
the current selection, while driving through an item corresponds to
confirming the selection. The player should therefore immediately be
able to select the answers to questions, despite the small change in the
environment.

5.3 user study

In a user study, we tested how our concept—integrating questionnaires
in games by mapping questionnaire elements to in-game elements—
affects player experience (PX) variables. In particular, we compared
our approach (Emotion Road) to an overlay questionnaire that was
superimposed on gameplay (Overlay condition). See Figure 5.2 for both
conditions. The in-game questionnaire variants were implemented as
Likert-type scale questions assessing the players’ emotions enjoyment
and frustration. We were interested in evaluating how the different
assessment variants affect emotions and presence. We assumed that
the integrated questionnaire variant (Emotion Road condition) leads to
higher presence as it would not interrupt gameplay as much as the
Overlay condition.

5.3.1 Participants

[Core6]The sample of this study consists of sixty-one university students (40

female, 21 male) in Germany, who participated in a beginner course
for learning the Spanish language. The students were recruited by
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: Integration of a Likert scale questionnaire (a) as an overlay screen
and (b) as an Emotion Road game element; the design of the
questionnaire is almost identical to the regular gameplay and
thus resembles the natural game environment. Image and caption
adapted from [Core1]

contacting their Spanish teachers. The age range varied between 18 and
38 with the mean age equal to 23.20 years (SD = 3.12). The participants
formed a homogenous group with respect to their previous knowledge
of the Spanish language and regarding their frequency of playing
games in their leisure time.

5.3.2 Measures

immersive tendencies : As one variable that might influence
presence during gameplay, learners’ tendency to invest in virtual pres-
ence was measured through Witmer and Singers’ immersive tendencies
questionnaire (ITQ) [231]. The ITQ consists of 23 items measured on a
7-point Likert rating scale ranging from 0 (= “strongly disagree”) to 6

(= “strongly agree”). The ITQ asks how frequently learners play games,
their previous experiences of involvement in immersive activities, and
their ability of selective attention. For our study, we used a translated
version of the ITQ (see [94]). The reliability of the overall questionnaire
was .70 (Cronbach’s alpha).
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presence : The participants’ subjective experience of virtual pres-
ence was measured by a post-test questionnaire immediately after they
had finished working with one of the two versions of the game. The
questionnaire is based on Witmer and Singers’ Presence Questionnaire
(PQ) [231] that is often used for studies that attempt to determine
the sense of presence in virtual environments (e.g., [94, 155]). This
original questionnaire was tested in diverse studies that showed that
the responses to the questions were relatively consistent [95]. Thus,
the subjective evaluation of virtual presence seems to be an adequate
means of assessment. We adopted the translated questionnaire of
Heers ([94]), albeit with minor changes in order to refer to our game
environment. It consists of 16 items to be answered on a 7-point Likert
scale ranging from 0 (= “strongly disagree”) to 6 (= “strongly agree”).
The items address the players’ subjective feeling of being in control of
the game, whether they perceived the interactions and movements as
natural, and if they were involved so deeply that they could fade out
external distractions that interfered with performance. The reliability
of the virtual presence questionnaire was .94 (Cronbach’s alpha).

emotions : As previous works have indicated that presence in-
creases positive emotions, two emotions were also measured, i.e.,
enjoyment and frustration. Responses on how much of each of the two
emotions were experienced by the participants during gameplay were
assessed on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (= “very little”) to 6

(= “very much”).

5.3.3 Procedure

The experiment took place in a university computer lab. Participants
were randomly assigned to one of the two assessment conditions: Emo-
tion Road (n = 30) and Overlay (n = 31).

[Core6]At the start, all participants were introduced to the game and its
rules by means of the presentation of a video tutorial. Then, partic-
ipants completed the questionnaire with respect to their immersive
tendencies (ITQ). Afterwards, participants were invited to play. During
gameplay the participants worked on an individual basis on a com-
puter. They could interact through the keyboard (for the game) and
mouse (for the overlay questionnaire). Their emotional state during
gameplay was measured once during gameplay, as soon as one of
the following conditions was met: a) the player achieved five correct
translations in a row, or b) the player lost their last life. After finishing
the game, participants had to rate their experience of virtual presence
during gameplay (PQ). It should be noted that the measurement of
presence was a post-test after gameplay, while the two variants of the
in-game questionnaire measured emotion.

While control of LenguaDrive was constant in both conditions, interac-
tion with the questionnaire was different. Participants interacted with
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the Emotion Road via keyboard—similar to regular gameplay—while
input via keyboard and mouse was used in the Overlay condition.

5.3.4 Results

[Core6] First, it is noted that there was no difference between the two con-
ditions according to gender (male = 10, female = 20 for the implicit
assessment condition; male = 11, and female = 20 for the explicit
assessment condition), or their immersive tendencies (t(59) = 1.18,
p = .24). Hence, results are not likely to be differences in artefacts of
gender or immersive tendencies between both conditions.

differences in emotions during gameplay : We tested for
an effect of condition on the participants’ experienced enjoyment and
frustration. An independent sample t-test showed a significant effect
of assessment condition on participants’ enjoyment (t(59) = 3.91,
p < .05, d = 1.00). The means indicate that participants in the Emotion
Road condition experienced a higher degree of enjoyment (M = 3.87,
SE = 1.54) than participants in the Overlay condition (M = 2.58,
SE = .95). Participants experienced lower frustration on average in the
Emotion Road condition (M = 1.87, SE = 1.52), compared to those in
the Overlay condition (M = 2.32, SE = 1.97). However, the test showed
this difference was not significant (t(59) = −1.01, p = .31).

differences in the experience of presence : An indepen-
dent samples t-test showed a significant effect of assessment condition
on participants’ experience of virtual presence (t(59) = 3.96, p < .05,
d = 1.27). As expected, participants experienced a higher degree of
virtual presence in the Emotion Road condition (M = 3.62, SE = 1.04)
compared to the Overlay condition (M = 2.53, SE = 0.62).

5.3.5 Summary of Results

These results confirm our hypothesis that game-element mapped
integrated questionnaires lead to a better experience than traditional
overlay questionnaires. In this study, we found that virtual presence
and enjoyment were higher and frustration was lower than in the
baseline condition.

5.4 discussion

The findings of this study validate that integrating questionnaires
can improve experience over an overlay questionnaire. This suggests
beneficial effects of our approach, which makes subjective assessment
methods usable in a natural gaming context. Therefore, it addresses
a major shortcoming of subjective methods, which usually do not
fulfill many desirable characteristics for player assessment methods
(see Section 2.3.4), e.g., because they cannot be applied online in an
unobtrusive manner. Our approach does make them usable because it
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allows unobtrusive and online assessment while maintaining presence
due to lower interruptions. Therefore, it allows the benefits of subjec-
tive methods such as flexibility on target states without having strong
negative effects on applicability in a natural gaming context.

There are limitation to our approach, however. While we mitigate
negative effects of interruptions, effectively this approach is still more
disruptive than an objective assessment method, because it requires
players’ attention and focus. Therefore, researchers have to decide how
to design the integration to make a method unobtrusive enough to
avoid that players still might be opposed to such an interruption.

Further, at this point, we have not yet evaluated how such an inte-
gration influences the validity of measurements. It is certainly possible,
that players do not act diligently, as they just want to get back to the
real game or “play around” with the questionnaire. This could mean
that the questionnaire does not measure what it aims to measure. In
Chapter 6, we present a study that investigates the validity of these
measures.

5.5 summary, contribution & conclusion

The findings of this study show the benefits of our approach. As
proposed, integrating questionnaires by mapping questionnaire ele-
ments to in-game elements provides an overall better experience than
an overlay questionnaire. In particular, the positive effects on virtual
presence highlight that this approach has value, as it does not break
presence in a similar way as overlay questionnaires. Therefore, this
chapter proposed and validated an integration method that makes
subjective player state assessment methods usable in a natural gaming
context. While we show general value, the accuracy of measurements
still requires validation because of potential distortion effects. Further,
it can be challenging to find game elements with suitable mappings,
which makes this approach limited to games whose game elements
allow an easy integration.
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6
I N T E G R AT I N G Q U E S T I O N N A I R E S I N N P C
D I A L O G U E S

In this chapter, we propose the integration of subjective assessment
methods in dialogues with non-player characters (NPCs). This re-
search was in part conducted during the Bachelor’s thesis of Fabian
Fischbach. This chapter is based on and extends the following publica-
tion:
[Core5] Julian Frommel, Fabian Fischbach, Katja Rogers, and Michael
Weber. Emotion-based Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment Using Param-
eterized Difficulty and Self-Reports of Emotion. In Proceedings of
the 2018 Annual Symposium on Computer-Human Interaction in Play,
CHI PLAY ’18, pages 163–171, New York, NY, USA, 2018. ACM.
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3242671.3242682

6.1 integrating questionnaires in npc dialogues

In this thesis, we argue that subjective player state assessment meth-
ods generally have limited application in a natural gaming setting
(cf. Section 2.3.4). We proposed our own approach to make subjective
methods usable in such scenarios. Chapter 5 showed how games could
integrate questionnaires to maintain presence by mapping question-
naire elements to in-game elements. This approach, however, is not
always possible, as not all games feature mechanics that allow such
an integration.

In this chapter, we extend this concept by proposing dialogue-
based self-reports (DBSR), an approach that maps questionnaires to
dialogues with non-player characters (NPCs). This allows a wider
application of subjective assessment methods as NPCs are used in many
games for various purposes such as advancing narrative [225] or as
companions [72]. Frequently, dialogues with such NPCs are structured
in dialogue trees (cf. [3]), which ideally suit questionnaires. An NPC says
a statement—mostly displayed through a combination of audio and
text—and a series of answer options are presented to players. They
select one of them to advance dialogue to the next state.

Questionnaires using Likert-type scales work similar, as users rate
their agreement to a statement, which also means choosing amongst
options for a specific prompt. Therefore, we propose integrating sub-
jective assessment in dialogues with NPCs by mapping Likert-type
scales to a standard dialogue format as follows:

questionnaire component→ mapped game element

scale statement/question → NPC statement

scale responses → dialogue options

67
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This way, we aim to maintain presence by presenting the questionnaire
as defined in Chapter 5: “consistent with the game’s context”. Players are
used to the presentation of statement and option from dialogues and
they can use the same controls to make their selections similar to how
they choose dialogue options. We propose that this DBSR approach
makes subjective assessment usable in a game that is applicable to all
games that feature NPC conversations.

6.2 concept & implementation

We designed and implemented a game and an integration approach
as proof-of-concept and evaluated its validity and effect on players in
a user study.

6.2.1 Game Context: Space Jump

[Core5] We implemented Space Jump, a 2D vertical scrolling platform browser
game reminiscent of Doodle Jump [128] (see Figure 6.1). It contains
five levels in which players must navigate an astronaut from platform
to platform through space. Each level has a duration of one minute.
Gameplay is kept simple because players are only required to use
the left and right arrow keys to control the horizontal movement of
the astronaut. The goal of each level is to reach a new planet without
falling down or colliding with one of several obstacles.

Between the levels, or after falling down, a textual conversation
between the player and an NPC takes place. NPCs are designed as
inhabitants of the planets. They guide the player through the story of
the game and explain the next level.

6.2.2 Integration of Dialogue-based Self-reports

With DBSR, we integrate questionnaires in the game by mapping Likert
scale responses to such dialogues. A text-based dialogue shows the
NPC’s statement together with multiple buttons that represent the
answer options. These are used as a suitable mapping for the Likert
scales as proposed earlier. In a dialogue, an NPC asks the players how
they feel; in Space Jump they are asked if they are frustrated or bored.
This occurs when players finish a level or if they fail after having
played for more than one minute—players repeat the levels if they
fail.

[Core5] Players can choose between five answers in each dialogue to tell the
NPC how they feel about the current level (see Figure 6.2a). The answer
options represent 5-point scales from 1 (=“strongly disagree”) to 5

(=“strongly agree”).

This approach provides consistent control and presentation to the
regular game environment. In Space Jump, players encounter story
dialogues with NPCs between levels, which consist of statements and
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Figure 6.1: Space Jump is a vertical scrolling platformer game and features
level based game play with slight visual variations. Image and
caption adapted from [Core5]

multiple choice options in the same visual design. This way, DBSR looks
similar and provides the same interaction as regular story dialogues.

In addition to applying this approach to assess player state, we use
it to steer game difficulty. It uses the self-reported emotions as input
to a DDA approach adapting challenge based on a model using flow
and emotions. Chapter 7 describes that part of this approach in detail.

6.3 user study

We conducted a user study evaluating the DBSR concept. This study
had two objectives leading to a study design evaluating two indepen-
dent variables. As this chapter presents and evaluates DBSR, we will
focus only on that part of this study, and refer readers to Chapter 7

for information about its part on emotion-based dynamic difficulty

adjustment (EDDA).
We compared DBSR to an overlay questionnaire baseline to evaluate

if integrating the subjective assessment in a dialogue affects its validity,
i.e., if it measures what it aims to measure. Further, we investigated
how it affects player experience (PX) aiming to replicate the positive
effects shown previously and to understand better which components
of PX are influenced. In particular, this study compared our DBSR ap-
proach to a traditional overlay questionnaire (in the following Baseline
condition) in a between-subjects design.

[Core5]As dependent variables, we measured the participants’ player expe-
rience (PX) using the dynamics and aesthetics subscales of the Player
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Figure 6.2: Screenshots of a frustration question in dialogue variant (a) and
questionnaire variant (b). Image and caption adapted from [Core5]

Experience Inventory (PXI) [219] representing functional and psychoso-
cial consequences of game elements. Boredom and frustration were
reported on 5-point Likert scales that were used to measure the accu-
racy of DBSR. All these measures were collected in a questionnaire that
was accessed online but outside of the game environment.

6.3.1 Participants

Participants were recruited in two ways. 19 participants took part who
were mainly students and were invited via mailing lists. This sample
was complemented by 47 participants who took part via Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT). We merged data from both samples to obtain
a full sample of 66 participants, aged 19 to 55 (M = 30.00, SD = 8.19).
The sample consisted mostly of male participants (17 female, 48 male,
1 other). They reported playing video games for 7.61 (SD = 7.30) hours
per week on average.

6.3.2 Procedure

The study was conducted online. Participants were invited by mail or
AMT, and redirected to a server where the game and questionnaires
were hosted. They were presented an introductory text that explained
the general context of the study, how Space Jump was played, which
data was saved, how much time the study would take, and how they
would be remunerated. If they agreed to take part in the study, they
completed a demographics questionnaire, were randomly assigned
to one of the two Self-Report Conditions (DBSR = 35, baseline = 31), and
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DBSR Baseline

Frustration .571** .564**

Boredom .689** .658**

Table 6.1: Kendall tau-b correlations of baseline frustration and boredom
as measured in the PX questionnaire to self-report measures in
dialogue form and questionnaire form. **significant at the .001

level (2-tailed). Table and caption adapted from [Core5]

then were redirected to the first gameplay phase. Overall, the study
comprised of three gameplay blocks in succession.

These blocks were used for the adaptivity part of this study. For this
chapter, it is important that participants completed three full gameplay
blocks with an ensuing questionnaire outside of the game environ-
ment, wherein they reported PX measures and emotions as described
earlier. Each gameplay block consisted of five levels with a subsequent
self-report based on condition: DBSR or baseline.

[Core5]For both conditions, the self-report followed a short story dialogue and
preceded another dialogue before players started the next level. The
order of assessment, i.e., frustration then boredom, was kept constant
and similar for both conditions. The duration of a single level was one
minute.

Levels were repeated until participants either successfully completed
the level or until they had reached one minute of playtime at death.

6.3.3 Results

First, we evaluated predictive validity of DBSR comparing correlation
measures of conditions to emotions measured outside the environment
(cf. [129]). Second, we evaluated PX effects using a mixed ANOVA
evaluating effects of self-report condition and EDDA. Here, we report
results for the between subjects variable with two levels: DBSR and
baseline.

validity of dialogue-based self-reports : We evaluated the
validity of DBSR by examining if self-reports in dialogue form measure
what they aim to measure. In particular, we compared frustration
and boredom measured in the DBSR and baseline conditions to self-
reported frustration and boredom in the post-experience questionnaire.
We calculated average frustration and boredom over the five self-
reports for all gameplay blocks in both conditions. Table 6.1 shows
the correlation between these scores and emotions reported in the
post-experience questionnaire. The results show that DBSR is similarly
accurate as the baseline condition, because correlation scores were
slightly higher. This indicates that DBSR validly measures subjective
frustration and boredom and the integration in an in-game dialogue
does not negatively affect measurements.
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[Core5] The average difference between baseline frustration and frustration
reported through dialogues (M = .691, 95% CI [.564, .819]) was slightly
lower than the difference when using self-reports through the ques-
tionnaire (M = .720, 95% CI [.602, .838]). Similarly, the difference from
baseline boredom to self-reported values through dialogues (DBSR)
(M = .537, 95% CI [.413, .661]) was slightly lower than the difference to
boredom measured in the questionnaire condition baseline (M = .602,
95% CI [.479, .725]). In both cases, the confidence intervals indicate
that the DBSR condition is most likely similarly accurate or slightly
more accurate than the baseline condition.

player experience effects of dialogue-based self-reports :
An ANOVA showed a small non-significant effect on dynamics scores
(baseline: M = 5.103, DBSR: M = 4.915). Confidence intervals and test
statistics suggest differences were not caused by condition, F(1, 64) =
.909, p = .344, η2p = .014, mean difference = .189, 95% CI [−.207, .584].

Average aesthetics scores of the baseline condition (M = 4.393) were
slightly higher than the scores of DBSR (M = 4.143). Again, an ANOVA
showed a small non-significant effect of condition on scores, F(1, 64) =
.628, p = .431, η2p = .010, mean difference = .250, 95% CI [−.380, .880].

6.4 discussion

These results suggest that integrating questionnaires in dialogues with
NPCs is feasible. The analysis of predictive validity shows that this
integration does not lead to a distortion of measurements. Correlation
with frustration and boredom measured outside of the game was
similar to that of the baseline condition. This implies that integrated
questionnaires validly can measure player state. On the other hand,
PX effects were surprising with DBSR eliciting similar or even slightly
worse PX than the baseline condition. This contrasts the findings of
integrating questionnaires as suggested in Chapter 5. We suspect two
possible explanations for these results.

It is possible that we could not replicate the positive effects of in-
tegration because the examined effect is not exactly the same. While
we evaluated effects on presence in the previous study, here we ex-
amined effects on PX. It is very likely that these aspects are strongly
connected in a gaming context, e.g., a player who has a positive player
experience often feels present in this world and vice versa. However,
these constructs are not the same. Therefore, it is possible that integrat-
ing questionnaires has a positive effect on presence, while a general
positive effect on other PX components does not exist. However, due
to structural similarities in design of the questionnaire conditions as
well as the likely connection between the dependent variables in both
studies, we deem this unlikely.

In our opinion, it seems more reasonable that the lack of a positive
effect was caused by the design that we used for DBSR. We expect that
its representation was too close to traditional questionnaires leading to
a situation where participants considered them as questionnaires, but
considered their design unnecessarily overburdened in wording and
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presentation. Similarly, it could be possible that the integration was
not close enough to the core game as story dialogues were external.
In contrast to the Emotion Road (cf. Chapter 5), our implementation of
the DBSR approach does not integrate the questionnaire close to the
core gameplay as story dialogues in Space Jump are not part of its core
mechanics. We suspect that it is necessary to select game elements
that are close to the core game loop for the mapping of questionnaire
elements to elicit positive effects on PX. In general, we think that the
lack of positive PX effects is likely due to a design that was not good
enough in a way that it was not well integrated to an acceptable degree.
We chose the design close to the baseline questionnaire for evaluating
validity, but might have failed at influenced the integration negatively
because of that.

This leads to an interesting situation in which we suspect that
the degree of integration leads to a tradeoff between validity and
positive PX effects. While this needs further study, we assume that an
integration closer to the core game mechanics provides an improved
experience, but simultaneously means that finding a suitable but valid
mapping is difficult. Researchers, designers, and developers have to
determine the ideal tradeoff between these aspects that allows valid
player state assessment in a natural game setting.

6.5 summary, contribution & conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed dialogue-based self-reports (DBSR),
a concept that integrates subjective assessment in dialogues with
non-player characters (NPCs). This approach generally extends
integrating questionnaires by using NPCs, a widely applicable game
element. In a user study, we could not replicate the positive effects
of questionnaire integration on PX measures, but we could show that
validity is similar to a traditional questionnaire. With this chapter, we
provide additional insights into the effects and validity of subjective
player assessment methods that are usable in a natural gaming context.
We assume that our approach has potential for wide application
in this scenario, but future work needs to study how the design
of a questionnaire integration affects PX and if there is a tradeoff
between validity and the positive effects. Therefore, researchers and
practitioners can potentially use this approach to great benefits, but
have to be wary about its application in a way that they have to decide
if their games allow a valid integration upholding its positive effects.
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7
E M O T I O N - B A S E D D Y N A M I C D I F F I C U LT Y
A D J U S T M E N T

In this chapter, we propose and validate an adaptivity approach that
adjusts game difficulty based on the players’ emotional state. We
demonstrate research based on a project combining this approach
with subjective assessment integrated in NPC dialogues (see Chap-
ter 6). Therefore, this chapter builds on research conducted during the
Bachelor’s thesis of Fabian Fischbach, and is based on and extends the
following publication:
[Core5] Julian Frommel, Fabian Fischbach, Katja Rogers, and Michael
Weber. Emotion-based Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment Using Param-
eterized Difficulty and Self-Reports of Emotion. In Proceedings of
the 2018 Annual Symposium on Computer-Human Interaction in Play,
CHI PLAY ’18, pages 163–171, New York, NY, USA, 2018. ACM.
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3242671.3242682

7.1 adapting game difficulty to player emotion

In this case study, we propose a dynamic difficulty adjustment

(DDA) (e.g., [97]) approach based on players’ emotions. Generally, DDA

manipulates the difficulty of in-game challenges—a major aspect of
games to elicit fun [133, 136]—to optimally suit the players’ skills.
This ideally leads to the affective state flow [52], an optimal experience
wherein challenge and player-skill are balanced. This optimal chal-
lenge avoids frustration due to too high challenge or boredom when
challenge is too low [39]. DDA can therefore help provide an enjoyable
experience to players with varying skill levels.

[Core5]Chen [40] proposed that adapting a game’s difficulty to keep players
in a flow state can provide enjoyment for a variety of users. In general,
keeping challenge at a player-appropriate level has been shown to
coincide with greater perceived control and immersion, which corre-
lates with enjoyment [57, 115]. DDA should not feature too obvious
interference with gameplay difficulty, however, lest players feel like
their achievements lose meaning [2, 164, Core4].

One reason that DDA has become more interesting is that there is a
range in players’ motivations to play and their attitude towards chal-
lenge vary [132, 236].

[Core5]Some may enjoy playing at a challenge level that is entirely over-
whelming, others may prefer no challenge at all (e.g., [5, 135]).

An important aspect of player state that lends itself as a trigger to
steer difficulty is the players’ emotional state [193]. We propose that
we can abstract from an objective mapping of challenge and skill by

77
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relying on information about the players’ affective state. In contrast
to traditional DDA approaches that often use performance such as
number of fails to steer difficulty, we assume that a DDA approach can
adjust challenge equally for players who experience similar affective
states independently of their individual skill. For example, one player
who does not like challenge might feel frustrated early after failing
once while another player is more resistant to that state and feels
frustrated only after numerous tries. However, an emotion-based
DDA approach can react accordingly when players get frustrated in
both cases while abstracting from the individual characteristics such
as skill. Previous work has suggested affective state to steer DDA

approaches.

[Core5] Tijs et al. used player emotions as the trigger for difficulty adjust-
ment (through the speed of opponent characters) [208]. For most
participants in their study, the adjusted difficulty coincided with the
emotions predicted by flow theory; however, it should be noted that
there were a few outliers who reported frustration in the less challeng-
ing condition, and boredom in the overly challenging version. Using
anxiety as the trigger emotion for adaptivity, Liu et al. [132] also imple-
mented dynamic difficulty adjustment using physiological sensors. In
comparing affect-based to performance-based DDA, their study points
towards affect-based DDA being perceived as more satisfying than
performance-based DDA, while there was no significant difference in
performance. Further, a study by Negini et al. using adaptivity based
on players’ affective state revealed that this type of adaptivity may be
particularly subtle; it often went unnoticed, particularly if only the
game environment was modified [163]. Given that one of the main
criticisms of DDA involves issues that arise upon being too noticeable,
emotion-based DDA may thus be well suited to avoid these.

This short introduction highlights the potential benefits of adapting
difficulty and in particular emotion-based DDA approaches. We build
on this work by developing and evaluating an emotion-based approach
that uses state assess through self-report in NPC dialogues.

7.2 concept & implementation

We propose an emotion-based dynamic difficulty adjustment

(EDDA) approach that is widely applicable due to its abstraction. We
developed a prototypical implementation to gain insights into its ef-
fects and provide guidance for developers and researchers, who want
to develop similar systems. We investigated how this approach affects
PX measures to evaluate its usefulness for providing an overall im-
proved experience as well as to generate insights into general effects
of emotion-based DDA.
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Boredom Low Boredom High

Frustration Low None Increase
Frustration High Decrease Increase/Decrease

Table 7.1: Players’ emotional states and resulting change in game difficulty. In
case of high boredom and frustration, both reactions are reasonable
and the correct reaction is decided by the performance in the last
level. Table and caption adapted from [Core5].

7.2.1 Game Context: Space Jump

Our context was Space Jump, the platformer presented in Section 6.2.1
(see also Figure 6.1). The game features levels that players can either
fail by colliding with an obstacle or win by avoiding all obstacles and
reaching the target within a minute.

7.2.2 Emotion-based Dynamic Difficulty Via Difficulty Parameters and
Emotion Self-Reports

We developed EDDA using self-reports of emotions through NPC dia-
logues as input to steer difficulty.

[Core5]We use an approach loosely based on Rational Level Design (RLD) [149]
to steer difficulty adjustments. RLD is a practice originating from
the game industry that uses parameters to find a good balance for
difficulty. Our approach builds upon this idea by also parameterizing
difficulty of a level and then adjusting these parameters based on
players’ emotions. As such, we define parameters to influence the
difficulty of Space Jump’s levels. These relationships are then validated,
a list of ordered difficulties is created, and new parameters are chosen
depending on the player’s emotional state. We use boredom and
frustration to inform the required changes as shown in Table 7.1. When
frustration and boredom are low, we assume that player experience is
good and no change is required. High boredom and low frustration
are expected to indicate that the challenge is too low and as such
imply an increase of difficulty. Too high challenge is assumed for
high frustration and low boredom, indicating a necessity to increase
difficulty. If frustration and boredom are high, it is difficult to assess
the required adaptation, because in some cases the boredom might
arise when players get frustrated or they become frustrated when they
are bored. In that case, we use performance in the level as an indicator
to steer necessary adaptation, i.e., if players won a level we decrease
challenge, and we increase difficulty if they lost.

This way, our approach considers frustration and boredom as emo-
tional states that arise when challenge and skill do not match. We
adjust difficulty to maintain a flow state (see Figure 7.1) by raising diffi-
culty for boredom and lowering difficulty when players are frustrated.
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Figure 7.1: The relationship of player-skill and game challenge with frustra-
tion and boredom in our DDA approach based on flow.

Parameter Easy Medium High

Number of obstacles per level 0 5 10

Horizontal movement of platforms 0% 50% 100%
Speed of platforms (in pixels per second) 50 130 210

Table 7.2: Game parameters of Space Jump levels and assumed relationship to
difficulty. Table and caption adapted from [Core5].

[Core5] Table 7.2 shows the parameters we used and their assumed influence
on difficulty. For sake of simplicity, we did not adjust single parameters
but adjusted all together, i.e., a higher difficulty setting influenced all
parameters. Due to this design, we want to ensure that it becomes
almost impossible to reach the next platform in the highest difficulty,
while reaching the next platform should not cause any problems in
the easiest difficulty. Therefore, the number of obstacles per level
rises proportionally to rising difficulty. This forces players to focus
on avoiding obstacles instead of looking for the next platform. A
proportionally increasing number of platforms that have an additional
horizontal movement next to the basic vertical movement should also
make it harder to locate a matching platform. Further, the speed of
vertical platform movement as well as the speed of possible horizontal
platform movement increases when difficulty is increased by EDDA.
This ensures that players have less time to find and navigate to the
next platform. All other speeds remain constant and are not influenced
by difficulty.

Overall, there are 17 different difficulty options from 0 (= easiest)
to 16 (= hardest). We want to make sure that there is enough variety
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Figure 7.2: Average (±SD) difficulty ratings of the difficulty levels show that
the parameterized manipulation of difficulty works as intended
based on the pre-study. Image and caption adapted from [Core5].

among the different options of difficulty but keep them manageable
at the same time. The difficulty parameters as shown in Table 7.2 are
mapped linearly onto those 17 levels.

Every time DDA is applied, the next difficulty is calculated based on
the current difficulty and the current reported values for frustration
and boredom, which both are mapped to a scale of 1 (= lowest) to
5 (= highest). If the two values are different, the next difficulty will
be calculated by increasing or decreasing (see Table 7.1) the current
difficulty by the sum of both values clamped to a maximum change
of 5 points. If both values are high (> 4), the current difficulty will
be increased or decreased by fixed values with a maximum of 5. If
both values are low (< 4), the current difficulty will be set as the next
difficulty.

validation of varying difficulty : In an informal pre-study,
ten students played all 17 difficulty options with a duration of 30

seconds to test if our chosen parameters actually yielded subjectively
different difficulty. The parameters were adjusted according to our
assumptions of how they influence difficulty of the game. The partici-
pants played all 17 difficulty options in randomized order and then
rated the subjective difficulty of the level on a scale from 1 (= “very
easy”) to 9 (= “very difficult”). Figure 7.2 shows that the chosen param-
eters worked as intended and led to varying subjective difficulty.

7.3 user study

In a user study, we evaluated the effects of EDDA on PX. This was the
second part of the study described in Section 6.3.
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7.3.1 Participants

The sample was the same as presented in Section 6.3.1 comprising of
66 participants (17 female, 48 male, 1 other) aged 19 to 55 recruited at
a university and Amazon Mechanical Turk.

7.3.2 Procedure

The procedure of this part of the study was overall similar to the
procedure as described in Section 6.3.2. To evaluate our EDDA approach
and effects of emotion-based adaptivity in general, we compared it
to two baselines: constant difficulty (CD) and increasing difficulty
(ID). This was designed as a within-subjects variable. Participants
played five levels of Space Jump for each condition—order balanced
with a Latin square. After each level, their subjective emotions were
assessed via self-report. They reported their frustration and boredom
using our dialogue-based self-reports (DBSR) approach or an overlay
questionnaire—between-subjects variable of the other study part. After
the last level for each condition, we measured PX using an external
questionnaire.

[Core5] The difficulty of the levels was determined by the Adaptivity condition
of the gameplay block. In the EDDA condition, boredom and frustra-
tion (as reported in the self-report blocks) were used to inform the
adaptivity starting with a difficulty of 8 in the first level. The difficulty
of the CD levels was constantly set to 8, while the ID condition’s levels
increased in difficulty (2, 5, 8, 11, 14). While all three variants used DBSR

or questionnaires to detect the players’ emotions, the given answers
had no influence on difficulty of levels in the CD and ID variant.

7.3.3 Measures

To evaluate PX effects, we used the dynamics and aestethics scales of
the Player Experience Inventory (PXI) [219]. To get further insights into
the experience of challenge and its suitability, we used the perceived
competence subscale of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [145].

7.3.4 Results

We analyzed the study results with mixed ANOVAs using adaptivity
condition Adaptivity condition as a within-subjects and Self-Report
condition as a between-subjects variable. Here, we report results for
the Adaptivity condition only. We used Mauchly’s test to verify the
assumption of sphericity. After the main ANOVAs, we used post hoc
tests with Bonferroni correction.

validation of difficulty adjustment : Figure 7.3 shows
number of deaths per level for each Adaptivity condition.
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[Core5]The values for EDDA show that the adjustment of difficulty works
as intended because the fails per level decrease every round. This
indicates that the difficulty is adjusted to the players’ skills and is not
based on learning effects as a similar effect is not visible for the ID
condition.

We want to achieve a suitable level of challenge and assume that
overall the game potentially was too difficult. With our approach, we
decrease the number of deaths in comparison to both baselines and
assume that this addresses a too high challenge. To get insights into
the subjective PX, we evaluate questionnaire responses, however.

Edda ID CD

Figure 7.3: Average deaths per level for each Adaptivity condition. Image and
caption adapted from [Core5].

[Core5]effects of edda on player experience : There was a signifi-
cant effect of Adaptivity condition on dynamics, F(2, 128) = 6.470,p =

.002,η2p = .092. EDDA (M = 5.18, se = .104) yielded significantly
higher scores than CD (M = 4.86, se = .120), mean difference = .313,
95% CI [.079, .547], p = .005, and borderline significantly higher scores
than ID (M = 4.99, se = .109), mean difference = .185, 95% CI
[−.002, .372], p = .053.

The ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Adaptivity condi-
tion on aesthetics scores, F(2, 128) = 8.993,p < .001,η2p = .123. EDDA

(M = 4.56) yielded significantly higher scores than ID (M = 4.20),
mean difference= .363, 95% CI [.073, .653], p = .009, and than CD
(M = 4.04), mean difference = .521, 95%CI [.205, .837], p < .001.

Scores for perceived competence were significantly influenced by Adap-
tivity condition, F(2, 128) = 9.306,p < .001,η2p = .127. Scores for EDDA

(M = 4.346) were higher than scores for ID (M = 3.819), mean differ-
ence = .526, 95% CI [.128, .925], p = .006, and higher than scores for
CD (M = 3.725), mean difference = .620, 95% CI [.244, .996], p < .001.

interaction effects with self-report assessment : We
tested for interaction effects between EDDA and the subjective as-
sessment with dialogues (see Chapter 6). We found no strong evi-
dence for interaction effects on any of the evaluated measures. The
results showed small to medium non-significant effects on aesthet-
ics scores, F(2, 128) = 2.447,p = .091,η2p = .037, dynamics scores
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F(2, 128) = .103,p = .903,η2p = .002, and perceived competence scores,
F(2, 128) = .426,p = .539,η2p = .008. This suggests that an interaction
effect is unlikely between the form of self-report assessment and the
adaptivity condition.

7.4 discussion

These results show that EDDA can be used to adapt game difficulty
based on the players’ emotional state. Psychosocial and functional
consequences of the experiences—measured with the aesthetics and
dynamics subscales of the Player Experience Inventory—were affected
by condition suggesting that the approaches led to different player

experience (PX). EDDA overall elicited a better experience than both
baseline conditions. Similarly, our approach led to a higher feeling
of perceived competence, which suggests that challenge was more
suitable than in the baselines. This means that adapting game difficulty
based on the players’ emotional state can improve PX, which confirms
findings from previous research [132, 163, 208].

Our approach is well suited for application to various games and
game genres. It does not require specific mappings from affect to
in-game parameters, which is challenging for the application to other
games. EDDA easily can be applied to different games, because the re-
lationship between emotion and difficulty change builds on an abstrac-
tion from specific parameters.

[Core5] The application of parameterization of game mechanics (as in RLD)
can be used to build difficulty tables from which the game can choose
a suitable setting based on the players’ emotional state. This eliminates
the need to pinpoint exactly when an adjustment is required without
the need to fine tune parameters after building the difficulty tables.

While EDDA improves PX over arguably simple baseline approaches
to game difficulty, we mostly disregard the complexity of emotions.
We use flow theory to steer adaptation in a way that treats frustration
and boredom as states to avoid. In many cases, this makes sense in a
game difficulty context, but there are also situations, where this does
not apply. For example, frustration can be an important part of the
game experience—e.g., when finally succeeding after failing multiple
times at a difficult section (cf. [88, 112, 123]). This moment of victory—
sometimes referred to as fiero in hard fun [123]—can potentially lose
some of its appeal when players are not frustrated in the first place.

Further, DDA approaches in general are somewhat limited for games
that aim to provide a particularly challenging experience such as
the Dark Souls series [79]. While adaptive difficulty can provide an
improved experience by providing suitable challenge, it can diminish
the feeling of beating this kind of game in the way it was designed.
This takes away the moment of victory over a challenge that is equally
difficult for everyone, which can remove players’ “bragging rights”
(cf. difficulty settings [2]). Therefore, it can be difficult to apply DDA
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approaches to all types of games and special care should be taken to
provide the specific game experience as intended.

DDA in general can provide benefits for accessible gaming. For
example, dynamic difficulty can help provide suitable challenge levels
for games for elderly people [86]. By providing a challenge that fits
the varying skill levels of players, games can be made more accessible
to a wider audience and allow that people can play them, who were
not able to without such systems. As such, our approach can be useful
because it relies on emotions and abstracts from the varying skill
levels.

7.5 summary, contribution & conclusion

This chapter proposed emotion-based dynamic difficulty adjust-
ment (EDDA), a widely applicable technique to provide suitable chal-
lenge for games. In a user study, we evaluated its validity and show
that it improves player experience (PX) measures over increasing
and static game difficulty. In combination with methods that assess
emotional state, it can be used to provide suitable challenge for play-
ers with varying skill levels, which makes game balancing easier and
opens game experiences to a wider audience by avoiding too high
or too low difficulty levels. With this chapter, we provide additional
evidence on the benefits of DDA; our prototypical implementation can
help guide researchers and practitioners who want to use a simple
and general DDA approach.
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8
C O N T E X T- B A S E D T U T O R I A L S I N V I RT UA L R E A L I T Y
G A M E S

Various aspects of the player game interaction lend themselves to
adaptivity. Besides affective state as described in Chapter 7, other
aspects of player state can be valuable for adapting game features. In
this chapter, we present a case study that investigates how tutorials in
a virtual reality (VR) game can leverage information about the in-
game context of the player. This chapter builds on research conducted
during the Bachelor’s thesis of Kim Fahlbusch, and is based on and
extends the following publication:
[Core3] Julian Frommel, Kim Fahlbusch, Julia Brich, and Michael
Weber. The Effects of Context-Sensitive Tutorials in Virtual Reality
Games. In Proceedings of the Annual Symposium on Computer-Human
Interaction in Play, CHI PLAY ’17, pages 367–375, New York, NY, USA,
2017. ACM. http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3116595.3116610

8.1 adapting game tutorials to player context

Leveraging information about user context has seen wide interest
in many HCI related fields such as ubiquituous computing [227]. Early
work on context frequently was related to interaction in non-traditional
desktop settings like mobile devices and concerned aspects such as
location or device orientation [192]. According to Dey [62], every
entity that is important for an interaction is part of its context, which
covers entities that are outside of the interaction as well as users and
application.

Thus, in gaming, the notion of context also certainly comprises
players and game elements. Using this information seems sensible,
as well. Context-awareness has been used successfully for game tuto-
rials. Andersen et al. [9] investigated how context-sensitive tutorials
affect the experience of players. They found that participants were
more engaged with context-sensitive tutorials for games with high
complexity.

Interaction in virtual reality (VR) games is inherently complex, as
contemporary VR head-mounted displays (HMDs) have seen commer-
cial success only recently. Therefore, interaction with these HMDs is
quite novel for many players and they need to get used to interaction
in VR [205]. Similar to traditional games, many developers of early
VR games and experiences use tutorials to teach game mechanics and
interaction. Figure 8.1 shows examples of how tutorials are imple-
mented in traditional games as well as VR games. It also shows that
the approach varies drastically with instruction screens that interrupt
gameplay (see Figure 8.1a&b) or variants that provide context-sensitive
information just-in-time when required (see Figure 8.1c&d). While
Andersen et al. [9] provided evidence in favor of context-sensitive tuto-
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rials, this approach has not prevailed in commercial games. Therefore,
our goal was to confirm previous findings and study if and how they
translate to novel VR technology.

Figure 8.1: Different styles of tutorials are used in successful commercial
games, e.g., traditional instruction screens in the Witcher 3 [37]
(a) and the VR game Serious Sam VR: The Last Hope [51] (b) and
context-sensitive just-in-time instructions in Half-Life 2 [214] (c)
and the VR game The Lab [216] (d). Image and caption adapted
from [Core3].

In this case study, we investigated PX effects of adapting game tu-
torials to player context in a VR setting. In the context of this thesis,
this can be considered adaptivity to player state. We investigated how
adapting tutorials to the context of the user can improve their expe-
rience. Therefore, we studied effects of context-sensitivity as further
evidence for assessing player state and adapting game features.

8.2 concept & implementation

We implemented a wave shooter game with different tutorial variants
played with a VR HMD.

[Core3] In games of this genre, the player has to defend a position by shooting
enemies approaching from multiple directions. Such games have been
very popular amongst the early games for consumer grade virtual
reality featuring 6DOF-tracked head and hands (e.g., [8], [23], [51],
[99]). Players use weapons to defend themselves against the enemies.
These weapons usually are directly mapped to the controllers and their
corresponding real-world position. Such input generally is unique to
VR and players are often not very familiar with this form of input from
regular non-VR games what makes this genre very well suited for our
research question.

8.2.1 Game Context: Mummy Defense

We implemented Mummy Defense, a VR wave shooter game for one
player on the HTC Vive. In this game, players stand on a platform
on which they can move around freely. Enemies are approaching the
platform from all directions and are constantly damaging the player
when they arrive at the platform. Players can defend themselves by
shooting the enemies with bow and arrow (see Figure 8.2a). When
players have lost all their life points they lose. If they, on the other
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Figure 8.2: Mummy Defense is a VR wave shooter game in which players use
bow and arrow to defend themselves from approaching enemies
(a). Players can dye arrows by touching colored spheres on pillars
surrounding their platform, as enemies require that they are hit
by specifically colored arrows (b). Different items are included
that help defeating specific enemies, e.g., a shield to let players
defend themselves against enemies shooting projectiles (c). Image
and caption adapted from [Core3].

hand, defeat all waves of enemies they beat a level. There are small
enemies that are defeated by one arrow as well as big enemies that
have to be hit multiple times. Enemies appear in different colors
and can only be defeated when players have dyed their arrow in the
corresponding color. For that purpose, there are four pillars on the
corners of the platform that allow dyeing the arrow by touching a
color sphere with the arrow (see Figure 8.2b). Players have access to
several items: a bomb, a shield (see Figure 8.2c), and a healing potion.
From time to time groups of small enemies approach the platform that
can be easily defeated using the bomb. The players can use the shield
to defend themselves from projectiles that the big enemies shoot. The
healing potion can be used to refill the players life points. Using items
usually involves the player pressing a specific button and performing
a specific gesture, e.g., activating and aiming the shield, throwing a
bomb, or making a drinking motion to activate the healing potion.
These gestures were chosen in order to introduce interaction that is
not usually found in regular non-VR games.

8.2.2 Tutorials

We implemented two tutorial variants featuring similar text-based
explanations of the game interaction. We employed a traditional in-
struction screen tutorial that is administered before gameplay and a
context-sensitive tutorial that provides explanations that fit the players’
interaction context when they are needed. Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4
show how the same mechanic is described in both variants.

instruction screen tutorial : We implemented a baseline ver-
sion of a traditional tutorial featuring an instruction screen.

[Core3]In our implementation, the game mechanics are described in text form.
For that purpose, instructions are displayed on parchment floating
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next to the platform players are standing on (see Figure 8.3). The
instruction screen is implemented as a plane with a fixed position and
orientation. The explanations of the game mechanics are distributed on
multiple parchments and players proceed to the next instruction screen
by shooting a target below the parchment. This is similar to a button
that players use to continue to the next instruction in other games.
However, players can already practice aiming and shooting with bow
and arrow. This tutorial design features two phases. Players first
are presented with the phase in that they encounter the instructions
and then they enter a phase in that they can practice the different
mechanics. They come across the different types of enemies and can
use all of the game’s items. With regard to Andersen et al.’s design
variants [9] this tutorial can be regarded as context-insensitive.

context-sensitive tutorial : In the context-sensitive tutorial
the explanations of the game mechanics are also presented one by one.
However, compared to the instruction screen tutorial, explanations are
not presented to the user before they can try them in the second phase
of the tutorial. In this version of the tutorial, both phases (instruction
and practice) are combined. Players directly start in a phase in that they
can encounter mechanics of the game (trial phase) and explanations
are provided in speech bubbles just in time when a new mechanic and
interaction is introduced (see Figure 8.4). Speech bubbles are anchored
at a suitable position, e.g., at the controller when the instruction
explains a new interaction. Players encounter mechanics in the same
order as in the instruction tutorial.

8.3 user study

We conducted a user study investigating the player experience effects
of adapting game tutorial instructions to player context. For that
purpose, we compared two variants of Mummy Defense, one featuring
a context-sensitive tutorial (Context-Sensitive condition) and one with
a traditional instruction screen tutorial (Instruction Screen condition).

8.3.1 Participants

[Core3] Overall, we recruited 40 participants (14 female, 25 male, 1 not re-
ported). One male participant was excluded from the analysis as he
experienced discomfort during the study. The final sample consisted of
39 participants (14 female, 24 male, 1 not reported) with an average age
of 23.56 (SD = 3.754) years. On average they reported playing video
games for 6.949 (SD = 12.890) hours per week. Only 4 participants
reported playing VR games regularly, i.e., 0.5 hours (2 participants), 1

hour, and 5 hours per week.
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Figure 8.3: The traditional instruction screen was implemented for
Mummy Defense as a parchment floating on a fixed position and
rotation. Instructions are presented in succession before players
can practice the mechanics. After they finish an instruction, they
have to confirm proceeding to the next instruction by shooting
the target below the parchment. Image and caption adapted from
[Core3].

8.3.2 Procedure

Participants were invited into a university lab where the study took
place. The study was designed as a between-subjects experiment. The
participants were randomly assigned to the Context-Sensitive or the
Instruction Screen condition. In the study, participants played one of
the tutorial variants and regular gameplay session of Mummy Defense
afterwards. At first, the participants were introduced to the topic of
the study, stated their consent, and completed a questionnaire about
their demographic background. Subsequently, the participants were
introduced to the HTC Vive and Mummy Defense. The participants
were instructed that they could replay the tutorial as often as they
liked but only until they decided to start the regular game. On the
other hand, the players could not skip the tutorial and had to complete
it at least once in order to proceed to regular gameplay. The duration
of the tutorial phase lasted for approximately 5–10 minutes and the
regular game consisted of 5 minutes gameplay. The game featured a
level system in that difficulty increased in higher levels. Participants
would have to repeat a level if they lost and proceeded to the next one
if they won. After the regular gameplay the participants completed
a questionnaire about their experience and received their compensa-
tion. The duration of the study was approximately 30 minutes and
participants were compensated with 5 EUR.
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Figure 8.4: The context-sensitive tutorial provides information in speech
bubbles just in time. When the player requires new information
or new features are unlocked, this information is shown. The
speech bubbles are anchored at appropriate locations, e.g., at the
controller for new controller input. Image and caption adapted
from [Core3].

8.3.3 Measures

We assessed the participants’ valence, arousal, and dominance us-
ing the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [27] and the self-reported
emotions joy, frustration, anger, and boredom with 7-point Likert
scales. We considered these relevant for tutorials, as they are im-
portant for learning [174]. In addition, to assess overall PX, we used
the interest/enjoyment subscale of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory
(IMI) [145].

[Core3] We assessed the performance of the tutorial objectively by recording
how far the participants progressed in the game and how many tries
they required. Participants also reported their subjective opinion on
the performance of the tutorial by stating their agreement to four
statements: “The tutorial helped me understand the game mechanics”, “The
tutorial prepared me well for the game”, “I thought the tutorial was good
with respect to content”, and “The tutorial taught me everything I needed
to know for the game”. Participants stated their agreement on 7-point
Likert scales (1 = “strongly disagree”, 7 = “strongly agree”). Finally,
participants had the chance to give qualitative feedback by supplying
open-ended comments.
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Figure 8.5: Boxplots for the emotion and motivation scores for both con-
ditions. *indicates significant differences. Image and caption
adapted from [Core3].

8.3.4 Results

We used independent samples t-tests (2-tailed) for data that we con-
sidered fulfilling the assumptions of parametric data. Mann-Whitney
U tests were used otherwise (exact 2-tailed significances reported).

[Core3]Levene’s test was used to assert that variances were equal in the
groups before conducting the t-tests.

emotion : Results show that the Context-Sensitive condition elicited
higher valence scores (Mdn = 6.50) compared to the Instruction
Screen tutorial (Mdn = 5.00), (U = 110.00, z = −2.378, p = .017,
r = −.38). Joy ratings in the Context-Sensitive condition (Mdn = 6.50)
were significantly higher than in the Instruction Screen condition
(Mdn = 5.00), (U = 84.50, z = −3.102, p = .002, r = −.50). Partic-
ipants were significantly less frustrated in the Context-Sensitive variant
of the tutorial (Mdn = 2.00) than in the Instruction Screen variant
(Mdn = 3.50), (U = 118.00, z = −2.073, p = .038, r = −.33). Fur-
ther, boredom scores were significantly lower in the Context-Sensitive
condition (Mdn = 1.00) compared to the Instruction Screen condition
(Mdn = 1.00), (U = 130.00, z = −2.688, p = .008). However, that
variable was rated very low in both conditions as indicated by the
medians, even constantly as 1 in the Context-Sensitive condition. For
an overview of emotion scores, see Figure 8.5.

In contrast, effects were not significant for arousal (U = 163.00, z =
−0.799, p = .430), dominance (U = 131.00, z = −1.701, p = .091), and
anger scores (U = 168.00, z = −0.653, p = .529).

[Core3]motivation : Regarding the IMI interest/enjoyment subscale partic-
ipants reported significantly higher motivation in the Context-Sensitive
condition (Mdn = 6.50) than in the Instruction Screen condition (Mdn =

5.57), U = 100.50, z = −2.525, p = .011, r = −.40 (see Figure 8.5).

performance : As soon as participants completed a level they
proceeded to the next level. If they lost they had to repeat the level. As
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participants only had 5 minutes to play the regular game of Mummy De-
fense they could finish at most 2 levels while they could lose in a level
multiple times before proceeding to the next one. We calculated the
performance of the participants as the number of levels won divided
by the number of tries.Added p-values not

included in the
original publication

for not-significant
results.

Results show that the performance scores
for Context-Sensitive (M = 0.413, SD = 0.370) were not significantly
different from scores of the Instruction Screen condition (M = 0.300,
SD = 0.414), (U = 148.50, z = −1.229, p = .223). Participants had the
chance to repeat the tutorial as many times as they wanted before they
started the game. There was no significant difference in how often
participants played the tutorial between the Context-Sensitive condition
(M = 1.35, SD = 0.489) and the Instruction Screen condition (M = 1.53,
SD = 0.697), (U = 169.50, z = −0.674, p = .551). Participants stated
their agreement to several statements regarding the subjective perfor-
mance of the tutorial. Table 8.1 shows that there are no significant
differences between the conditions.
These results show that the design of the tutorial did not affect subjec-
tive or objective performance much. As such, we suspect that context-
sensitive tutorials are not necessarily better at teaching game mechan-
ics than an instruction screen tutorial.

Mdn (CS) Mdn (IS) U z p

T1 7.00 7.00 139.50 −1.661 .101

T2 6.50 6.00 143.00 −1.416 .166

T3 6.50 6.00 149.00 −1.245 .212

T4 7.00 7.00 186.50 −0.118 .993

Table 8.1: Medians and test statistics show that there are no significant differ-
ences between the subjective performance measures with regard
to condition (CS: Context-Sensitive, IS: Instruction Screen, T1: “The
tutorial helped me understand the game mechanics”, T2: “The
tutorial prepared me well for the game”, T3: “I thought the tutorial
was good with respect to content”, T4: “The tutorial taught me
everything I needed to know for the game”). Table and caption
adapted from [Core3].

8.4 discussion

The results show that adapting game tutorials to player context can
improve player experience (PX) measures. The Context-Sensitive con-
dition led to more positive valence, more joy, less frustration and
boredom, and higher intrinsic motivation than the Instruction Screen
condition. While our study did not show significant effects on arousal,
dominance, and anger scores, we conclude that overall there is an
effect on PX and adapting tutorials to player context can improve
experience compared to an instruction screen tutorial.

The findings are further evidence for the benefits of detecting player
state—here interaction context—and adapting game features accord-
ingly. In-game context lends itself for that purpose because it can be
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assessed easily as it is relevant for input and interaction anyways.
Therefore, it is an easily assessable part of the player state that can
improve PX in game tutorials and, as a consequence, the overall expe-
rience of a game.

These results further confirm previous findings of Andersen et al. [9]
in a virtual reality (VR) context. Confirming these results in VR is
particularly important because of the high relevance of tutorials in this
context due to the novelty of the medium. Context-based adaptivity
can help improve game experience in an easy way. An improved PX is
generally desirable and a good experience is particularly important in
the beginning of the game to get players interested and “hooked” to
the game. This study shows that context-sensitive tutorials can help
achieve that goal.

[Core3]Contrary to our expectations there was no difference of the form of
tutorial on subjective or objective performance measures. Thus, both
variants of the tutorial might be equally useful with regard to how
well they are actually able to teach game mechanics. However, players
reported more positive emotions, less negative emotions, and higher
motivation in the Context-Sensitive condition.

Therefore, although a positive effect on performance could not be
confirmed, it is possible that players learn game mechanics better
when adaptivity is used.

[Core3]Games should feature tutorials that can be skipped [3] and this study
showed a better player experience for the context-sensitive tutorial. In
a real game, players might rather skip tutorials they experience as low
fun what could lead to players missing important information and as
a result could negatively affect the tutorial’s performance.

Our implementation adapts game tutorial features based on player
context. However, it is also possible to imagine that different as-
pects of player state are assessed and used to inform adaptivity.

[Core3]The positive effects of a well-designed tutorial might even be greater
when it reacts adaptive to the players’ current emotional and moti-
vational state. For example, the tutorial could be adapted in pace if
players are frustrated or bored.

It is then necessary to employ unobtrusive methods that can assess
these emotional states. This way, game features could be adapted
based on a multimodal notion of player state, which is an interesting
direction for future work.

8.5 summary, contribution & conclusion

This chapter proposed context-sensitive tutorials in virtual reality

(VR) as a case study of adapting game features to a specific aspect of
player state, namely players’ in-game interaction context. This way, our
approach is another instance of detecting player state and providing
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adapted game features. In a user study, we showed evidence that
this type of adaptivity has positive effects on player experience (PX)
variables. This confirms findings from previous research on context-
sensitive game tutorials [9] in the VR domain, where it is highly
relevant due to the novelty of VR interaction paradigms. With this
study, we provide guidance for researchers and practitioners who
are interested in context-based adaptivity in games as well as game
tutorials, especially in VR.
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9
A D A P T I N G G A M E B A L A N C E I N M U LT I P L AY E R
AU G M E N T E D R E A L I T Y G A M E S

In this chapter, we present how adaptivity can be applied to aug-
mented reality (AR) multiplayer games, in particular game balancing
for foosball. We use information about the current player interaction
state in the form of skill balance between opposing players. By assess-
ing metrics for the difference in player-skill, we have information that
can be used for balancing to make games fairer. This work is based on
and extends the following publication:
[Core4] Katja Rogers, Mark Colley, David Lehr, Julian Frommel, Mar-
cel Walch, Lennart E. Nacke, and Michael Weber. KickAR: Exploring
Game Balancing Through Boosts and Handicaps in Augmented Reality
Table Football. In Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Fac-
tors in Computing Systems, CHI ’18, pages 166:1–166:12, New York, NY,
USA, 2018. ACM. http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3173574.3173740

9.1 game balancing in multiplayer augmented reality

games

Skill imbalance can be a major challenge in the design of multiplayer
games. It can negatively affect the experience of players, because games
can be less enjoyable if there is a large difference in performance [1].
Similarly, players can prefer games with higher suspense over games
with perceived competence [1].

Game balancing—an approach related to dynamic difficulty ad-
justment (DDA)—aims to address skill imbalance by adjusting game
difficulty to player-skill [218]. In the context of this thesis, we con-
sider game balancing as a method that adapts game difficulty to
the current player-skill balance level between multiple players. Ap-
plying balancing to a multiplayer context is particularly challenging.
The perceived challenge of a multiplayer game depends on the diffi-
culty of the challenges and the skill levels of multiple players. This
applies particularly to competitive multiplayer games where multi-
ple entities compete—usually players or teams. A change in game
difficulty has an immediate impact on all involved entities. For exam-
ple, when game difficulty is adjusted by making the game easier for
one player, this usually makes it more difficult for the other player
(cf. zero-sum games, e.g., [162]). While leveling the skill balance is the
explicit goal of balancing, it can have varying effects on player experi-
ence (PX). Adaptive challenge has been shown to increase immersion
for players [57], which is in line with the concept of flow theory [52] or
incongruity theory [218] that propose an optimal experience through
skill-challenge balance. However, balancing mechanisms sometimes
can be considered unfair [38], as well. In the Mario Kart series, for
example, there are items such as the blue shell that targets the player
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ranked at the first place. Further, it features general rubber banding
mechanisms that are designed to balance games [171]. However, de-
spite their effectiveness in balancing, they are sometimes considered
frustrating and unfair because players can feel like the game takes
away their achievement [183]. This highlights that game balancing can
greatly benefit player experience, but special care is necessary in the
way adjustments are performed to avoid negative effects.

This is particularly challenging in the context of augmented reality

(AR) gaming. AR technology—broadly defined as adding virtual objects
to the real world [152]—has seen a rise of popularity in recent years.
In gaming, this technology is used to merge the virtual and real world.
For example, popular commercial games such as Ingress [165] and
Pokémon Go [166] use the players’ real-world location in their game
mechanics. AR technology has been used to augment many activities
such as squash [90], Chinese checkers [46], karaoke [82], billiards [106],
table tennis [210], and air hockey [158, 169].

However, due to the connection of real and virtual world, game
balancing is challenging for AR games because its effects usually are
openly visible to players. This can be problematic because of aspects
such as subtlety and perception that could influence the perceived
fairness [16, 221]. Just knowing that games include adaptive features
can affect the players’ experience [58]. Despite these challenges, game
balancing is particularly important in the context of AR-enabled leisure
activities. Frequently, the games that are augmented are well known
and played in public settings, where players generally have very
different levels of skill [185]. Previous work already suggested the
value of game balancing for AR multiplayer games by showing that
game balancing in augmented table tennis can level skill balance
between players [6] and players can have a preference for balanced
over non-balanced gameplay [7]. Despite the potential benefits of game
balancing in AR games, there is not much guidance for researchers
and practitioners on how to assess and address skill imbalance on a
technical level and how such approaches affect PX.

We conducted a case study to explore game balancing for a com-
petitive AR game with augmented foosball table. In the context of this
thesis, this means adapting game features based on player-skill bal-
ance. We consider this part of the player state as it is the relationship
of a single player’s skill to game difficulty incorporating challenge and
opponent skill. In this chapter, we use the term game balancing over
DDA, despite their overlap, as our approach explicitly tries to adjust
game difficulty in a way to balance the challenge and skills of multiple
players, while the term DDA frequently is used for singleplayer games.

9.2 concept & implementation

We developed an augmented foosball table to explore effects of game
balancing. In the following, we will describe the system and our
balancing approach.
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Figure 9.1: The KickAR system augments a foosball table with projection-
based game data (a) and game balancing icons (b). When acti-
vated, these can either disadvantage stronger players, or favor
weaker ones, for example by allowing their next goal (within a
certain time frame) to count as two points (c). We investigated
different triggering mechanisms of game balancing to compare
system-triggered and user-triggered game balancing mechanisms;
one of the latter involved pressing a button to trigger icons (d).
Image and caption adapted from [Core4].

9.2.1 Game Context: KickAR

As game context, we designed and implemented KickAR, a digitally
augmented foosball table that has various features such as automatic
goal detection, projection, and sound effects.

[Core4]The system uses the table as a projection area, for example to dis-
play the current score (see Figure 9.1a) and visualize goal shots (see
Figure 9.3). During games, it analyzes in-game events to detect mis-
matches in skill between players, and offers game balancing in the
form of boosts and handicaps, which are also projected onto the table
in the form of icons (see Figure 9.1b). The system provides differ-
ent ways of triggering the game balancing mechanisms: control over
triggering game balancing is held either by the system, or the player.
Further, player-based control over game balancing is divided into
skill-based control and non-game-related control.

system architecture : The KickAR system consists of a foosball
table, a ceiling-mounted projector, camera and loudspeakers. The
projector and the camera are adjusted to the size of the foosball table
through a calibration process, in order to accommodate foosball tables
of different sizes. Through this calibration process, the game system
learns the goal locations, and where it can position the display of icons
without occlusion.

In our prototype, we used standard hardware such as a camera
with 60 frames per second to track the ball position at all times. The
loudspeakers enable auditory feedback for in-game events in the form
of cartoon-style sound effects. There are distinctive sounds for each
event, for example to signify the beginning of the game, or that a goal
has been scored. LED strips were embedded into the sides of the table
alongside the playing field, and infrared (IR) sensors were attached to
the undersides of the goals (eight sensors on each side). The IR sensors
are used for precise goal detection (including the exact position where
the ball crossed the goal line).
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Figure 9.2: Architecture of the KickAR game table. Image and caption adapted
from [Core4].

Whenever a goal is detected, the combined information from the
camera and the IR sensors is used to visualize the precise course of
the shot after a goal. The inlaid LED strips light up on the side of the
scoring team, and a scoring animation traverses the table to update
the score visualization.

Finally, buttons were embedded into both sides of the foosball table.
The buttons are used for one of the game balancing modes, in which
they are used as the non-game-related trigger for displayed game
balancing icons (see Figure 9.1d). The complete setup is illustrated in
Figure 9.2.

9.2.2 Game Balancing for KickAR

We aimed to balance games between KickAR players. While our ap-
proach generally works for balancing multiple entities such as teams
in a 2 vs 2 context, for sake of simplicity, we explored it with two
opposing players in a 1 vs 1 setting.

detecting skill imbalance : To address skill imbalance be-
tween players, the system has to detect it. We consider skill imbalance
part of the player state and describe it as the relationship between
player-skill and challenge of the game. This challenge is influenced by
general difficulty of the game—can players mechanically perform the
required game actions such as score goals—and their opponents who
aim to prevent that and score on their own. In competitive games, the
goals of the players are designed to work against each other, which
means that skill-challenge mismatch has to consider all involved play-
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Figure 9.3: KickAR visualizes the path of the ball after goals. Image and
caption adapted from [Core4].

ers. For that purpose, we model skill imbalance as a single score that
is calculated based on multiple variables that estimate the skill of all
players.

[Core4]The game system attempts to determine the skill level of each side
based on the indicators below (prioritized on a scale of 1–10), and then
compares the two. The first and main indicator is the game’s current
goal difference (priority: 8), as skill mismatch generally leads to a large
score margin. Based on talks with professional and amateur players
in a regional foosball team, we added ball possession (2) and average
velocity of goal shots (1). Ball possession is defined as percentage of the
game duration thus far that they had the ball. We also added number
of pin-shots with sideways movement (3), a particular technique that is
widely used by experienced players [11]: a player pins the ball, then
either moves it sideways (parallel to the bar) or passes it to another
figure on the same bar, and then shoots at the goal (generally as a con-
tinuous movement at great speed). Finally, to avoid overcompensation,
we incorporated knowledge of previous help through game balancing (1).
If one side has received a lot of help during the game, this acts as a
counterbalance and prevents further help.

KickAR continuously calculates these parameters for all players with
its tracking capabilities and then estimates the current level of skill
balance. This score was defined in a range from −50 to 50 with 0
indicating a balanced game. The score’s difference from 0 describes
the strength of skill imbalance and its sign specifies which player is
stronger. KickAR then applies game balancing depending on this score.
There are multiple interventions with varying severity. Depending on
their impact, they are applied only in specific instances, e.g., stronger
interventions are applied for higher skill imbalance.

balancing : When the game system detects skill imbalance, game
balancing is applied in different ways using three concepts. First,
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Challenges Immediate Balancing

Boosts 2x points for half the goal add point

2x points for whole goal add two points

2x points for half field

Handicaps no points on whole goal remove point

no points for half the goal remove two points

no points for half field

Table 9.1: KickAR offers a variety of game balancing mechanisms that favor
weaker players or handicap stronger players. Some mechanisms
are effected immediately, others have to be activated, and are then
valid for a duration of 10–30 seconds. Table and caption adapted
from [Core4].

we distinguish the direction of effect that is applied in boosts and
handicaps. To balance a score, it is possible to provide an advantage to
the player who is behind or to disadvantage the leading player. Second,
we use two forms of balancing depending on the form of immediacy.
Immediate balancing directly influences score by directly adding and
removing goals. On the other hand, we employ a balancing approach
that makes it easier or harder to win the game by providing challenges
that give weaker players additional points or that make scoring harder
for stronger players. For example, KickAR can count goals twice for
players if they score (see Figure 9.1c for an example). See Table 9.1
for an overview of these two concepts. Third, we use three variants
differing in agency over how game balancing is activated:

• We employ a system-triggered variant that automatically and
immediately activates game balancing, when skill imbalance is
detected.

The other two versions are triggered by the players and use the pro-
jection of game balancing icons to indicate that balancing is available.
They can then activate the mechanisms themselves:

• in the button-triggered variant by pressing the buttons inlaid on
the foosball table (see Figure 9.1d). Game balancing icons are
displayed and players can activate them by pressing any of the
buttons.

• a ball-triggered version that involves a further challenge-based
interaction. Game balancing icons are displayed and can be
activated if the ball rolls over them. Therefore, players have to
shoot the ball over them if they want to activate balancing.

In our game balancing approach, we use all three concepts direction,
immediacy, and agency and explored their effects in a user study.
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9.3 user study

We evaluated our game balancing approach and its effects on player

experience (PX) in a within-subjects user study with 24 participants.
We recruited them in pairs (12 dyads) to ensure an overall similar famil-
iarity amongst opposing players. As the study’s main within-subjects
variable, we compared the three variants of agency over activating
game balancing (ball-triggered, button-triggered, and system-triggered)
and a baseline condition using similar augmentation features such as
goal visualization but without any game balancing. All three variants
with game balancing featured all types of balancing with respect to
direction and immediacy.

9.3.1 Procedure

[Core4]Each session started with a brief introduction and consent forms. The
participants then experienced the four conditions in counterbalanced
order. They played seven minutes in each condition, and subsequently
answered the questionnaires described below. On average, each ses-
sion lasted 75 minutes. At the end of each session, participants were
thanked and compensated with 10 EUR.

9.3.2 Participants

We recruited 24 students (14 male, 10 female) to participate as pairs
to play against each other. On average, participants were aged 18–28

(M = 23.08, SD = 2.60). On a 5-point Likert scale (1 = “strongly
disagree”, 5 = “strongly agree”), they reported a slight interest in
(M = 3.96, SD = 1.08), and were not overly experienced in
(M = 3.33, SD = 1.13), or skilled at (M = 3.13, SD = 1.30) playing
foosball. Almost all dyads knew each other well (M = 4.50, SD = 0.98).

9.3.3 Measures

We measured subjective player experience (PX) with a questionnaire
consisting of validated scales. Participants reported their valence,
arousal, and dominance on a 7-point version of the Self-Assessment
Manikin (SAM) [27]. Further, we measured four subscales of the Intrin-
sic Motivation Inventory (IMI): interest/enjoyment, pressure/tension,
perceived choice and competence on 7-point Likert scales [145, 190].

After each session, participants were asked to what degree they
experienced the game as fair on 7-point Likert scales. In addition,
we asked them whether they liked each individual game balancing
mechanism for all conditions on binomial scales.

During gameplay, KickAR logged a variety of in-game events such
as goals scored and the outcome of the game. In the end, participants
ranked the four conditions according to their preferences and were
invited to provide open-ended feedback.
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9.3.4 Results

To explore adapting game features for balancing, we evaluated effects
of our approaches on player experience (PX) and fairness in contrast
to the baseline condition without balancing. Further, we investigated
approval of the different forms of balancing.

effects on player experience : We used Friedman ANOVAs
to test for differences in PX measures. The results show that differences
were not significant for valence (χ2(3) = 0.258, p = .968), arousal
(χ2(3) = 3.327, p = .344), and dominance scores (χ2(3) = 6.684, p =

.083). Similarly, effects of condition on most IMI scores were not
significant: interest/enjoyment (χ2(3) = 5.246, p = .155), perceived
competence (χ2(3) = 0.600, p = .896), and perceived choice (χ2(3) =
1.004, p = .800). The analysis showed a significant effect on IMI
pressure/tension scores, however, (χ2(3) = 11.175, p = .011). Post-
hoc tests with Bonferroni correction showed that the button-triggered
condition led to higher scores than the system-triggered condition (p =

.018, adj. sig.), other comparisons did not reach significance.

fairness : The game balancing only had a small effect on the
outcome of the game. We evaluated end score of all matches. The
baseline condition had an overall higher average score difference (M =

6.17, SD = 3.86) than all conditions with game balancing (system-
triggered: M = 5.17, SD = 4.43, ball-triggered: M = 4.00, SD = 4.69, and
button-triggered: M = 4.67, SD = 4.03). A Friedman ANOVA showed
that this difference was not significant, χ2(3) = 3.24, p = 0.356.

A Friedman ANOVA showed that there was a difference in per-
ceived fairness, χ2(3) = 11.60, p = 0.01. While Post-hoc tests showed
no significant differences between the conditions, the means suggest
that the baseline condition was overall perceived as most fair (base-
line: M = 6.25, SD = 1.07, system-triggered: M = 4.92, SD = 1.61,
ball-triggered: M = 4.88, SD = 2.09, and button-triggered: M = 4.54,
SD = 1.98).

approval of balancing mechanisms : We calculated the ap-
proval of the game balancing interventions for all conditions and
immediacy of balancing. The results in Figure 9.4 show that approval
was overall greater for challenge-based balancing than for immedi-
ate balancing. While there were only small differences in approval
between conditions for challenge-based interventions, it is evident
that the condition influenced approval for immediate balancing. It
is likely that there was an interaction effect. While challenge-based
balancing was generally appreciated, participants felt more favorable
towards immediate balancing when they had greater agency over its
activation. The system-triggered condition scored lowest, followed by
the button-triggered condition, where participants activated the bal-
ancing themselves, and the ball-triggered condition where activation
involved further skill. However, immediate balancing overall was little
appreciated with only 54% of participants being in favor of the in-
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Figure 9.4: Approval of game balancing mechanisms for the three conditions
and both forms of balancing (challenge and immediate).

terventions in the highest scoring condition (ball-triggered). Approval
for challenge-based balancing was overall high, while it is possible that
control over activation did lead to slightly higher approval compared
to the system-triggered condition.

9.4 discussion

We assume that overall our balancing approach worked based on
the lower score difference in all balancing versions compared to the
baseline condition. The non-significance of this difference and the large
variance within each condition suggest that there was a far larger dif-
ference in individual skill between the opponents than the balancing
could address. This means that we might have to be more sensitive to
detect skill mismatches, apply stronger interventions, and acknowl-
edge that there are limits to skill differences that balancing can address.
If two players have too disparate skill levels, it is potentially impossible
to provide a balanced experience without completely changing the
way a game is played. This is particularly likely for popular games
where some players have extensive existing knowledge and skills.

There is an interesting effect on perceived fairness. While the baseline
had similar or higher difference than the balanced versions, it was per-
ceived as most fair. We designed a game balancing approach that aims
to lead to close games, which we assumed an obvious goal. However,
the intervention in itself can be perceived as unfair when players think
that there is an apparent skill difference and the better player should
win. This is in line with earlier work that showed that noticeable game
balancing can lead to achievements losing meaning [24, 164]. This
is potentially even reinforced by approaches that take away already
earned progress, e.g., already scored goals. Therefore, we suspect that
there is a difference between objective and subjective fairness. Just
balancing for close matches is potentially not good enough when
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designers want to provide subjectively fair games. We think that fu-
ture work should investigate this further to inform what balancing
approaches should actually aim for.

Our study suggested a difference in approval of game balancing
mechanism depending on its design. Overall, it seems that players
appreciate balancing more if it provides a challenge. This potentially
reiterates the notion that players want to earn their progress towards a
victory, even through balancing. For these challenge-based approaches,
condition affected approval only a little. However, players did not ap-
preciate immediate balancing approaches such as adding or removing
goals to a great extent. Yet, approval did increase with more agency
over the activation of the balancing. In our approach, the concepts of
immediacy and agency did overlap to some degree; immediate balanc-
ing generally is related with higher agency than challenge because
players could fail to succeed at the latter. Therefore, we suggest that
future work is necessary to disentangle this potential interaction effect
between immediacy and agency over the activation for game balancing
approaches.

The difference in IMI pressure/tension scores potentially suggests
that the form of activation does put pressure on the players because
giving control over balancing puts them in a position where they
have to actively decide whether they want to activate it or not. This
decision can potentially feel overwhelming because players have to
decide—during hectic game play—if they want an advantage and how
their opponents will feel about that. This could suggest that taking
away control over these aspects can be valuable if designers want to
avoid pressure or stressful experiences.

All differences of PX measures—besides pressure/tension—were
non-significant. This was quite surprising for us as this lack of strong
effects lies in contrast to our expectations (e.g., cf. Chapter 7). We
expected an effect on perceived competence in either direction by
positively affecting weaker players that could play on par with stronger
players in the balanced versions or by negatively affecting players who
feel less competent due to reduced impact on gameplay. It is possible
that these effects do exist, but canceled each other out in our results.
Similarly, in contrast to our expectations, effects on perceived choice
were small. We assumed that more agency over the activation should
lead to higher scores, but could not confirm this hypothesis in our
results, even when results on approval (see above) support it.

Finally, while participants experienced different subjective fairness
and approval of mechanisms varied, effects on PX variables were
mostly small. Besides the lack of strong effects on perceived choice
and perceived competence, we were surprised that general game
enjoyment—operationalized through emotional state and IMI inter-
est/enjoyment scores—were largely similar over all conditions. At this
point, we are uncertain why. Although there is an apparent dif-
ference in how players perceive game balancing variants—fairness,
pressure/tension, and approval—systematic differences in enjoyment
could not be found. We assume that this is due to the complexity of
the experience in gaming. It is certainly possible to have fun even if
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players experience game features differently, e.g., unfair. Therefore,
we suggest that developers and researchers should be wary of care-
lessly intervening in the skill imbalance in multiplayer games. We
recommend future work that systematically disentangles different
components of experienced fairness and PX in this context.

9.5 summary, contribution & conclusion

In the context of this thesis, these findings have several implications.
We suggest considering skill balance in multiplayer games as a special
aspect of player state and present a method to assess it. We propose to
address a potential skill mismatch by adapting game features with a
novel game balancing method for multiplayer AR tabletop games. We
evaluated these approaches in a user study and provide insights into
the effects of adapting game features in this context. These findings
have applications for researchers and practitioners who want to apply
game balancing methods in similar games. Further, they provide
insights into how players experience game balancing methods and
which aspects are important for subjective fairness, approval, and PX.
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10
A D A P T I N G P L AY E R I N T E R A C T I O N T O C O N T E X T I N
A S H A R E D V I RT UA L R E A L I T Y S E T T I N G

We present a final case study investigating how adapting aspects of the
game interaction affects player experience. We examine how providing
an input method that is suitable for a shared virtual reality (VR)
setting influences game experience. In general, this project mostly
focused on the social aspects of the use VR HMDs. In the context of this
thesis, we evaluate PX effects of different paradigms for the interaction
between players. In particular, we compared a condition with spatial
interaction of both players to a condition where players without an
HMD did not interact spatially. We consider the former adapted to
this particular (spatial) interaction context in VR. In contrast to the
other approaches of this thesis, game features are not adapted during
gameplay, but they provide further evidence that adapting games can
be beneficial, even if applied offline. We will later describe how it
can be applied in a real-world scenario. This chapter is based on and
extends the research previously published as:
[Core2] Jan Gugenheimer, Evgeny Stemasov, Julian Frommel, and
Enrico Rukzio. ShareVR: Enabling Co-Located Experiences for Virtual
Reality Between HMD and Non-HMD Users. In Proceedings of the 2017
CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, CHI ’17, pages
4021–4033, New York, NY, USA, 2017. ACM. http://doi.acm.org/
10.1145/3025453.3025683

10.1 adapted game interaction in virtual reality

Player-game interaction is an important aspect of play. Interaction
is not only necessary to make games playable; its design in itself
affects players. Previous research has shown that varying interaction
concepts such as different controller types can affect various player

experience (PX) measures [22, 148, 197].
In a VR gaming context, players interact very differently than in

traditional games because the systems mostly allow spatial interaction.
Such interaction is often novel and players have to get accustomed
to it [205]. On the other hand, some systems and games use interac-
tion paradigms that are known from non-VR contexts such as game
controllers. Despite the use of varying approaches, there is little re-
search on the effects of interaction paradigms in VR. In particular, we
assume that there is a difference between natural game interaction
and traditional input methods. This particularly applies to co-located
VR games. They have to be designed in a way that also allows play
between players with and without head-mounted displays (HMDs),
because there are situations where only one HMD is available at a time.
This context of playing is highly relevant to the interaction and should
be considered in its design.

109
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Figure 10.1: We explore spatial interaction with ShareVR, a system that en-
ables co-located asymmetric interaction between users wearing
an HMD and users without an HMD. ShareVR uses a tracked
display (a, e) as a window into the virtual world and a floor
projection to visualize the virtual environment to all Non-HMD
users. It enables collaborative experiences such as exploring a
dungeon together (b), drawing (h), sports (c) or solving puzzles
(e, f) as well as competitive experiences such as “Statues” (d)
or a swordfight (g). ShareVR facilitates a shared physical and
virtual space, increasing the presence and enjoyment for both
HMD and Non-HMD users. Image and caption adapted from
[Core2].

In this case study, we present an interaction paradigm for co-located
multiplayer VR gaming that is suitable for the spatial interaction con-
text by enabling players without HMDs to interact spatially. This way,
we facilitate interaction that is specifically adapted to the players’
current gaming context, i.e., playing with another co-located person
and potential bystanders. We bring players without HMDs in the same
tracking space to enable physical interaction, for which previous re-
search has shown positive effects on enjoyment, social interaction, and
cognitive benefits [84, 131, 157]. This adaptivity approach is different
to those of the previous chapters because it is applied offline instead
of online. One could imagine that this type of adaptivity could be
applied by suggesting suitable input methods before gameplay starts.
In this case study, we evaluate how providing this adapted interaction
paradigm affects PX in comparison to a non-adapted input scheme
using game controllers.

10.2 concept & implementation

We designed and implemented an adapted, spatial interaction paradigm
for co-located VR interaction using floor projection, mobile displays,
and positional tracking. We explored this interaction with ShareVR,
a proof-of-concept prototype enabling players using an HMD (HMD
users) to interact with another player without an HMD (Non-HMD
user) and potential other people such as onlookers on a nearby couch.

[Core2] A main goal for the design of ShareVR was to increase the enjoyment,
presence and social interaction for HMD and Non-HMD users. We
aimed for developing an entertainment system which would fit right
into the social dynamics of a living room.
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One of our major design decisions was not to design an HMD to
HMD system but focus on asymmetric interaction with Non-HMD
users. While we agree that the direction of HMD to HMD interaction
is also highly relevant and a highly researched field, we decided
to focus on scenarios where only one HMD is available. Similarly
to Voida et al. [222], we argue that for the living room scenario, it is
important to design a system which enables a gradient of participation.
This allows users who are not eager to use an HMD to still be part
of the virtual experience and maybe get interested in participating
themselves. Furthermore, this approach allows a rich social interaction
between Non-HMD users and bystanders since they both can see and
talk to each other.

In our concept, we focused on room-scale VR systems such as
the HTC Vive and partially PlayStation VR, since they offer a larger
design space, result in a high level of immersion and are expected to
be widely spread systems in the future [217]. A second major design
decision was to bring the Non-HMD user into the tracking space and
let him explore the virtual world from the same position as the HMD
user. This should result in an equal level of agency and engagement
between HMD and Non-HMD users and further add the dimension of
physical interaction (e.g., touch the HMD user). Prior research showed
that this form of physical engagement and interaction results in an
increase of enjoyment and social interaction [84, 131, 157].

This way, the default interaction paradigm with ShareVR is adapted
to the spatial interaction context of VR. By bringing Non-HMD users
into the tracking space, we enable spatial interaction for them as well.
In a user study, we compared this approach to a condition where
Non-HMD user interacted through game controllers and as such not
spatially.

Figure 10.2: Left: Display mounted on the controller of the Non-HMD user.
Right: Physical setup of ShareVR, replicating a living-room layout.
Image and caption adapted from [Core2].
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10.2.1 Concept and Hardware Implementation

[Core2] Our proof-of-concept prototype of ShareVR was built using an HTC
Vive, two oppositely positioned short throw BenQ W1080ST projectors
to visualize the tracking space and a 7 inch display attached to one of
the HTC Vive controllers serving as a “window into the virtual world”
for the Non-HMD user (see Figure 10.2). We additionally added a
TV which mirrored the view of the HMD user. The whole software
was running on an i7 machine with an Nvidia GTX 970. The two
main design variables we had were how to realize interaction and
visualization for the Non-HMD users.

interaction : Since we decided to bring both users in the same
physical space we had to track the position and interaction of the
Non-HMD user. We dedicated one of the HTC Vive controllers as the
Non-HMD controller and used the Lighthouse tracking system of the
HTC Vive to estimate the location of the Non-HMD user inside the
physical space and let him interact with the IVE using the controller
inputs. To leverage the advantage of sharing the same physical space
we used physical props attached to the tracked controller as a second
form of interaction between HMD and Non-HMD users. This enabled
the Non-HMD user to generate haptic feedback for the HMD user
(e.g., impact of lightsabers can be felt, cf. Figure 10.1g). Based on the
feedback of the online survey, we decided not to use headphones for
the HMD user, to allow for oral communication between all users and
directional sound (e.g., hearing the steps of the Non-HMD user).

visualization : We designed the visualization having the Non-
HMD user and additional users sitting on the couch in mind. To reduce
the amount of shadows, we positioned two projectors opposite of each
other directed towards the floor covering the full tracking space of
the Lighthouse system. Both were calibrated through software to be
perfectly aligned, visualizing the full tracking space to all people in
the surrounding. This should help to develop a spatial understanding
of the IVE for Non-HMD users. Furthermore, we attached a 7 inch
display on top of the Non-HMD controller allowing to function as
a “window” into the virtual world. We used a 5m HDMI cable to
connect the display with the PC and supported it with power through
a portable power bank inside the users pocket. We initially tried to
remove all cables using wireless HDMI which resulted in a too big
delay. Additionally, we used a TV to render the mirrored view of the
HMD user.

10.2.2 Software Implementation

The whole software side was implemented using Unity R© and the
SteamVR Unity plugin. We used NewtonVR [209] as an additional
layer on top of SteamVR to quickly prototype physical interaction such
as grabbing virtual objects. We created a prefab in Unity consisting
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Figure 10.3: Two users (a: handheld view, b: HMD view) fighting monsters in
the caves of BeMyLight. Note that the HMD user (b) only can see
where the Non-HMD user (a) shines light on. Image and caption
adapted from [Core2].

of the NewtonVR camera rig, an orthographic camera positioned
above to cover the whole tracking space and a camera on the virtual
Non-HMD controller. The orthographic camera rendered their image
onto a mesh in which we could adjust individual vertices to correct
for distortion and align both projectors. Two individual versions of
this mesh were positioned in front of two additional cameras which
rendered the projection images. We used this prefab throughout all
our implemented experiences.

With this implementation, we enable an interaction between HMD and
Non-HMD users that is adapted to the spatial interaction paradigm
of this scenario. In a user study (described later), we compared this
setup to more traditional game interaction that was not adapted to
this context.

10.3 games : designing for co-located spatial interac-
tion

We implemented two games, BeMyLight and SneakyBoxes, to explore
cooperative and competitive game design for this context. They were
mainly designed for interaction that is adapted to the co-located spatial
interaction paradigm.

10.3.1 Collaborative: Be My Light

In the game BeMyLight, both players explore a dark cave (Figure 10.3).
Their goal is to escape the cave by cooperatively fighting monsters
and solving riddles.

[Core2]The HMD user plays an adventurer who holds a sword which he can
swing to damage monsters and teleports himself through the map.
The Non-HMD user plays a magic fairy light which floats around the
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HMD user and is the only source of light inside the pitch black cave
system. The fairy is furthermore able to cast a fireball which lights up
the cave and damages monsters in its way. The riddles are designed in
a way that both users have to work together to be able to solve them.

The HMD user sees the world through the eyes of the adventurer
(point of view) and the fairy is visualized as a floating light (point
light and spotlight in Unity). The Non-HMD user has a top down
view of the current tracking space visualized on the projection. This
allows him to see the directions from which monsters are approaching
or attacking the HMD user. He is further capable of controlling the
scale of the projection (zooming) to use the projection as a map. The
handheld screen is used as a “window into the world” metaphor and
controls the direction of the spot light (flashlight metaphor). To further
increase the dependency between both users, some information is only
displayed to the fairy and some only to the adventurer, encouraging
them to collaborate (e.g., “please shine some light here I think I saw
something you can’t see”).

This basic dynamic highly encourages a form of collaboration since
the HMD user needs a light to see monsters and the environment and
the Non-HMD user can not explore the world on his own since only
the HMD user can teleport. Both have an asymmetry of information
(e.g., only the adventurer can see the key for the exit but the fairy
has to shine light on the key to make it visible) and an asymmetry of
power (e.g., the fairy knows the path through the cave system since
he can see cues on the projection but only the adventurer can move
both).

10.3.2 Competitive: Sneaky Boxes

SneakyBoxes is based on a popular children’s game [228] which has
different names through the world (e.g., RedLight, GreenLight in the
US). SneakyBoxes is further highly inspired by Ruckus Ridge VR Party
[78] which is one of few currently available co-located asymmetric
VR games. The HMD user is positioned at the edge of the tracking
space and uses one controller which represents a “marker” which can
shoot projectiles. When looking into the tracking space the HMD user
sees randomly positioned boxes, chests and barrels (Figure 10.4). The
Non-HMD user is visualized as one of those boxes and is positioned
inside the tracking space holding one controller which is mainly used
for tracking his location. The goal of the HMD user is to find and
“mark” the box which represents the Non-HMD user, whereby the
Non-HMD user has to look through all the other boxes and find a
randomly placed gem. All boxes are fixed in the scene and only the
Non-HMD users’ box moves when he physically moves his controller.
This allows the HMD user to distinguish and tag the Non-HMD user.

To create a bigger challenge for the HMD user, the lights in the
scene go out after approximately 10 seconds. To turn the lights back
on, the HMD user has to turn away from the tracking space and hit
a floating target behind him. This gives the Non-HMD user time to
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Figure 10.4: Two users playing SneakyBoxes and their individual views: (a)
handheld (b) inside the HMD . Note that the HMD user (b) can
not distinguish between a regular box and the Non-HMD box.
Image and caption adapted from [Core2].

reposition himself and look through some of the boxes. To further
exploit the physical proximity we attached an inflatable sword on the
controller of the Non-HMD user. By hitting the HMD user with the
inflatable sword, the lights inside the scene can be “hit out” every 15

seconds, forcing the HMD user to turn around and turn the lights
back on. The handheld display is used as a “window” into the virtual
world and the projection visualizes the tracking space (top down view
of all boxes).

SneakyBoxes was designed to explore the competitive possibilities
which arise from the co-located asymmetry enabled through ShareVR.
We deliberately avoided the use of headphones for the HMD user,
since the direction of the noise the Non-HMD user does is an essential
part of the gameplay. We further actively decided to use a physical
prop (inflatable sword) as a tool for the Non-HMD user to interact
with the HMD user. We were mainly interested what implications this
physicality has on the social dynamic.

10.4 user study

We conducted a user study to evaluate how interaction with ShareVR
affects PX measures. In the light of this thesis, we consider this the
adapted interaction and evaluate its effects on context-relevant PX

measures. We compared the spatial interaction to a baseline condition
where Non-HMD players interacted through a gamepad and a TV. We
consider the interaction with both players in the same space as part
of the system and therefore refer to this condition as ShareVR in the
following. In particular, we compared this adapted, spatial interaction
(ShareVR) to traditional but not adapted interaction (baseline). We used
gamepad and TV as the interaction for the Non-HMD user as this
setup is common in current asymmetric co-located VR games (e.g.,
Ruckus Ridge VR Party [78], PlayStationVR [47]). While we manipulated
only the input scheme of the Non-HMD player in our study, this had
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an effect on all players that are involved in an experience, because
they were interacting with each other through the game. Therefore, a
different interaction for a single player resulted in an overall different
interaction between players, especially in a co-located setting.

10.4.1 Study Design

The study was conducted in a repeated measures factorial design with
three independent variables: system (ShareVR, Baseline), role (HMD,
Non-HMD), and game (BeMyLight, SneakyBoxes). For the baseline sys-
tem, we implemented separate versions of BeMyLight and SneakyBoxes
that were played with a regular gamepad instead of a tracked Vive con-
troller. This results in an interaction that we consider traditional but
not adapted to the context. Further, we added additional features to
the baseline versions of games provide a fair comparison of the systems
(e.g., using a button press to trigger a sword hit in SneakyBoxes).

We used a set of existing scales to evaluate context-relevant player

experience (PX) variables. We measured overall game enjoyment with
the positive experience (6 items), negative experience (6 items), tiredness
(2 items), and returning to reality (3 items) subscales of the post-game
Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) [100] as well as valence and
arousal using the 9-point Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [27]. In ad-
dition, we assessed the participants’ presence using Slater, Usoh, and
Steed’s presence questionnaire [198] (SUS) and their social interaction
with the behavioural involvement component (6 items) of the GEQ’s
social presence module [100]. Participants answered these question-
naires after each condition. In addition, in a final questionnaire after
all conditions, they were asked to rate their enjoyment, presence and
social engagement for each combination of system and role on 7-point
Likert scales.

10.4.2 Procedure

[Core2] The study took place in a university lab that was prepared to resemble
a realistic living room scenario containing a couch, a TV screen, and
the play area of the HTC Vive (see Figure 10.2). Participants were
recruited in pairs. After a brief introduction, they played all 8 possible
permutations of our independent variables (System x Role x Game).
The order was counterbalanced using a Latin square. All play sessions
were interrupted after 5 minutes in order to guarantee fair compar-
isons. After each play session, participants completed a questionnaire
measuring their experience and additional data (e.g., visual attention).
The study took on average 1.5h and participants received 10 EUR.

10.4.3 Participants

For this study we recruited 16 participants (5 female, 11 male) with
an average age of 27.63 (SD = 3.181). Participants were recruited in
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Figure 10.5: Averages (± SD) of the positive experiences subscale (GEQ),
behavioural involvement (GEQ) and presence (SUS). Image and
caption adapted from [Core2].

pairs and with the premise that they have such a social connection
that they feel comfortable playing with each other. They reported
an average experience with VR devices of 8.76 months (SD = 7.22).
Their average interest in VR technology was very high (M = 6.13,
SD = 0.62), but their intention to buy a VR HMD in the next 12 months
was low (M = 2.81, SD = 2.04, both variables measured on 7-point
Likert scales).

10.4.4 Results

The study was conducted in a 2x2x2 (System x Role x Game) within-
subjects design. We analyzed scores for GEQ positive experience and
presence using a repeated-measures ANOVA. Because data did not
suggest parametric assumptions for the other measures, they were
analyzed using nonparametric Aligned Rank Transform [232, 113]. Fig-
ure 10.5 shows data from the GEQ and SUS scales. Figure 10.6 shows
an overview of the comparisons from the concluding questionnaire
directly comparing conditions with respect to enjoyment, presence,
and social interaction.

enjoyment : First, we evaluated enjoyment with the post-game
GEQ components positive experience, negative experience, tiredness, and
returning to reality.

[Core2]HMD users reported a significant higher positive experience compared
to Non-HMD players (F(1, 15) = 11.573, p = 0.004, r = 0.660). As
expected, Non-HMD participants reported significantly higher scores
for tiredness using ShareVR compared to baseline (F(1, 15) = 12.060,
p = 0.003, r = 0.829). Participants further reported significantly higher
scores for “returning to reality” when using an HMD compared to
Non-HMD (F(1, 15) = 33.067, p < 0.001, r = 0.668).

Participants playing with ShareVR (M = 7.47, SD = 1.01) reported
significantly higher valence scores compared to baseline (M = 6.95,
SD = 0.92) (F(1, 15) = 10.952, p = 0.005, r = 0.650). Additionally,
using an HMD led to significantly higher scores for valence than with-
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out (F(1, 15) = 7.213, p = 0.017, r = 0.570). Furthermore, significantly
higher scores of arousal were reported using ShareVR (M = 6.1, SD =

1.61) compared to baseline (M = 5.36, SD = 1.50) (F(1, 15) = 7.145,
p = 0.017, r = 0.568), as well as for HMD (M = 6.01, SD = 1.28) com-
pared to Non-HMD (M = 5.31, SD = 1.60) (F(1, 15) = 8.809, p = 0.010,
r = 0.515).

For the concluding questionnaire (“I enjoyed using {System}”, Lik-
ert scale from 1 (= “strongly disagree”) to 7 (= “strongly agree”)), a
Kruskal–Wallis test revealed that ratings were significantly affected by
the system (H(3) = 19.995, p < 0.001). {ShareVR x HMD} was rated sig-
nificantly more fun than {baseline x Non-HMD} (U = 27.781, p < 0.001).
Furthermore, participants stated that they enjoyed {ShareVR x Non-
HMD} significantly more than {baseline x Non-HMD} (U = −19.062,
p = 0.016, adjusted significances are indicated for the Dunn-Bonferroni
post-hoc tests).

presence : Participants felt significantly more present (SUS) using
ShareVR (M = 4.5, SD = 1.3) compared to the baseline system (M = 4.0,
SD = 1.1) (F(1, 15) = 10.024, p = 0.006, r = 0.633) as well as while
using an HMD (M = 4.9, SD = 1.2) compared to Non-HMD (M = 3.6,
SD = 1.3) (F(1, 15) = 52.745, p < 0.001, r = 0.882).

In the concluding questionnaire (“I felt being in the game using
{System}”, Likert scale from 1 (= “strongly disagree”) to 7 (= “strongly
agree”)), we found a significant effect of the system used (H(3) =

29.240, p < 0.001). {baseline x Non-HMD} was rated significantly lower
than {baseline x HMD} (U = 25.844, p < 0.001) as well as {ShareVR x
HMD} (U = 32.812, p < 0.001) and also lower as {ShareVR x Non-HMD}
(U = −20.469, p = 0.008).

social interaction : Regarding social interaction, SneakyBoxes
led to significantly higher scores for the behavioural involvement com-
ponent of the GEQ social presence module compared to BeMyLight
(F(1, 15) = 6.877, p = 0.019, r = 0.560).

In the concluding questionnaire (“I felt engagement with the other
using {System}”, Likert scale from 1 (= “strongly disagree”) to 7 (=
“strongly agree”), the system significantly affected the reported social
engagement (H = 26.942, p < 0.001). {ShareVR x HMD} was rated
significantly more engaging than {baseline x Non-HMD} (U = 25.656,
p < 0.001) as well as {baseline x HMD} (U = −24, 781, p = 0.001.
Further, ratings show that {ShareVR x Non-HMD} was significantly
more socially engaging than {baseline x Non-HMD}, U = 22.094, p =

0.004) and {baseline x HMD} (U = −21.219, p = 0.006).

10.5 discussion

Participants reported an overall better experience for the adapted in-
teraction with ShareVR compared to the baseline condition. While GEQ
post-game scores were not significantly different, our approach led
to more positive valence and higher arousal. Similarly, participants
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Figure 10.6: Averages (± SD) of the final questions on enjoyment (“I enjoyed
using {System}”), presence (“I felt being in the game using {Sys-
tem}”) and social interaction (“I felt engagement with the other
using {System}”). Image and caption adapted from [Core2].

rated the interaction with ShareVR more fun in the concluding ques-
tionnaires than the baseline system for playing with and without an
HMD. This suggests that game interaction adapted to the context pro-
vided a better PX than traditional unadapted game interaction through
gamepads for the players without an HMD.

Overall, ShareVR elicited higher presence than the baseline condition
indicating that adapted interaction can improve the feeling of being
present in a game. This increase was most prevalent for players with-
out an HMD. By providing an improved interaction through a more
informative visualization and spatial interaction, it is possible to let
players feel present in the game. While playing with an HMD still leads
to higher presence than playing without, our approach overall can
improve presence for both players.

Results for the GEQ behavioural involvement component showed
trends of higher engagement through ShareVR compared to baseline,
while the difference was not significant. However, in the concluding
questionnaire, participants did rate the experience with ShareVR sig-
nificantly more socially engaging than with the baseline system. These
differences were found for playing with and without HMD. Overall,
this indicates that context-adapted interaction can improve social in-
teraction between players compared to a non-adapted interaction.

Playing with an HMD still provided an overall more enjoyable expe-
rience than playing without. We expect that this is not a general effect,
but rather caused by the general direction of this research project.
The overall goal of ShareVR was to enable users without an HMD to
become part of a VR experience. As such, our games were designed to
improve the experience of these users, while they still focused a lot on
the HMD users. We leveraged the asymmetric interaction to provide
an enjoyable experience for both users, but cannot claim that it is
equally fun for both. However, we succeeded at overall improving the
experience, which suggests that adapted interaction is a meaningful
way that enables enjoyable game experience in co-located VR settings
for all involved users.

We consider ShareVR a system enabling interaction that is adapted to
a specific context—co-located VR gaming. As such, our study provides
further evidence in favor of adaptive game features in games, but its
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approach is somewhat different to the other case studies in Part iv.
Mostly, we use adaptivity that continuously detects player state and
adapts game features during gameplay. This is not easily possible with
ShareVR, as games mostly keep interaction constant. However, while
it is not suitable for all games, one could imagine multiple ways that
enable such an approach due to the large variety in games and how
players experience them. For example, it is easily applicable to a game
similar to one of the Mario Party series that features multiple shorter
and variable game phases. In a one-hour gaming session, players play
very different mini-games, for which interaction frequently varies
anyways. When the game continuously monitors the players’ context,
adaptive interaction can be applied. The game can detect that other
people have joined the player on the couch (e.g., through camera-based
systems), assess this change in context (from singleplayer to multiple
people), and offer adapted interaction. One could imagine that the
game suggests three modes for the next mini game: (1) keeping the
experience the same as singleplayer, (2) offer viewer features or low-
effort interaction for the other people on the coach, or (3) enable full
co-located multiplayer game modes. By detecting player context and
adapting game interaction accordingly, it is possible to leverage the
benefits as suggested by this study.

10.6 summary, contribution & conclusion

In this chapter, we evaluated the effects of adapted, spatial interaction
in VR with ShareVR, a system enabling users without head-mounted

displays (HMDs) to interact with players with an HMD. By enabling
context-adapted interaction through an improved visualization, spatial
interaction for Non-HMD players, and asymmetric game interaction,
we aim to provide an improved experience for all players. In a user
study, we showed that this adapted interaction indeed elicited more
enjoyment, presence, and social interaction than a baseline using
traditional, not context-adapted interaction. In the context of this the-
sis, this study provides further evidence for adapted game features.
Context-adapted interaction can improve PX measures in a co-located
VR setting. While the application of adaptivity in this way is challeng-
ing and potentially not easily applicable in an online approach, the
benefits suggest that designers should pay attention to the interaction
they provide in this context. By detecting the current interaction con-
text of a game and suggesting suitable interaction paradigms, game
designers can improve PX for all involved users.
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D I S C U S S I O N

In this chapter, we summarize the findings of this thesis and present
lessons learned that are relevant for the application of the proposed
assessment and adaptivity approaches (cf. Figure 2.1).

11.1 summary of findings

In this thesis, we propose objective [Core6, Core7] and subjective
[Core1, Core5] methods to assess player state and adaptivity ap-
proaches based on affective states [Core5], interaction context [Core2,
Core3], and skill challenge mapping [Core4]. In this section, we sum-
marize the findings of the user studies that evaluate these approaches
to answer our research questions.

11.1.1 Objective Player State Assessment

Part ii concerns objective methods for player state assessment. In par-
ticular, we asked:

Research Question 1: How can researchers and developers of digital games
employ objective assessment methods for player state that allow application
in a natural game setting?

This thesis answers Research Question 1 by proposing two proto-
typical approaches to assess emotion [Core6] and affiliation [Core7].
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 suggest that objective player state assess-
ment is possible with methods that are online, sensor-free, unobtrusive,
and automated. Both studies show that our approaches outperform
their respective baselines, which demonstrates their basic validity and
suggests that this it is generally possible to assess player state while
adhering to those requirements (cf. Section 2.3.4). We argue that it
is possible to collect features this way and use them to assess player
state. We propose model-based approaches that use objective features
to predict subjective experiences as follows:

1. Define context-relevant features.

2. Let players play games and report their subjective experience
while objective features are recorded. For example, this data can
be collected in playtesting for a specific game.

3. Train models on this data with the goal to generalize to similar
players in the same context.

4. Deploy models to predict subjective experiences unobtrusively
in an application context.

123
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5. Iteratively improve predictions over time by incorporating more
data that is collected during application.

This way, our approach to objective player state assessment is vali-
dated on data that is very similar to data in the application context.
This context certainly defines if a method is “good enough” and there-
fore has to be considered when judging performance. With this goal
in mind, this thesis contributes to objective assessment methods by
proposing usable methods and evaluating prototypical approaches for
emotion and affiliation.

11.1.2 Subjective Player State Assessment

Part iii revolves around subjective assessment methods to answer:

Research Question 2: How can researchers and developers of digital games
integrate subjective assessment methods for player state that are applicable in
a natural game setting?

We propose the integration of subjective assessment methods in
games by integrating them into game environments through a suitable
mapping from assessment elements to in-game elements. Chapter 5

presents a concept for the integration of Likert scales using consistent
control and presentation. We argue that it is possible to integrate
Likert scales in games by finding appropriate game element repre-
sentations for prompts and answer options. In a user study, we show
that this integrated approach elicits higher presence than an overlay
questionnaire, which suggests that this approach has value, as it poses
less interruptions to the experience. Chapter 6 builds on this concept
and uses dialogues with non-player characters (NPCs) as the game
elements for the mapping of Likert scales. With a user study, we show
that the presentation of the assessment as dialogues has similar predic-
tive validity than presenting overlay questionnaires, which suggests
that our approach can validly measure player states—in this case self-
reported emotions. However, our approach did not improve player

experience (PX) compared to the overlay questionnaire, which does
not confirm our expectations based on the previous study [Core1]. In
summary, we argue that this thesis proposes a practical approach for
the integration of subjective methods in games by showing that there
can be positive effects on presence and that measures can be equally
valid as traditional questionnaires. While we suggest further work
that investigates effects on PX taking into account its complexity, this
thesis proposes a concept that is easily applicable in a natural gaming
setting.

11.1.3 Adapting Game Features to Player State

Part iv answers questions about adapting game features to player state:
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Research Question 3: How can digital games use online assessed player
state for adapting game features and how does this affect player experience?

We propose four approaches that adapt game features to player state:

• Adapting game difficulty based on emotions (see Chapter 7).

• Adaptive tutorials that react to player context in VR games
(see Chapter 8).

• Game balancing based on skill challenge balance in multiplayer
tabletop AR games (see Chapter 9).

• Interaction that is adapted to the spatial interaction context in a
co-located VR setting (see Chapter 10).

In summary, the conducted user studies suggest that games that
adapt to player state provide an improved experience over non-
adaptive baselines. They can elicit an improved PX and perceived
competence [Core5], more positive emotions, less negative emotions,
and higher intrinsic motivation [Core3], as well as higher valence,
arousal, presence, and, social engagement ratings [Core2]. Generally,
these findings suggest that adapting game features to player state
can be beneficial in games. On the other hand, in one study game
balancing in multiplayer games did not strongly affect experience,
but led to a decrease in perceived fairness [Core4]. We argue that
continuously monitoring player state and adapting game features can
be valuable in games, but designers have to take into account the
complexity of PX and individual characteristics of players. These adap-
tations can lead to unexpected player reactions and should be applied
with caution. In summary, this thesis answers Research Question 3

by proposing and evaluating prototypical implementations of adap-
tivity approaches based on emotional state [Core5], skill challenge
balance level [Core4], interaction context in singleplayer VR [Core3],
and interaction paradigms of co-located multiplayer VR games [Core2].
These prototypical implementations provide guidance for the design
of adaptivity systems in games and the findings derived from their
evaluations allow insights into the complex relationship of adaptivity
and PX.

11.2 lessons learned

In this section, we describe eight lessons learned about player state
assessment and adaptivity approaches based on player state. These
are mostly grounded in the findings of the conducted user stud-
ies [Core1, Core2, Core3, Core4, Core5, Core6, Core7], but also influ-
enced by personal experience gained while working on this topic as
well as discussions with collaborators and reviewers. These lessons
can be considered guidelines for working with player state assess-
ment methods, but similarly constitute the limitations to the specific
approaches that we employed in this thesis.
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there are multiple valid and useful methods : This the-
sis presents and validates approaches to objectively [Core6, Core7]
and subjectively [Core1, Core5] assess player state. These approaches
vary quite substantial in the way that they are applied, i.e., based
on objective features or self-reported questionnaires. However, all
studies suggest the validity of these approaches, which indicates that
there are many ways that can be beneficial to assess different aspects
of player state. As described later, player state is very complex and
researchers and practitioners can be interested in very different com-
ponents thereof. For example, while one multiplayer game warrants an
assessment of the quality of social interactions, another game relies on
an assessment of motivation. As such, we argue that there are varying
techniques that have a place in the evaluation of game experiences.

consider the inherent uncertainty in objective assess-
ment : In Part ii, we show that objective player state assessment
is possible with unobtrusive methods. Our analysis shows that our
approaches outperform comparably naive baselines such as random
guess or mean prediction. We use these to show that our approaches
can work with our selected features in a natural scenario. However, we
cannot claim that performance is good enough for all types of practical
applications. As mentioned earlier, a context-dependent criterion is
necessary that allows an estimation of validity for specific use cases
and further work is required to improve performance. However, it
is unlikely that a method ever achieves 100% accuracy because of
the complex, dynamic nature of player-game interaction that leads to
changing player states. This means that there is always an inherent
uncertainty in the prediction of player state. Even the best models
cannot always account for everything that happens during play. For
example, a model can correctly detect that a player is frustrated, but
that can also be caused by factors that are completely external to the
game such as real-life interpersonal problems. If games do not handle
incoming predictions as uncertain, they might react in the wrong way.
In this case, it could be wrong to decrease difficulty, which is the usual
reaction to frustration in our emotion-based dynamic difficulty

adjustment (EDDA) approach (see Chapter 7). Therefore, researchers
and practitioners as well as adaptivity approaches that use player state
as input should always account for possible uncertainty in predictions
and constantly reevaluate player state to get a more complete picture
of the experience of players and react in a suitable way.

leverage assessment methods as support for experts :
Due to this inherent uncertainty, it makes sense to consider assess-
ment methods as support for experts such as researchers. In general,
objective and subjective assessment methods are most promising when
not used in isolation, but as support for domain experts such as games
user researchers who can interpret their output. For example, consider
an objective player state assessment method that predicts if players
are bored, but is too sensitive and therefore predicts boredom too
frequently. It can have value in playtesting when it discovers game
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levels that are boring for a few players even if it predicts boredom
for others where this is not true. It is just important that researchers
have to consider the performance and have to judge the predictions in
context, e.g., in combination with other methods such as interviews.
Easy and unobtrusive approaches lend themselves to a supplemen-
tary application in playtesting settings. They can generate data that
provides additional insights and a more complete picture that al-
lows researchers more reasonable conclusions. It is important that
researchers have a notion of the quality of individual data sources to
be able to get a conclusive picture without overburdening them with
too much and conflicting information.

respect the complexity of player state : In this thesis, we
keep a broad view on player state because we consider various aspects
of the player-game interaction important for evaluating the experience
of play and adaptive game approaches. We argue that this is generally
a suitable approach because of the dynamic and complex structure
of the interaction. We show that aspects not based on affect such as
context [Core2, Core3] and skill balance [Core4] are valuable to assess
and react to. Further, we argue that many aspects have to be considered
for evaluating game enjoyment. Various concepts about experience are
frequently used such as flow [52], satisfaction of intrinsic needs [55],
presence [231], affect, or player experience (PX) (see Section 2.2). We
argue that it is important to understand and respect this complexity in
evaluating games as well as adaptivity approaches. For example, we
propose an emotion-based dynamic difficulty adjustment (EDDA)
approach that assesses frustration and boredom and adjusts game
features to avoid those states (see Chapter 7). However, this is a
simple view that disregards considerations like the positive aspects of
frustration, such as the moment of victory after failing (cf. [88, 112]).
While our approach does lead to an improved experience, it will have
trouble in games that aim for a challenging gameplay where players
fail many times before succeeding such as Dark Souls [79], because it
aims to avoid negative effects, which are important for these types of
games [176]. Therefore, we propose that existing approaches should
not be used in other contexts or games without considering if it suits
the intended experience because there is no single concept of player
state that can be applied universally.

accept that there is no one-fits-all assessment : The
complexity of player state leads to another unwelcome insight. No sin-
gle method can be applied universally to assess player state and eval-
uate games and play experiences. Games are challenging to evaluate
in general because they aim for varying target experiences (cf. player
experience goals [81]). This highlights that it is reasonable to accept the
fact that the complexity of play necessitates a wide variety of tools to
evaluate experiences. As such, this thesis contributes to this toolset by
proposing integrated subjective assessment methods [Core1, Core5]
and unobtrusive objective assessment methods for emotion [Core6]
and affiliation [Core7]. However, the approaches presented in this
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thesis cannot assess all types of player states and they are not neces-
sarily better than other approaches in all regards. We argue that it is
important that researchers and practitioners have access to a variety of
assessment methods to choose reasonably what is best for what they
aim to evaluate.

generalizability to other games is constrained : Due
to the complexity of player state and player-game interaction, it is
challenging to provide insights into the generalizability of methods
to other contexts and games. For example, our emotion recognition
approach (see Chapter 3) works for predicting valence, arousal, and
dominance with quite specific features of input on a particular input
device, i.e., a graphics tablet. Our study shows that our approach
works in this context, which merely suggests that the same features
can be used in other games, e.g., featuring similar character drawing
mechanics. On the other hand, application of the same model is not
easily possible to games that are played with graphics tablet but com-
pletely different mechanics (e.g., osu!1 [54]) or even games with other
input schemes. This is because interaction in a game context frequently
is very different to non-game contexts. For example, a mouse is used
by strategy and shooter players, but interaction does not work in the
same way. While this direct generalizability of approaches to other
games is limited, it is reasonable to assume that a relationship on a
higher abstraction level—e.g., input features and performance indi-
cate emotion—still is valuable. In general, we argue for model-based
approaches that are explicitly designed and validated for a partic-
ular use case. Researchers can be sure that an assessment method
provides the information they want, if they use real player data to
create models that work in their context of interest. For that purpose,
this thesis provides contributions proposing and evaluating objective
model-based approaches and by investigating the relationship of ob-
jective features and player states with high (e.g., communication content
→ affiliation [Core7]) and low granularity (e.g., maximum pressure →
arousal [Core6]).

evaluate model-based approaches in your context : The
difficulty of generalization to other contexts for model-based ap-
proaches leads to an interesting situation where usual problems of
model-based approaches have to be evaluated differently. Models gen-
erated through a machine learning approaches frequently suffer from
problems like overfitting, i.e., that a model adjusts too much to the
training data that it does not work well for unknown data. Generally,
this is in fact a problem for the generalizability of models. If a model
does overfit on its training data, it does potentially not work well
when applied to unknown data. While we suspect that our models
similarly do not generalize well to other context, we propose that our
approach does. General-purpose models would be desirable to predict
player state such as emotion in varying games. However, we think that

1 Many players play the rhythm game osu! with a graphics tablet although this is not
required.
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the complexity of the player-game interaction and the dynamic na-
ture of player state poses stark challenges for this anyways. We argue
that not our models, but our approach is generalizable to other contexts
and games. Therefore, we propose that researchers and practitioners
should consider the models that we proposed as context-specific, and
instead use our approach in their games to generate and validate their
own models with their own data.

use unobtrusive assessment methods ethically : In this
thesis, we argue for unobtrusive methods, because we are interested
in methods that do not interfere with natural game interaction. We
argue that this is necessary to make them usable in natural at-home
gaming for leisure. However, these methods certainly have potential
for nefarious applications, as well. Integrated questionnaires [Core1,
Core5] are valuable because they do not interrupt gameplay, but this
can also lead to a situation where players do not even know they
are analyzed. For example, some games such as Silent Hill: Shattered
Memories [44] and Until Dawn [203] use scenes where players talk to
psychotherapists to generate gameplay that is adapted to the players’
individual characteristics [156]. In a way, it is certainly possible that
games can integrate methods to gain insights about players that go
beyond what is necessary for adaptive gameplay. The same applies for
online methods that unobtrusively collect features about players. While
both approaches technically can be used without players explicitly
knowing about it, researchers and practitioners are obligated to uphold
ethical standards about the players’ privacy. We argue that games never
should collect data without the players’ explicit informed consent and
that they only collect so much data as necessary to provide a benefit
to the players. When players start a game, they have to be informed
about the data collection in an easily understandable way including
the reasons and purposes. Then they have to be able to play the
game with or without those features. We argue that researchers and
practitioners have to uphold high standards because otherwise they
risk losing the trust of their players. Most importantly, though, it is
just mandatory that players and their data are treated in an ethical
way by researchers and game developers who collect this type of data.
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C O N C L U S I O N & O U T L O O K

This chapter provides a short outlook by outlining directions for future
work and some concluding remarks.

12.1 outlook

In the following, we will outline multiple directions for future work
indicated by the findings of this thesis.

investigating other objective assessment methods : This
thesis argues for model-based approaches that use unobtrusively col-
lected, objective features to predict subjective experiences. We pro-
posed and validated this approach for emotion and affiliation. It would
also be interesting to apply it to further components of player state
or PX, such as presence [231] or satisfaction of intrinsic needs [55].
Objective methods predicting responses on various questionnaires
could be beneficial to researchers. Using a model-based approach as
suggested by this thesis alleviates the effects of administering ques-
tionnaires during (interruptions) and after gameplay (retrospective
bias). As such, future work could build on this work by using similar
approaches to predict other components of PX with objective features.

design considerations for integrated questionnaires :
This thesis proposes and validates the integration of questionnaires
in games via mapping of questionnaire elements to game elements.
We presented a game-specific mapping with the Emotion Road design
and through questionnaires with non-player characters (NPCs). The
user studies for these projects showed that the integrative approach
can improve presence while maintaining equal predictive validity as
an overlay questionnaire. However, it did not lead to improved PX mea-
sures of aestethics and dynamics. We hypothesize that the design of the
integration very likely affects players. As such, we recommend future
work that investigates how different designs influence the players and
their experience in an effort to build best practices for such an inte-
gration. For example, we assume that avatar identification [126] could
influence validity and effects of questionnaire integration in NPC dia-
logues because players could answer differently, either as themselves
or as the character that they are playing. As such, we recommend
further studies that investigate validity and effects of different design
variants, e.g., eliciting varying degrees of identification.

evaluating the complexity of effects elicited through

adaptivity : Part iv presents four adaptivity approaches. The find-
ings of the user studies evaluating them suggest that they can improve
various PX measures. However, as discussed in Section 11.2, player
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state is complex and changing game features according to specific
states can lead to unexpected outcomes such as a decrease in perceived
fairness. Therefore, we recommend further studies that evaluate the
effects of adaptivity in more depth. Our research generally argued
for adaptivity because of a positive effect on PX, which is supported
by our findings. However, these approaches are an intervention that
can have negative effects as well. As such, we recommend that fu-
ture work should also consider negative effects more. This comprises
fairness in game balancing as well as effects of dynamic difficulty ap-
proaches that could diminish the moment of victory after frustration
(cf. [88, 112, 123]) or prevent “bragging rights” experiences (cf. [2]).

implementing general personalized adaptivity models :
With respect to objective assessment techniques, we argue for model-
based approaches that predict subjective experiences of players. One
interesting direction for future work are models that are general for
a single user. If models are trained for one particular player, they
could incorporate the individual characteristics and preferences of
that particular player. For example, one could imagine models that
have a concept of preference for challenge while knowing how much
frustration the player can handle. This could be implemented as a
general gaming companion on the players’ devices that continuously
improves over time. Players could answer questionnaires about their
preferences as input to the models and adaptivity approaches can
consider that information. This would allow game balancing models
that only intervene if players do consider it fair. Similarly, it enables dy-
namic difficulty approaches that only change challenge when players
are really stuck instead of lowering difficulty when it is not necessary.
As such, we suggest future work considering adaptivity approaches
that really know players by having persistent, personalized, gradually
improving player models.

12.2 conclusion

In summary, this thesis addresses the problems of assessing player
state in a natural gaming setting with the goal of evaluating game ex-
periences and directly addressing unwanted states. We proposed four
criteria that are necessary to make assessment usable in this context.
They have to be online, unobtrusive, sensor-free, and automated to allow
an easy, widely applicable integration in game settings while being
able to assess dynamic and complex player states during gameplay
(cf. Section 2.3.4).

We proposed objective [Core6, Core7] and subjective [Core1, Core5]
player state assessment methods that adhere to these criteria. They
show that objective features collected this way can be used to predict
affective state (see Chapter 3) and affiliation (see Chapter 4). Further,
we suggested the integration of subjective methods into game en-
vironments by mapping questionnaire elements to game elements
(see Chapter 5), such as NPC dialogues (see Chapter 6). In addition, we
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showed how games can provide an improved experience by adapting
game features to player state variable such as emotions (see Chap-
ter 7), skill challenge balance level (see Chapter 9), interaction context
in singleplayer VR games (see Chapter 8), and interaction paradigms
of co-located VR games (see Chapter 10).

As such, this thesis provides contributions for researchers and prac-
titioners. We suggest the assessment of player state objectively with
model-based methods and subjectively through integrative design
approaches. These can be applied in user studies and playtesting as
additional tools with high granularity and low impact on players. For
the same reasons, they lend themselves for assessing player state in
commercial games that are played at-home for leisure. We provide
guidance for researchers and practitioners who want to employ adap-
tivity approaches by proposing prototypical implementations and
investigating their effects on players. They can be employed in user
studies and similar commercial games to elicit particular responses,
such as higher perceived competence compared to increasing or static
difficulty [Core5]. Further, they allow insights into the dynamic and
complex nature of player state and how it can be influenced by adap-
tivity approaches.

To conclude, we hope scholars and practitioners can use the findings
of this thesis to evaluate gameplay experiences with reduced impact
on the players. This way, we believe that games could be improved by
making their evaluation in research and commercial game develop-
ment simpler and more powerful as well as by incorporating adaptivity
mechanisms that predict player state and react accordingly. As such,
we hope that designers can keep creating and scholars investigating
games that elicit experiences enjoyed by so many people.
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